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Preface 

This issue of the Working Papers consists of a single study: 

Elizabeth Leung's 1986 M.A. thesis, a phonological study of the 

Llogoori language of Kenya. The reader may ask why this work is 

being made available to a wider public after a delay of five years. 

Elizabeth Leung's study constitutes the first extensive lin

guistic description of a language whose basic structural features 

are still unfamiliar to Bantuists and other linguists. Thus, any 

information that can be made available on this language is of 

importance to Bantu studies. Beyond this, however, Leung's study 

goes well beyond the requirements of rudimentary description, con

sisting not only of a clear and well-exemplified presentation of 

major phonological (and morphological) features of the language, 

but of a carefully worked out and internally consistent analysis, 

one of the first comprehensive. treatments of a Bantu language with

in the framework of an early 1980's model of nonlinear phonology. 

In addition to its descriptive interest, this work provides new 

evidence for the nature of tonal representation in Bantu languages. 

It is known that the languages of this group vary along a scale 

from pure tonal systems with an underlying contrast between H 

(high) tone, L (low) tone, and zero tone, to "tonal accent" systems 

contrasting H tone with its absence. Llogoori appears to lie on a 

mid-point on this scale. This is suggested by the following table, 

in which underlying tonal contrasts are given for the subject 

prefix (SP), tense prefix (TP), object prefix (OP), root, 

extensional suffixes, final vowel suffix (FV), and floating tonal 

suffix in three Bantu languages: 

Kikuyu Llogoori Sesotho 

SP: H X L L H X 0 

TP: H x L H X L X 0 H X 0 (also L?) 

OP: H X L H H 

Root: H X L H X '2J H X '2J 

Extensions: 0 0 0 

FV: 0 0 0 

Tonal suffix: H X L H X L X 0 H X 0 

As this chart shows, Kikuyu represents a conservative system 

preserving lexical tone contrasts in all form classes except the 

extensions and final vowel, while Sesotho represents an innovative 

tonal accent system in which the underlying L tone has been almost 

entirely lost. Llogoori lies in between these two extremes, 

preserving a contrastive, underlying L tone on tense prefixes and 

tonal suffixes, but eliminating it elsewhere. 

Of particular theoretical interest is the nature of downstep 

(i.e., tone register lowering) in Llogoori. Some of the earliest 

work in the formal analysis of downstep suggested that downstep is 

widely (or even universally) characterized as a floating L tone. 

In the early 1980's, however, evidence came to light suggesting 

that phonological downstep could be used to signify a juncture 

between two linked tones as well. In such systems, for instance, 

two H tones separately linked to two vowels are separated by a 



downstep, as shown in the first figure below, while a single H tone 

spreading across two vowels does not have a medial downstep, as 

shown in the second figure. 

downstep: 

V C V 

H 

- I H 

H 

H l 

no downstep: 

V CV 

\ I 

H 

H H 

The theoretical significance of this result is that we cannot 

assume any automatic principle (such as the OCP) collapsing repre

sentations of the first type into representations of the second 

type. Rather, the structural difference shown above must survive 

into the phonetics, where it triggers distinct patterns of tonal 

realization. (There are no independent reasons to assume a float

ing tone or any other sort of "downstep marker" between the H tones 

of H H sequences in Llogoori.) In this work, Leung provides exten

sive and convincing documentation of a thorough-going downstep 

system of this latter type. 

Elizabeth Leung was fortunate to be able to work over a period 

of several years with Margaret Kilibwa, a graduate student in the 

School of Agriculture whose first language is Llogoori. We grate

fully acknowledge Ms. Kilibwa's generous devotion of time and 

energy to this project, without which these results could not have 

been obtained. Many features of the language were first worked out 

in the context of a field methods course, and the full analysis was 

worked out over the course of the following year and a half. 

Aspects of pronunciation that were difficult to grasp aurally, 

especially those involving details of tonal realization, were 

carefully checked in the phonetics lab. Leung's study is limited 

by the fact that further data could not be obtained from other 

speakers; thus, the nature and extent of cross-speaker variation 

could not be studied. However, the description presented in this 

thesis is an accurate characterization of Margaret Kilibwa's 

speech. The good correspondence between Leung's transcriptions and 

an earlier wordlist collected by Martin Mould (see Mould 1981) pro

vides independent confirmation of the representativeness of Ms. 

Kilibwa's speech and of the accuracy of Leung's description. 

Initially, Leung intended to revise and reformat this work for 

submission to a publisher. However, other professional responsa

bilities kept this project on the sidelines for several years. 

She has now decided that it is better to make this work available 

in an unrevised working-paper version than to create further 

delays. We are glad to be able to publish this study in our 

Working Papers at this time. 

Nick Clements 
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INTRODUCTION 

LLOGOORI AND ITS SPEAKERS 

Llogoori [llogo:ri] (Maragoli, Ragoli, Lugoli) is a Bantu lan

guage spoken in western Kenya. Speakers are centered around the Kisu

mu-Kakamega road in the north u~ to the escarpment towards the Kavi

rondo gulf in the south (map 1). The estimated number of speakers is 

160,000 (Heine & Mehlig 1980:32). 

As in many other linguistic groups in Africa, the use of a second 

or third language is common among Llogoori speakers. English, for ex

ample, is the official language of Kenya. It is the language of gov

ernment, administration, and education. Swahili, on the other hand, 

is Kenya's national language. It is the most important medium of com

munication among the different ethnic groups. 

LLOGOORI IN BANTU LINGUISTICS 

Llogoori is among the Bantu languages on which no detailed syn

chronic studies have been done. 1 Previous studies that make reference 

to the language are mainly historical in orientation and examine the 

language only vis-a-vis other Bantu languages for comparative purposes 

(Guthrie 1967-71; Bennett 1973; Mould 1981). 

The only except"on is a typescript Luragoli grammar (Ar.c,:,'lllous, no 
date) which was made available to me by Patrick Bennett through G. 
N. Clements. 

-2-
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The historical affiliation of Llogoori has been a subject of con

troversy. In Comparative Bantu (Guthrie 1967-71), Llogoori is classi-

fied under E40 which consists also of the East Nyanza languages of Ku

ria and Gusii. Guthrie's classification was justified primarily by 

the fact that Llogoori has not undergone the spirantization of Proto

Bantu 1 p, t, k and b, d, g, and the associated shift of the Bantu sev

en-vowel system to a five-vowel system. In this regard, Llogoori re

sembles the East Nyanza dialects and differs from the Luhya (Luyia) 

dialects in which Proto-Bantu high vowels are mostly merged. 2 Guth

rie's view is consistent with that of other scholars like Tucker & 

Bryan (1957) and Whiteley (1974), 

2 In most Luhya languages, the Proto-Bantu high vowels merged in ei
ther one of the 2 ways: 

*i •u 

----· ·~ i u 

~-1 ./ u 

e 0 

a 

i-} *u---u 

*i •u 

/ ~ e 0 

~ 0/ e 

a 

The alternative view proposes that Uogoori is related to the 

Luhya group. Bennett (1973) classifies Uogoori under the southern 

subdivision of "North East Victoria Bantu", a term with which he re

fers to Llogoori and the Luhya languages which are all members of 

Guthrie's E30, Heine & Mohlig (1980) classify Llogoori as "North 

Eastern I", the dialect branch which in their classification consists 

of the major Luhya languages. Finally, Mould (1981) groups Llogoori 

under "Greater Luyia", the term which he uses to embrace all the Luhya 

langauges including Llogoori and Southern Luhya. Mould's view is 

based in part on the observation that in lexicostatistic terms, Llo

goori has a higher percentage of cognation with other representative 

Luhya dialects than it does with Gusii. 3 Toe phonological observation 

that Llogoori does not attest spirantization and vowel merger, on the 

other hand, is dismissed as a criterion for historical classification 

as "shared retentions cannot prove genetic relationships since such 

retentions can happen independently" (Mould 1981 pp: 187), 

It is not in the writer's interest to further pursue the question 

of Llogoori's historical affiliation, as this is not a theme of the 

present study, Indeed, it would be futile to try to answer the many 

historical questions about the language while so little is known even 

of its synchronic structure, While providing a complete grammar of 

the language in one volume would be an unrealistic goal, it is the 

-----------
3 Based on his lexicostatistic study that uses a 200 basic word list 

as the basis of computation, Mould (1981) finds that the percentage 
of cognation between Llogoori and the representative Luhya dialects 
averages to 68 percent, whereas its percentage of cognation with Gu
sii is only 47. Moreover, the average percentage of cognation be
tween the representative Luhya dialects and Gusii is also relatively 
low, viz. 44,5 percent, 
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purpose of this study to investigate in depth one aspect of the syn

chronic grammar of Llogoori, namely, its tonal phonology, with the fo

cus being on the verbs. 

1.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1.1 Aim and Scope 

Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The main goal of this thesis consists in the description and 

analysis of tones in Llogoori verbs from the theoretical perspective 

of autosegmental phonology. The motivation for such a study is three

fold. Firstly, as pointed out in the previous sections, Llogoori is a 

language of which no detailed scynchronic description has been written 

before, A serious study on any aspect of Llogoori grammar can serve 

as a point of departure for future research, Secondly, one of the 

most intriguing aspects of Bantu languages has been their tonal pho

nology. Aside from the fact that the tonal systems of individual Af

rican languages are generally highly complex, the typological variety 

that these languages exhibit--from being fully tonal (e.g. Kikuyu), 

accentual (e.g. Tonga), to non-tonal (e.g. Swahili)--are most instruc

tive to the formulation of the general theory of tone. A detailed de

scription of Llogoori verb tones will enrich the data base from which 

further exploration of Bantu tone and accent systems may proceed. 

Last but not least, in adopting the autosegmental model as the frame

work of analysis, the study puts into application one of the most cur-

rent approaches towards tonal description and analysis, adding a ref

erence to the growing body of literature in autosegmental phonology. 

-7-



This thesis suffers from the following limitations. First of 

all, the study is based on the speech of only .!1.!!.!: single speaker of 

the language. Consequently, it is not always possible to discriminate 

idiosyncratic traits from the more general characteristics of the lan

guage. Secondly, the present study adopts only one view point, viz., 

that of auto segmental phonology. As divergent methodologies and ap

proaches have been used in other Bantu tonal studies and can poten

tially be employed here, this study represents only one possible way 

of characterizing Llogoori verb tones. Thirdly, due to the scarcity 

of literature directly related to the subject, 1 much of the interpre

tation of data is based on the writer's subjective judgement. Fortu

nately, with the aid of a pitch analyzer2 at the Phonetics Laboratory 

of Cornell University, some of the ambiguities in pitch interpretation 

have been resolved. Finally, this study examines in detail the tones 

of only one syntactic category, namely, the verbs,3 and deals primari

ly with word-level phonology. In view of these limitations, the pres

ent study can claim to be no more than a preliminary survey of selec~ 

ed features of the Llogoori tonal system. 

Among the sources cited in Benett (1973), which include a bible 
translation published in 1951, ~ Luragoli-English Vocabulary pub
lished by the Friends Africa Mission Press, and .an abridged collec
tion of extracts from a Luragoli ~ (Anonymous, no date), pre
sumably from the same source, only the last source named has been 
available to me. 

2 The pitch analyzer is a product of Voice Identification, Inc. which 
runs programs PM 100 and PM 200. 

3 Verbs are chosen to be the subject of investigation mainly because 
of their agglutinative nature and morphological complexity which fa
cilitate the investigation of morphotonology and many interesting 
tonal phenomena associated with tonal mobility. 

~iograpnlcal and Linguistic Information on Speaker 

Miss Margaret Kilibwa, the Llo&oori speaker wnose speech the 

present study is based upon, was born in 1959 in Rosengeli, a town in 

the Kakamega area (map 1). Sne was educated in her home town until 

she was 14. She then attended secondary school in Eldoret (map 1). 

From 1979 to 19d0, she worked in Nairobi as a high school teacher, a 

broadcaster for the Voice of Kenya, and a government official. In De

cember of 1980, she left for the U.S. to attend the Wilmington Col

lege in Ohio, receiving a B.S. in Agriculture and Chemistry in June, 

198J. Since September of 1983 she has been at Cornell University for 

her graduate work in Agronomy and Food Science. Data utilized in this 

thesis were collected from Miss Kilibwa for about a year's period, 

from fall of 198J through fall of 1984 at Cornell University and am

plified in 1984-1985. 

Miss Kilibwa is a Llogoori-Swahili-English trilingual. wnile her 

father is a native Llogoori, her mother is a Bunyore and speaks that 

languai,e. Miss Kilibwa grew up speaking both Llogoorf and Swahili, 

and had studied English at school since she was seven years old. 

While Miss Kilibwa was living in Kenya, she used Llogoori within her 

family and tribal area only. Swahili was the language she used most 

in her contacts with people outside of the Llogoori area. English was 

used heavily at school and at work. 

From the brief bioi,raphical sketch of Miss Kilibwa given above, 

one may wonder how far her competence in Llogoori has been affected by 

her exposure to many other languages. Note also that she was born and 

raised outside of the Llogoori speaking area proper. Her competence 
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in the language is assumed, however, based on the observation that 

there is great consistency betw~en tile data elicited from her and 

those presented in Mould ( 1 981) and the typescript Luragoli grammar 

(Anonymous, no date) mentioned in footnote (1). 

Organization of the Thesis 

An overview of the relevant aspects of the autosegmental theory will 

be given in section 1.2. Chapter 2 provides a sketch of Llogoori seg

mental morphology and phonology. Chapter 3 begins Part II of this 

thesis by introducing the general characteristics of Llogoori t~nal 

phonology. Chapter 4 consititutes the main body of the thesis in 

uhich the various verb tenses are described and analysed with ample 

data for illustration. 

1. 1. 4 Transcriptional Conventions 

This study follows the conventions of tonal marking used in Bantu 

studies: " for high tones, abbreviated "H", and \ for low tones, ab

breviated "L". Contour tones are analyzed as tautosyllabic sequences 

of H and L tones--a falling tone as a high-low sequence represented 

as " , abbreviated "8-,_.,L'', and rising tones a low-high sequence, 

symbolized V and abbreviated "L H". In the case of "long vowels", 
v 

which in this study are represented orthographically as a sequence of 

identical vow~ls, tone marks will be written in such a way that they 

extend over both members of the sequence. 
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1.2 AUTOSEGHENTAL HODEL OF LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS 

1. 2. 1 Basic Assumptions 

The autosegmental model of phonological analysis conceives phonologi

cal organization as a multilinear construct of independent sequences 

(or tiers) of ordered autonomous segments (or autosegments), each of 

which is specified for a certain subset of phonological features 

(Goldsmith (1975; 1976; 1977), Haraguchi (1977), Clements and Ford 

(1~79), Clements and Goldsmith (1984)). Consider the following dis

play: 

1. "mother" 

maama 
V I 
H L 

segmental tier 

Tonal Tier 

In the display of the Llogoori form "mother" m.i'am~ above, each auto

segment on the segmental tier represents a segmental feature matrix 

while each autosegment on the tonal tier represents a subset of tonal 

features. 

While autosegments on the separate tiers are autonomous in the 

sense that they can be independently affected by various phonological 

processes without necessarily interfering with each other, they stand 

in a relation of formal association with each other. TI1is association 

determines the manner in which they are coarticulated in speech pro

duction. The associations between segments on the separate tiers are 

established by association lines, for example, the lines linking the 

vowels and tones in (1 ). The associations expressed by the associa-

tion lines in (1) indicate that in speech production, the long vowel 



[aa] is pronounced with H tone and the short vowel [al is pronounced 

with L tone. 

As one may have already noticed, in (1), the vowels are directly 

associated with tones. It should be pointed out that segmental ele

ments are in fact linked to tonal elements through the mediation of 

higher levels of prosodic structure like the mora or the syllable, de

pending on the language. The unit of prosodic structure to which 

tones are directly associated is called the tone-bearing unit. As we 

will see later, Llogoori i:s a "syllable language" in the sense that 

the "syllable" is the basic tone-bearing unit. Furthermore, the sur

face syllable structure of the language is (C)V(V). Given this infor

mation, a full display of ma'am~ should show the following association 

relations: 

2. mc1ama 

'VV r r-
/ l 
H L 

But for the sake of simplicity, a display like (2) is usually abbrevi

ated by leaving out the syllable tier as long as this level of struc

ture is not crucially involved in the understanding of the tonal anal

ysis in question. In the short-hand notation, association lines are 

shown to link tones to only the vocalic portion of the syllable. 

(This is because tones are generally coarticulated With vocalic seg

ments. It is not uncommon, however, to find that certain consonantal 

elements like nasals and liquids may also have tones. In Llogoori, 

for example, both n11sals and the lateral liquid are tonal when they 

form syllable peaks.) 

In the example m~m~ above, the association between the tones and 

the tone-bearing units is one-to-one, with the first tone associated 

with the first tone-bearing unit, and the second tone with the second 

tone-bearing unit. However, within the autosegmental framework of 

tonal analysis, other types of mapping relations are also possible. 

For example, two adjacent tone-bearing units may be found to share the 

same tone. This phenomenon is expressed as a one-to-many mapping re

lation between tones and tone-bearing units: 

roseke 11 atraw" 

~~~ 

Vf 
In (3), the first two syllables are mapped to the same H tone. 

Conversely, a contour tone is expressed as a many-to-one mapping 

relation between the tones and the tone-bearing units: 

"water" 

In (4), the first syllable is associated with a sequence of Hand L 

tones, resulting in a surface falling tone. 

Lastly, it is also possible to have tonal elements that are not 

associated with any segmental elements on the surface. Such elements 

are termed floating tones, and are motivated by various African lan

guages like Kikuyu (Clements 1982, Clements and Ford 1979). 
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1.2.2 Formalism 

This section discusses the formal apparatus with which the model 

characterizes phonological processes, 

Phonological rules in the autosegmental model consists of a 

structural description (SD) that specifies the input and conditions 

for the operation of a phonological process, and a structural change 

(SC), that specifies the process. 

In this model, the structural description may be a linear ex

pression, or a multilinear structure having the form of a display as 

exemplified in the previous sections. Structural descriptions may 

consist of constant and variable elements. Constant elements are seg

ments that are fully specified for features occurring on any single 

tier. An example is a "H" on the tonal tier which represents the bun

dle of features that uniquely defines the high tone of the language, 

Variable elements may be totally unspecified for features, in which 

case, they are "free" variables, represented as " •••• ,", or they can 

be only partially specified, in which case, they are "restricted" 

variables. An example of a restricted variable is "T" on the tonal 

tier which has no unique designation but merely means rany tone". 

Other elements that may exist in a structural description are the null 

elements Jir and association li_nes. 

The structural change of a rule specifies one or more elementary 

operations, represented as the following: 
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5. a) . Association 

A A 

-1 
a ! 

b) Dissociation 

A A 

I 
a a 

c) Deletion 

A > k 

d) Insertion 

,ff > A 

e) Substitution 

A ----> B 

or, 

or, 

A 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
a 

A 

t 
a 

(where A I- B) 

The alternative notations given in the right hand column for examples 

(6a) and (6b) above are "abbreviations" of the corresponding expres

sions with the arrow, Abbreviated notations like these will be used 

in the rest of the study wherever possible. 



1.2.3 Tonal Association 

In this section, I examine in more detail the manner in which tones 

and tone-bearing units come to be associated with each other, assuming 

that in the underlying representation (UR) tones and tone-bearing 

units are typically unassociated. With this assumption, the display 

of the UR of a given form will consist of arrays of tonal and non-ton

al elements, with no formal associations relating them. Following 

Clements and Ford (1~79 ), the UR of a given phonological form may be 

represented as the following: 

7v 7t, 

T T T 

Here each ')C' denotes a tone-bearing unit and T a tone. Brackets de

marcate morphologically defined domains. The processes by which ele

ments on these tiers are associated are expressed by association 

rules and conventions. 

· The association rules first to apply to an underlying represen

tation are called Initial Tone Association Rules (ITAR's). ITAR's 

typically enter associations between single tones and single tone

bearing units (Haraguchi 1<;77). TI1ey are language specific rules 

which assign a designated tone of a tonal string to a specific tone-

bearing unit that satisfies certain conditions. Both the designated 

tone and the specifications for the tone-bearing unit to which the 

tone is assigned are stated in the SD of the ITAR. For example: 

7a. 
•r 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I • 
L 

7b. 

[ 
(' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
H 

root 

In (7a) and (7b) above, the designated tones are L and H respec

tively. In (7a), the tone-bearing unit to be assigned the designated 

tone is the one that bears the "asterisk", accentual information that 

is specified underlyingly in the word. Rule (7a) provides this aster

isk a tonal interpretation by mapping to it a L tone. A rule like 

this is typical of so-called pitch accent systems. In (7b), the tone

bearing unit to be assigned the designated tone is the first root syl

lable. Rules like this are found in a system in which the assignment 

of the designated tone is largely predictable. 

As these rules enter associations between only single tones and 

single tone-bearing units, after their application, usually there are 

still other tones and tone-bearing units that remain unassociated. So 

given two forms like the following: 



8a. "smoke" 

• 
ibusi 

• 
H L 

8b. "to bite" 

.-18-

(Tonga (Goldsmith 1984)) 

(Llogoori) 

if rule (7a) applies in (8a) and rule (7b) in (8b), the result of the 

application of these two ITAR 1s would be the following association re

lations: 

9a. ibusi 

I 
H L 

9b. 

In both cases, there are tone-bearing units left unassociated. Dis

plays like these are "ill-formed" according to the Well-formedness 

Condition (WFC), to which we will now turn. 
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1.2.4 Well-Formedness Condition(~) 

WFC is a set of principles which govern representations that are 

ill-formed, and have the effect of making them well-formed through the 

minimal addition or deletion of association lines. These principles, 

as originally formulated by Goldsmith are the following: 

10. (a) Every tone is associated with at least one tone-bearing 
unit. 

(b) Every tone-bearing unit is associated with at least one tone 
(c) Association lines do not cross. 

Condition (a) above has been called to question by the fact that in 

many languages, tones that are not associated with any segmental ele

ments are allowed in the surface representation (SR), constituting 

"floating tones". 

Considering clause (b) alone, both displays in (9) are ill

formed, since in each one, there are tone-bearing units that are not 

associated with tones. Mechanisms used to correct an ill-formed dis

play so as to satisfy the WFC are called the Association Conventions 

by Haraguchi (1977) and other writers. These mechanisms nave the 

function of effecting a set of unique associations between free tones 

and tone-bearing units by adding or deleting association lines. It 

has been suggested that these mechanisms are universal, that is, in

variant from language to language. Readers are referred to Goldsmith 

(1979), Clements ·and Ford (1979), Haraguchi (1977), Yip (1980), Pul

leyblank (1983), among others, for different versions of these conven

tions. As far as Llogoori verbs are concerned, the following associa-

tion convention is found to be relevant: 



11. Association Convention (Informal Statement) 

Associate free (unassociated) tones to free tone-bearing unit 
in a one-to-one fashion from left to right, skipping no eligible 
segments. 

As we will see, in Llogoori, tones are assigned almost exclusively by 

ITAR 1s. Furthermore, multiple linkages of tones and tone-bearing 

units are not automatic and universal, but rather, come about by lan

guage-specific tone spread rules. (These rules will be motivated in 

Chapter 4.) The convention in (11) thus plays only a very insignifi

cant role in the language. (I will return to this point in Chapter 

2. 1 

2. 1.1 

Chapter 2 

MORPHOLOGICAL AND PHONOLOGICAL SKETCH 

MORPHOLOGY 

Nouns-Noun classes 

Llogoori noun forms can be analyzed as consisting of a prefix and 

a stem. Each prefix marks a different noun class which governs a dif

ferent set of concords in the various parts of speech, including the 

attributives (ATTR), possessives (POSS), .demonstratives (DEM), numer

als (NUM), and the verbs. Ordinarily, each noun stem occurs with ei

ther of two of these prefixes to form the singular and plural forms of 

the noun. For example, the noun stem /-tabu/ 1 "book" occurs with the 

prefix /kl-/ in the singular and /vi-/ in the plural; thus, kltabu 

/kl+tabu/ "book" and vitabu /vi+tabu/ "books". In this study, Llogoo

ri noun classes, like those of other Bantu languages, are numbered in 

such a way that the singular and plural classes to which a given noun 

stem belongs constitute two consecutively numbered classes: for exam

ple, the noun class marked by /kl-/ (c.f. ~ "book") is class 7, 

and the plural class marked by /vi-/ (c.f. ~ "books") is class 

8. Generally speaking, odd numbers refer to singular classes, and 

Here and below, slants are used to enclose underlying representa
tions whereas brackets ( [ ] ) are used to designate a "sound". For 
example, "[k]" simply refers to "the sound k"; the brackets are a 
notational device that have no bearing on the underlying status of 
the segment Ji. 

-21-
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even numbers plural. 2 When occurring in verbs, class concords are sub

ject and object prefixes (abbreviated "S.P." and "0.P." respectively). 

In Table 1 below, I give examples of individual noun classes, il

lustrating the different concords that each class governs in the vari

ous parts of speech except the verbs. (Examples of concords in verbs 

will be given later in the section on verb morphology.) Surface pho

nological variations of most class concords in Table 1 are derivable 

by general phonological rules of the language to be introduced in the 

section on phonology and therefore do not concern us now. Table 2 

lists the class concords seen in Table 1 as well as the verbbl con

cords of the various classes. For most concords, only the preconso

nantal forms--which in this study are considered the underlying 

fonns--are listed. Exceptions are those whose preconsonantal and 

prevocalic alternants are not predictable by general phonological 

rules. In these cases, both the preconsonantal and prevocalic forms 

are listed, with the first being the preconsonantal form, and the sec

ond prevocalic. In these tables, class numbering is consistent with 

the conventional numbering of Bantu noun classes except for classes 

la, 2a, 9a, and 10a, which are established specifically to accomodate 

certain data in Llogoori: Nouns that belong to classes la, 2a, 9a, 

and 10a govern the same agreement concords as classes 1, 2, 9, and 10 

respectively in all parts of speech, and differ only in the noun pre-

2 Each singular/plural pair of noun classes has also been called 
"class" by some scholars. Thus, while classes 7 and 8 are consid
ered two different classes since they govern two different sets of 
agreement concords, the pair 7/~ is also considered a class because 
they consist of the same group of lexical noun stems. For the sake 
of clbrity, I will refer to these singular/plural pairs as "genders" 
instead and reserve the term "classes" to the individual singular 
and plural classes. 
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fix. Symbols used in these tables are " [ 0 , which marks a paired noun 

gender, and "-", which indicates morpheme boundaries. Broad phonetic 

instead of phonological transcription is given such that morphophonem

ic alternations can be shown: 
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TABLE 1 

Llogoori Noun Classes 

class nouns ATTR 

(/-rahI/ 
"pretty") 

DEM• 

[ : 
f 1 a 

L 2a 

[: 

rs 
'-6 

r7 

la 

l: 
r9a 
boa 

r11 
I 

L10 

[: 
1 4 

15 

16 

18 

r-20 

i.. 4 

mu-yaayI "boy" 
" " 

va-yaayI "boys" 
h r, 

..0"-mboozo "brother" 

vaa-mboozo "brothers" 

m-saara "tree" 
I 

mi-saara "trees" 

ri-kudu "turtle" 

ma-kudu "turtles" 

kI-tabu "books" 

vi-tabu "books" 

e~goko "chicken" 

zi~-goko "chickens" 

I-6oka "chalk" 

zi-toka "chalks" 

rU-baaho "board" 

zim-baaho "boards" 

mu-rahI 

va-rahI 

mu-rahI 

va-rahI 

this1 this2 

U-yU U-nu ,, 
ya-va va-nU .. 
u-yu u-nu 

n 

ya-va va-nU ., 
mu-rahI yI-gU gU-nU 

n 

mi-rahI yI-5i ji-nU ,, 
1-lahI yI-ri ri-nU 
I n 

ma-rahI ya-ga ga-nU 
~ 

kI-rahI yI-kI kI-nU ., 
vi-ra~I yI-vi vi-nU 

n 

In-dahi yI-yI yI-nU 
ft n II 

zin-dah1 yI-zi zi-nU 
" 

In-dahi yI-yI yI-nU 
n n 11 

zin-dahi yI-zi zi-nU 

" 
1-lahI yI-rU rU-nU 
I ,, 

z1n-dahi yI-zi zi-nU 

" 
ka-kudu "small turtle" ka-rahI 

tU-kudu "small tUrtl es" tU-rahI 

ya-ka ka-nU 
" 
yI-tU tU-nU 

vU-naasi "grass" 

kU-syeeva "dance" 

ha-vUUndu "place" 

11111-ba "inside of 
I I the house" 

gU-kudu "big turtle" 

mi-kudu "big tur.tl es" 

vu -rah! 

kU-rahI 

ha-rahI 

mu-rahI 

gU-rahI 

mi-rahI 

" 
yI-vu vu-nu 
n 

yI-kU kU-nU 

" 
ya-ha ha-nu 
"' 
yI-mu mu--nU ., 

yI-gU gU-nU 
n 

yI-J'i ri-nU 
n 

that1 that2 

o-y-o u-ra 
" 

ya-v-o va-ra 
n 

o-y-o u-ra 
n 

ya-v-o va-ra 
n 

yI-gw-o gU-ra 

" 
yI-f-o Ji-ra 
" 
yI-ry-o 1-la 
n I 

ya-g-o ga-ra 
n 

yI-6-o kI-ra 
I"\ 

yI-vy-o vi-ra ., 
ye-y-o I-ra 
" ., 
yI-zy-o zi-ra ., 
ye-y-o I-ra ,. ,, 
yI-zy-o zi-ra ,., 
yI-rw-o 1-la 
n I 

yI-zy-o zi-ra ,.. 

POSS 

C/-ange/ 
"my") 

w-aa9ge 

v-aa~ge 

w-aa~ge 

v-a~ge 

gw-aa~ge 

v 
J-aa,ge 

ry-aa~ge 

ga-a3ge 

~-aa3ge 

vy-aaJge 

~-aa9ge 

zy-aa!Jge 

x-aa3ge 

zy-aa!Jge 

rw-aa~ge 

zy-aa~ge 

xa-k-o ka-ra k-aa~ge 

xr-tw-o tU-ra tw-aa~ge 

yI-vw-o vU-ra ., vw-a8.!]ge 

hI-kw-o kU-ra kw-aaJge 

ya-h-o ha-ra 
" 
yI-mwo mu-ra 
n 

yI-gw-o gU-ra 

" 
yI-J'...o ji-ra 
n 

h-aajge 

mw-aa~ge 

gw-aa~ge 

V 
J-aa~ge 

NUH 

U-rara/ 
"one"; 

1-virII 
"two") 

mu-la 

va-virI 

mu-la 

va-virI 

mu-la 

Ji-v~rI 

1-lara 
I 

ga-virI 

kI-la 

vi-virI 

(I )n-dara 

zi-virI 

(I )n-dara 

zi-virI 

1-lara 
I 

zi-virI 

ka-la 

tU-virI 

kU-la 

ha-la 

mu-la 

gU-la 

ri-virI 

• According to Hiss Kilibwa, there is no semantic difference between this1 and this2. 
That1 is used when referent is near the addressee, while that2 is used when referent 
is far from both the speaker and the addressee. 
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TABLE 2 

Noun Class Prefixes: Summary 

CLASS NO. NOUN ATTR NUM POSS VERB 

S,P. O.P. 

[ , . mu- mu- mu- u- a-/y- mu 
" 

2. va- va- va- va- va- va-

[ 1 a. .)Y mu- mu- U- a-l'l,- mu-

2a. vaa- va- va- va- va- va-

[ 3. mu- mu- mu- gU- gU- gU-

mi- mi- Ji- Ji- J1- 11-4. 

[ 5. ri- ri- ri- ri- ri- ri-

ma- ma- ga- ga- ga- ga-6. 

[ 7. kI- kI- kI- kI- kI- kI-

vi- Vi- vi- Vi- vi- vi-8. 

[ 9. 
IN-/Inz- IN-/Inz- I- I- I- gl-

1 0. ziN-/zi.nz- ziN-/zi.nz- zi- zi- zi- zi-

[ 9a. I- IN-/Inz- I- I- I- gl-

1 Oa. zi- ziN-/zi.nz- zi- zi- zi- zi-

[ 11. ru- ru- ru- ru- ru- ru-

ziN-/zi.nz- ziN-/zi.nz- zi- zi- zi- zi-1 o. 

[ 12. ka- ka- ka- ka.- ka- ka-

tu- tU- tu- tU- tu- tU-13. 

14. vu- vu- vu- vu- vu- vu-

15. kU- kU- kU- kU- kU- kU 

16. ha- ha- ha- ha- ha- ha-

1 8. mu- mu- mu- un.:- mu- mu-

[ 20. gU- gU- gU- gU- gU- gU-

mi- mi- Y1- ~i- J1- Ji-4. 



2.1.2 Verbs-Segmental Morphology 

As in other Bantu languages, llogoori verbs have a highly agglu

tinative segmental morpholo~y that involves both prefixes and suffix

es. Based on my data, the maximal expansion of a finite verb in Llo

goori has the structure schematized below; only the root and the final 

vowel are obligatory constituents: 

1. i (S.P.) +(TIA)\ +(O.P.)+CRFLX)+R+CX)"+r.Y. 
l<TIA)+(S.P.) J 

CV (C)V CV 
VY 

vcv 
cvcv 
vvcv 

(C)V CV YC V 
VY 

( •en sta'nds Cor° a conzonant or consonant cluster, 

Possible underlying 
canonic structure 
of verbal constituents 

"V" stands !or a short vowel or nasal, and •vv• a long 
vowel. The ••• after •x• indicates a potential 
string of the constituent X.) 

Thus, a verb unit consists of a selection of the following segmental 

formatives: a subject prefix (S.P.), a tense/aspect marker (T/A), an 

object prefix (0. P.), the renexive /yI-/ (RFLX), a lexical verb root 
n 

(R), one or more extensions (X), and a final vowel "(F.V.). Taking for 

granted the phonological rules involved in its derivation, below is an 

example of a fully innected verb: 

2. 
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ndaakwIIdUyira 
" 

Ind + aa + kU + 1,I + dUX + Ir + a/ 

1st T/A 2nd RFLX hit APP" F.V. 
sg. (FPT•) sg. 

Gloss: "I hit myself for you (sg.)" 

• FPT=Far Past Tense 

••APP= applied extension 

In Llogoori, only -2!!.!i object prefix is allowed within one verb. 

So given a sentence that has both a direct and indirect object, only 

one of them can occur as a prefix within the verb unit. With the ex

ception of the Middle Future Tense (c.f.section 4.10) where the T/A 

marker Ina-I precedes the S.P., the S.P. is the verb initial element. 

It should be noted that the constituent TIA in the formulation in (1) 

is not the only morphological expression of tense/aspect. As we will 

see, tones, vowel length, and the quality of the F.V. are all used in 

combination to determine tense and other grammatical meaning. Stem 

extensions may mark grammatical categories (for exaaple, the causative 

/-iz-/, reciprocal 1-ay-t, etc), or, just be semantically empty root 

expansions (e.g. /-iz-/ and /-Ih-/) attached to specific types of 

roots in certain grammatical contexts. The F.V.'s are I-al, 1-aal, 

I-el, or /-i/, 3 depending on the tense/aspect of the verb and other 

grammatical factors. From here on, the term lexical root refers to a 

verb root in its simplest form, i.e. without any extensions or suffix-

3 A stem with an /-i/ F. V. is called a "modified base" by Mould 
(1981). 
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es attached, while the term extended root refers to the morphological 

constituent that consists of the lexical root and all the extensions 

suffixed to it. Both the lexical roots and extended roots will be 

called roots in general, and the lexical roots plus all its exten

sions, if any, and the F.V. will be called the verb stem. 

It will be an assumption of this study that the Llogoori verb 

unit has the following bracketing structure: 

Prefix* 

verb 
l [Lexical Root] x• 1F. V •] 

extendedl 
stem root 

where'*' indicates a potential string of the consitutents 
it superscribes. 

In Table 2, I have given the complete list of subject and object 

prefixes of the different noun classes. Given in the next example are 

the personal subject and object prefixes, independent pronounst and 

possessive pronoun stems. Both the preconsonantal and prevocalic al

ternants are given for the 1st singular S.P. and O.P., and 3rd singu

lar S.P. since alternations in these categories are not predictable 

by phonological rules that have general application in the language. 

Only the preconsonantal forms are given for the other categories. 
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4. 
S.P. O.P. Independent Possessive 

Pronouns Pronoun Stems 

1st sg. N/nd N/nd InzI -a9ge 
pl. kU kU kUnI -Itu 

2nd sg. u kU yive -V ••• o • 
pl. mu mu munI -Inu 

" 
3rd sg. atx mu yive -V ••• e • 

pl. va va yavo -avo 
n 

*To be explained below 

The possessive pronoun governs the concord of the class to which the 

head noun belongs (c.f. column of possessive concords listed under 

POSS in Table 2). In the 2nd and 3rd sg. possessive, the agreement 

concord seems to occur as an infix filling the"··•" slot in the pos

sessive stem. Ignoring the morphophonemic rules involved in their 

derivations, given below are ex1111ples of possessive construcutions 

which illustrate the different surface phonological shapes cf "V" in 

the 2nd and 3rd person possessive pronouns when combined with with 

head nouns of different classes: 4 

q 
Due to space limitations, I will not discuss the morphophonemic 
rules involved in the derivations of possessive pronouns here. 
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Sa. Possessive constructions with the 2nd sg. possessive pronoun, 
illustrating the alternation between (ill, (ul, and (ol 
in the possessive pronoun stem initial vowel: 

1) kitabu ~ii~o /kI + tabu 

ii) msaara guugwo 
I 

cl. 7 book 

/mu+ saara 
cl.3 tree 

kI + 1 + kl+ o/ 
cl.7 2nd cl.7 2nd 

sg. sg. 
POSS POSS 

"your C sg. ) book" 

gU + 
cl.3 

u + gU + o/ "your ( sg.) tree" 
2nd cl.3 2nd 
sg. sg. 

POSS POSS 

iii) makudu googo /ma + kudu ga + o + ga + o/ "your (sg.) turtles" 
cl.6 turtle cl.6 2nd cl.6 2nd 

sg. sg. 
POSS POSS 

Sb. Posssessive constructions with 3rd sg. possessive pronoun, 
illustrating the alternation between (1) and (el 
in the possessive pronoun stem in~tial vowel: 

1) 
V y 

kitabu c11ce /kI + tabu kI + 1 + kI + e/ "his book" 
cl.7 book cl.7 3rd cl.7 3rd 

sg. sg. 
POSS POSS 

11) nisaara gw11gwe /mu + saara gU+i+gU+e/ "his tree" 
I cl. 3 tree cl.3 3rd cl.3 3rd 

sg. sg. 
POSS POSS 

111) makudu geege /ma + kudu ga + e + ga • e/ "his turtles" 
cl.6 turtle cl.6 3rd cl.6 3rd 

sg. sg. 
POSS POSS 

Unlike in many other Bantu languages, the negative morpheme does 

not occur as part of the verb unit, but rather, exists as a separate 

post verbal negative morpheme. 

6. kirUmI dave /kl+ rum+ e dave/ 
cl.7 bite F.V. NEG 

"don't bite it!" 
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(Note that for the sake of uniformity, the class 7 concord /kl-/ is 

used as the O.P. in all examples that contain an object prefix. Toe 

choice of this particular prefix is arbitrarily made, as concords of 

all classes are found to have the same tonal effect in Llogoori 

verbs.) 

The underlying canonic structure of the verbal components are in

dicated in (1), with the exception of the root, which exhibits a much 

wider range of possibilities. Roots that are used for exemplification 

in the study of each verb tense representing each tone class are given 

below: 

1. 
H-toned Verbs Non-H Verbs 

-eve- -rum- "bite" -dux- "hit" 

-evve- -deek- "cook" -samb- "burn" 

-eveve- -karag- 11 cut 11 -gUriz- "sell" 

-yVe- -yit- "kill" -yen- "want" 
" 

,. ,. n 

-eV(V)- -rI- "eat" -sYe- "grind" 

These forms are chosen to represent lexical roots of the five canonic 

types, namely, -eve-, -evve-, -eveve-, -yVe-, and -eV(V). Verb forms 
n 

with longer canonic structures can be formed with extended or lexical-

ly longer roots, and exemplified when needed. 

Roots with an initial /y/ (dental glide) underlyingly constitute 
fl 

a special class of verb roots in that the root initial/;{/ deletes af-
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ter all prefixes that end in a vowel except the MPT tense marker /aa-/ 

and the reflexive prefix /yI-/. The deletion of /y/ in these roots 
n n 

can be captured by the following rule: 

8. Post Vocalic y-Deletion 
n 

y ---> ..a- / V + 
n 

It should be noted that not ally-initial roots undergo rule (8). ,, 
Roots that undergo y-Deletion (8) will be referred to as Type A y-ini-

n n 

tial roots (or "Type A roots"), and those that do not Type B y-initial 
" 

roots (or "Type B roots" hereafter>. 5 Some ex11nples of Type A and Type 

B roots in my data are listed in their underlying forms below: 

5 

9. y-Initial Roots 
n 

In!!. !1.2! !!. 

a) "kill" -yit- a) "bury" -yavlr-
" n 

b) "fill" -yizuriz- b) "love" -yanz-
" 4 

c) "operate" -yat- c) "work" -yinzir-
n ~ 

d) "swim" -yereem-
" 

e) "remember• -yizuriz-
" 

f) 0 want" -yen-
II " 

In fact, based on the data obtained so far, (8) seems to be a highly 
morphologically conditioned rule. For instance, while the reflexive 
prefix tiI-/ undergoes this rule readily (c.f. (2)), nominal root 
initial 7y/ does not, for example, 

kayoka 

" 

n 

/ka + yoka/ 
cl. 12 "snake 

"snake" 



As we will see, y-deletion results in resyll abification which in turn ,. 
affects the tonal structure of the verb form in question. Tonal pro-

cesses associated with resyllabification can therefore be convenient

ly studied by examinin6 verbs with Type Ax-initial roots. 

2.2 PHONOLOGY 

So far we have taken for granted the phonetic and phonological 

components of the language, and assumed an orthography that has not 

been justified or explained, Since an understanding of the main fea

tures of the se~mental phonology, especially those involving syllable 

structure, are essential to an understanding of the tonal phonology, 

this section provides a sketch of these components of Llogoori gram-

mar. 

2.2. 1 Surface Phonetic Segments6 

10a, Consonants 

stops/affricates 

fricatives 

liquids 

lateral 
tap 

glides 

nasals 

Prenasalized 
obstruents 

10b. Vowe.1.s 

i ii ., 
I II 

V 

e ee 
V 

labial 

p 

t' 

w 

• 
ab .., 

a aa 
V 

b 

r V 

u uu 
V 

u uu .., 
0 00 

V 

dental 

y 

" 
R 

alveolar palatal velar glottal 

t d ~d• ~ J 
s z • s 

l 11• 
r I 

y h 

n J1 

nd ~ JI'! .., 
V 

911 .., 

Given above is an inventory of surface phonetic segments attested in 

Llogoori. It will be shown in the discussion to follow that not all 

of these sounds are underlyingly contrastive. 

6 
Here the term "surface phonetic segments" is defined as segments oc-
curring in the output of the phonoloigcal rule component and the in
put of the phonetic realization rules. 
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2.2.1.1 Phonetic Information 

!_) Consonants 

All voiceless stop consonants in Llogoori are lightly aspirated, 

and voiced stops are fully voiced. [z) is slightly affricated, and 

often has a dental (but not interdental) articulation with the tip of 

the tongue against the front teeth. The interdental glide [y) and na-
" 

sal [H] are pronounced with the tip of tongue between and frequently 

touching the lower and upper teeth. [ h] is voiced. 

~) ~ 

One of the major problems concerning the analysis of the Llogoori 

vowel system is to determine the phonetic basis upon which the phonem

ic distinction between [i] [I) and [u] [U) is made. Spectrographic 

analysis of these sounds in Miss Kilibwa's speech do not show consis

tent distinction in formant structures (Fl and F2) between the two se

ries.7 However, from a perceptual point of view, it is noticed that 

[iJ, [I), [e] and [u), LU], [o] form two series of equidistant audito

ry steps. Also, [i] and [u] are pronounced with the lips closer to

gether and the jaw higher in position than [I) and [U). For the pur

pose of this study, I have arbitrarily assigned the feature [±upper) 

as a distinctive feature for the two series: [i), and [u) are 

[+upper) and [I) and [U) [-upper). 

Another point to note is that vowels can occur nasalized in some 

instances when fringed by nasal segments. For example, Kena ''Kenya", - .. -
rinoni "bird", and kUrtl "we". (However, an examination of more rele-
~ ______ -:,, 

7 This 13 perhaps due to the unsuitability of conventional analogue 
spectography to the formant analysis of female speech. There may in 
fact be a difference which is undetected. 

vant data would be required before a general statement about the na

salization of vowels can be made.) 

2.2.2 Distribution of~!~ Phonological Rules 

In this section, I discuss some major distributional patterns of 

the surface segments in Llogoori. Phonological rules that account for 

such distributional facts are postulated. It is based upon these dis

tributional facts that an inventory of underlyingly contrastive seg

ments, or "phonemes" hereafter, will be arrived at at the end of this 

section. 

2.2.2.1 Consonants 

!_) Labial Obstruents 

The voiceless labial stop [pl and fricative [f] occur only very 

infrequently in my data: 

11a. [p]: 

Singular 

i) ~piira 
ii) e-peenzo 

1 lb. [ f]: 

Singular 

i) kl-foo0o 
ii) rU-fUr 
iii) -~c1afu 
iv l kI-faavi 

"ball" 
"pencil" 

"fox" 
"lather" 
"dirty" 
"corruption" 

Plural 

zi-piira 
zi-peenzo 

Plural 

vi-fooxo 
zi-fUrU 

"balls" 
pencils" 

"foxes" 
"lather" 



Despite their infrequent occurrences, it is not evident from the data 

obtained that they are phonological variants of any other sounds of 

the language. A complete phoneme inventory of the language should 

therefore include these two sounds. 

The bilabial fricative [f] is found to vary freely with the labi

odental fricative [v], suggesting that they are free variants of the 

same phoneme. 

!> ~ Obstruents 

The palatal affricates[~], [JJ, and [~], replace [k], [g], and 

[h] respectively before the upper high front F. V. /-1/. 

12a. k -> l) 

1) kllhaand11~1 /kU + handiik + 1/ "We have just 
1st write F.V. written" 
pl. 

11) kihaandii~!i /kI + handiik + 1/ "You (pl.) write 
cl. 7 write F,V it! II 

compare, 

111) kUhaandiika /kU + handiik + a/ "to write" 
cl.15 write F. V, 

iv) kihaandiikI /kI + handiik + e/ "You ( sg.) write 
cl. 7 write F. V. itl" 

12b. g --> r 
1) kikaraj1 

11) kUkikara11 

compare, 

iii) kikarage 

iv) karaga 

12c. h --> : 

1) 

ii) kwaarU~i 

compare, 

111) kUrUha 

/kl + karag + 1/ 
cl. 7 cut F. V. 

/kU + kI + karag + 1/ 
1st cl.7 cut F.V. 
pl. 

/kI + karag + e/ 
cl. 7 cut F. V. 

/karag + a/ 
cut F.V. 

/kU + rllh +·1 / 
1st get F.V. 
pl. tired 

/kU + aa + rllh + 1/ 
1st. T/A get F.V. 
pl ( HPT) tired 

/kU + rUh + a/ 
cl.15 get F. V. 

tired 

( Class 15 prefix is the infinitival prefix.) 

"You (pl.) cut itl" 

"we have just cut 
it" 

"You (sg.) cut it!" 

"You (sg,) cutl" 

"we I ve just got 
tired" 

"we got tired" 

"to get tired" 

(The alternation between CI] and [el in the F.V. in (12a iv) and 

(12b 111) above is due to vowel assimilation, a phenomenon to be dis

cussed later. )8 

8 Throughout the study, we will find that examples used to illustrate 
one particular phonological process may also involve other rules 
that have not yet been motivated or discussed. Due to space limita
tions, I will postpone the accounts for these rules as long as they 
do not crucially jeopardize tne exposition of the phonological pro
cess in question. 
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If the following [il is the initial vowel of the causative exten

sion /-iz-/, [kl, [gl, and [hl do not palatalize: 

13a. [kl 

kUhaandiikiza /kU+ handiik + iz + a/ 
cl.15 write CAU F.V. 

13b. [gl 

kUkaragiza 

13c. [hl 

kUrUhiza 

/kU + karag + iz +a/ 
cl. 15 cut CAU F.V. 

/kU + rUh 
cl, 15 get 

tired 

+ iz 
CAU 

+ al 
F.V. 

"to make write" 

"to make cut" 

"to make tired' 

There are at least two possible ways to account for the absence of pa

latalization in (13), One explanation is that [kl, [hl, and [gl pala-

talize only in front of constituent~ [il. Since the [i] in 

/-iz-/ is not constituent final, therefore no palatalization takes 

place. Alternatively, one may assume that it is the extension /-iz/ 

that constitutes a contextual exception to palatalization. Bas~d on 

the data obtained so far, it is not evident as to which hypothesis is 

better. In this study, I have arbitrarily chosen the latter hypothe

sis. 

The alternation between [kl and [~l, [gland [rl, and [hl and [!l 

as seen in (12) can be informally stated as follows: 

111. Palatalization of Back Consonants 

i 

(Contextual Exception: /-iz-/ [CAUS]) 
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[~], [Jl, and [tl in some other cases are reductions of [kyl, 

[gyl, and [hy] respectively, which in turn are the results of Glide 

Formation, a phonological process to be discussed in greater detail in 

a later section, In the examples below, I take for granted the Glide 

Formation process, among others, and show how[~], [5], and [¥] are 

derived from [ky], [gy], and [hy] respectively: 

15, ky --> ~; gy -> j 

a. 

b. 

., 
/kl + tabu kl+ angel kltabu caa,ge "my book" 

cl.7 book cl. 7 1st sg. 

kUjeena 
POSS 

/kU + gl + Keu +a/ "to want it 
II cl,15 cl.9 want F,V. 

Derivations: 

kl+tabu kl+ange kU+gI+yen+a UR 
I 4 

kltabu kyaange kUgyee~a 

kU.l'eena 
" 

Post-Vocalic y-Deletion (8) 
" 

Glide Formation 
(to be formulated in (511), (57) 
& reformulated in ( 11 ci)); 
Vowel Lengthening 
(to be formulated in (55) 

Consonant-Glide Reduction 
(to be formulated in (19) 
Other Rules 

The examples to illustrate the reduction of a [by] sequence are not as 

straightforward. Consider the following forms which have a surface 

[1]: 

16a. ma - azi ma -
cl,6 water cl.6 

V 
SU "hot water" 
hot 



16b. kl - tabu 
cl.7 book 

V 
kl - sa 

cl. 7 new 

-,,-

"new book" 

In (16a) and (16b), the palatal fricative[~] surfaces in the stems 

for "hot" and "new". In fact, the [ ~] in these two stems is never 

found to alternate with [h] in the SR, suggesting that[~] is likely 

to be the underlying segment in these stems. Evidence for the hy

pothesis that ct1 in these stems is derived from a [hy] sequence comes 

from the following examples, in which the stem for "hot" and "new" are 

preceded by a nasal segment. In these cases, a [by] sequence surfac

es instead of [ ~]: 

17a. e9 - goko 
cl. 9 chicken 

17b. Im - bwa 
cl.9 dog 

Im - byu 
cl. 9 hot 

Im - bya 
cl.9 new 

"hot chicken" 

"new dog" 

As will be shown later, there is a productive rule in Llgooori which 

changes an underlying [h] to [bl when preceded by a nasal segment. 

Given this information and the examples in (17), one may hypothesize 

that the underlying forms for the stems "hot" and "new" are /-hiu/ and 

/-hla/9 respectively. Toe high front vowel after [h] changes to [y] 

by Glide Formation to be formulated in (54), resulting in a [hy] se

quence at an intermediate level of derivation. This sequence subseq-

9 The diacritic " " above the high front vowel [I 1 indicates that the 
vowel is underlyingly unspecified for the [:upper] distinction. Toe 
underspecification here is based on the observation that the feature 
[:upper] is never found to be relevant for this segment even on the 
surface level. [!] here is to be considered an "archiphonemic" no-

tation for the (+high, +front] vowels of the language. 

uently changes to [,], thus arriving at the surface forms of these 

stems in ( 16). " Under this analysis, the derivation of.!!!.!!!!! "hot, 

V 
cl.611 and kisa "new, cl.7" is as follows: 

18. ma + hiu 

mahyuu 

mahyu 

V 
masu 

kI + hia 

klhyaa 

kihya 

UR 

Glide Formation 
(to be formulated in (511} (57) 
and reformulated in (111); 
Vowel Lengthening 
(to be formulated in (55) 

Final Vowel Shortening 
( to be formulated in ( 65) 
& reformulated in ( 132)) 

Consonant-Glide Reduction 
· ( to be formulated in ( 19)) 

(The derivation of Imbyu "hot, cl.9" and Imbya "new, ci.ll" in (17) 

will be illustrated later.) The process of consonant-glide reduction 

as illustrated in (15) and (16) can be expressed as follows: 

19. Consonant-Glide Reduction 

ky ---➔ 
gy 
hy 

Although the surface contrast between [~], [Jl and [kl, [g] re

spectively in examples (12a-b) and (13a-b) can nevertheless be ex

plained in morphological terms, as I did, the following forms show 

that the two series must be treated as underlyingly contrastive: 



20a. [ 't:1 Vs. [kl 

[~) 

Ci) I-~oka 
I-~oova 

( ii) I-~aayi 

20b. [ 51 Vs. [ g] 

[Yl 

(i) kI-Jamano 

( ii) 
V 

ri-JuujgU 
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"chalk" 
"outside" 

11 tea11 

"rabbit" 

"rat" 

[kl 

11>-kono 
I 

11>-kari 
·1 

[gl 

kU-ganag,-a 

vaa-guuga 

"hand" 

"woman" 

"to think" 

"grandfathers" 

In (20), L ~l and [ jl are shown to occur in front of the same vowels as 

[kl and [gl in the SR. l~l and dl in the examples in (20a) and (20b) 

are non-alternating in that they are never found to alternate with [kl 

and [gl respectively. Also, there is no motivation for analyzing 

these palatals as being derived from underlying /kl/ and /gI/ sequenc

es followed by another vowel ( like [ ~l, which can be derived from an 

underlying /hI/ seque!'ce followed by a~other vowel). lO 

In (16) I have given examples of surface [~] which is derived 

from an underlying /hI/ sequence. I will further conjecture that all 

other occur enc es of [ ~l in my data are derived from /h/ by rule ( 111), 

10 
There is an argument, however, for considering a non-alternating 
[ ~l in the SR to be derived from an underlying [ kl] sequence. Evi
dence for such a hypothesis comes from forms like I~oka and I~oova 
(c.f. (20a i)) in which the prefix does not lower to [el: In Llo
goori, as we will see, (Il in the prefix lowers to (el if the first 
vowel of an immediately following stem is mid. By analyzing the 
underlying forms of rfoka and I~oova as /I-+kloka/ and /I-+klova/, 
one can account for the inapplicability of the vowel lowering rule 
to be formulated in (82) (and finalized in (87)). However, this 
alternative hypothesis has its weakness, which I will discuss in 
footnote ( 14). 

since they are all found in front of the upper high vowel [ 1) in the 

SR: 

21a. r-liiri 

21b. ri-doli 

21c. ma-~iiga 

"mud" 

"cooking stones" 

With the palatalization rule (14), one can best account for the highly 

restricted distribution of cXl by analyzing the surface ell in each 

example in (21) as an underlyingly [hl. Thus: 

22a. Jiiri 

22c. ma~iiga 

/I + hiiri/ 

/ri + dohi/ 

/ma + hiiga/ 

"clan" 

"mud" 

"cooking stones" 

In conclusion, since the surface contrast between c:1 and [hl in (12c 

i-iil and ( Uc) can be accounted for in morphological terms, and all 

other occurrences of [ll can be derived from underlying /hl/ or /h/ 

before the upper high front vowel, [il is not considered an underlyl

ingly contrastive segment in this study. 

The distribution of the palatal nasal lJl and glide [y] will be 

discussed along with other nasals and glides respectively in the fol

lowing paragraphs. 



£) Nasals 

The dental nasal [ ~] is never found in front of the upper high 

vowels [i] and [u] in the SR. When occurring in front of the upper 

high front vowel [i] at an intermediate or underlying level of deriva

tion, [ Rl changes to [J1], regardless of the morphological characteris

tics of the upper high front vowel: 

23a. i) kU~e1i /kU + kl + ie~ + ii 
we cl. 7 ant F. V, 

ii) yeyji /pl + yen + i/ 
n n " n R LX want F.V. 

iii) 
V 

kUcejiza /kU + kl + yen + iz + a/ 
cl. 15 cl.7 tiaHt CAU F. V. 

compare, 

23b, i) 
V 

kUceena /kU +kl+ yen+ a I n 
cl.15 cl. 7"want F, V, 

ii) yeyene 
le + ;(e~ + el 

" n n RF X want F. V, 

iii) kU~eenera /kU + kl + ;(e~ + Ir + a/ 
A cl. 15 cl. 7 want APP F, V. 

(RFLX = reflexive) 

"we have just wanted 
it" 

"want yourselves" 

"to make it want" 

"to want it" 

"want yourself! 11 

"to want for it" 

The systematic alternation between [R] and 1] as seen in (23) can be 

expressed by the following rule: 

2'l. R ------> J I i 

While no examples in my data show any productive alternation be

tween [ ~] and l_fl in front of the upper high back vowel [ ul in the SR, 

[J1] in all surface [Jul sequences may still be analyzed as underlying

ly a dental nasal based on the fact that [n] is never found in front 
n 

of (u] in the SR. Under this analysis, rule (2'l) can be generalized 

to: 

25. ~ ----> J I __ (+upper] 

Rule (25) replaces rule (2'l), 

With rule (25), lexical items like the following can be analyzed 

as having a dental nasal in their underlying forms: 

26a, 

26b. 

"soup" 

11 red" 

While[~] occurs exclusively in front of non-upper vowels, c,J1l does 

~ occur exclusively in front of the upper vowels. Consider the fol

lowing forms which demonstrate the contrast between [~] and 11 in 

front of non-upper vowels: 

2'fa. 1) kUmana 
p 

lkU + man + a/ 
cl.15 knSw F.V. 

"to know" 

27b, 

ii) ·1.:·Jmanlra 
n 

iii) nakUmane 
II 

compare, 

i) kU~uukja 

lkU + man + Ir + al 
cl. 15 kneiw APP F. V. 

/na + kU + maij + el 
TIA 1st know F. V. 
(MFT) pl 

V 
/kU + cuuk~ + a/ 
cl. 15 stir F. V. 

ii) 
V V 

+ Ir kUcuukjira lkU + cuuk~ 
cl. 15. sti APP 

"to know for" 

•we will know• 

"to stir" 

+ al "to stir for• 
F. V. 

iii) 
V V 

nakUcuukje Ina + kU + cuuk~ + el 11 we will stir" 
T/A 1st pl. stir F. V. 
(MFT) 



27c, i) 

ii) kUganagjira 

iii) 
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/kU + ganagap + a/ 
cl. 15 thinW F.V. 

/kU + ganagap + Ir + a/ 
cl. 15 thinll APP F. V. 

"to think" 

"to think for" 

Ina + kU + gangap + e/ "we will think" 
T/A 1st pl. think F.V. 
(HFT) 

Based on the opposition between [~] and [yl as shown in the data in 

(27), the underlying contrastive status of f.yl can be established, 

Nasals in Llogoori assimilate to the following consonants in 

place of articulation: 

28a. N --> j 
ejgoko 

2!Jb, N -> J 
Ir1aafu 

28c. N --> n 

end eve 

28d, N --> m 

Imburi 

28e. N --> n 
" 

nenaa 
n q 

/N + goko/ 
cl. 9 chicken 

/IN + iaafu/ 
cl. 9 dirty 

/IN + deve/ 
cl.9 chair 

/IN + vuri/ 
cl. 9 goat 

/N + ye~ + aa/ 
1st want F.V. 
sg 

"chicken" 

"dirty, cl. 9" 

"chair" 

11 goat 11 

"I am wanting" 
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With the exception of (28e), the analysis of the examples in (28) is 

straightforward: the nasal segment in the class 9 prefix /IN-/ assi

milates to the following root initial consonant in place of articula

tion in the SR. In exauple (28e), the root initial glide is deleted 

on the surface by Internasal Consonant Deletion (76) to be postulated 

later. The surface dental articulation of the nasal morpheme /N-/ is 

then accounted for by ordering the deletion of the interdental glide 

after the process of nasal assimilation stated as follows: 

29. Nasal Assimilation 

[+nas] -----> [ r1.., place] I __ [ d.., place] 

An apparent exception to rule (29) is the syllabic nasal [ml 
I 

which is a conditioned variant of the noun classes 1 and 3 prefix 

/JJru-/, It is noticed that [ml never assimilates to the following con
I 

sonants: 

30a. Cl. 

1) m-kari 
I 

"woman" 

ii) m-saaza "husband" 
I 

30b. Cl. 3 

i) 'r"gera "river" 

ii) m-saara "tree" 
I 

These apparent exceptions will be accounted for in section 2.2.4. 



Nasal segments delete when followed by ls]: 

31a. saambaa 

compare, 

31b. nduyaa 
n 

31 c. Jgaragaa 

/N + samb + aa/ 
1st burn F.V. 
sg. 

/N + dUz' +aa/ 
1st hi\:. F. V. 
sg. 

/N + karag + aa/ 
1st cut F.V. 
sg. 

"I am burning" 

"I am hitting" 

"I am cutting" 

In (31a), the nasal prefix does~ surface as it does in (31b) and 

C31 c). Toe rule of nasal deletion can be informally stated as fol

lows: 

32. Nasal Deletion (Preliminary) 

N -->-lif' I s 

Nasals delete also when followed by another nasal segment: 

33a. 1) ~aguraa /N + nagUr + aa/ 
1st Pun F. V. 

"I'm running" 

sg, 

compare 

11) kURagUraa /kU + RagUr +aa/ 
1st run F. V. 

"we are running" 

pl. 

33b. i) moromaa /N + morom + aa/ "I'm speaking" 
1st speak F. V. 
sg. 

compare, 

ii) komoromaa /kU + morom + aa/ "we are speaking" 
1st speak F.V. 
pl. 

33c. i) rweezaa /N + nue + iz + aa/ "I'm drinking" 
1st "drink F,V. 
sg, 

compare, 

11) k1weezaa /kU + nue + iz + aa/ "we' re drinking" 
1st dhnk F,V, 
pl. 

33d, 1) nagiraa /N + nagir + aa/ "I'm j11nping" 
1st jump F. V, 
sg, 

compare, 

ii) kUnagiraa /kU + nagir + aa/ "we are j11nping11 

1st pl, j11np F,V, 

To account for the data in (33), (32) is revised as follows: 

34. Nasal Deletion (Final Version) 

The derivation of Jnweezaa (see (33c i)) illustrates the application of 

(34): 



35. N + nue + iz + aa 
" 

N Jue iz aa 

Jweezaa 

.!U Liquids 
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UR 

Palatalization (25) 

Nasal Deletion (34) 

Other rules 

The geminate lateral liquid [11] is found to be always derived 
I 

from an [rVr] sequence in an earlier stage of derivation: 

36a. 1) ryaawa lla 
I 

compare, 

11) ryaawa rinene 

iii) kltabu klra 

36b. i) rikudu llahI 
I 

compare, 

11) rikudu rinene 

iii) kltabu klrahI 

/ri + awa ri + ra / 
cl.5 flower cl.5 that2 

/ri + awa ri + nene I 
cl.5 flower cl.5 large 

/kl 
cl.7 

+ tabu kl+ ra/ 
book cl.7 that2 

/ri + kudu ri + rah!/ 
cl.5 turtle cl.5 pretty 

/ri + kudu ri + nene/ 
cl.5 turtle cl.5 large 

/kl+ tabu kl+ rah!/ 
cl.7 book cl.7 pretty 

"that flower" 

"large flower" 

"that book" 

"pretty turtle" 

"large turtle" 

"pretty book" 

Exanples in (36) show that: 1) the class 5 prefix has two surface 

variants, viz., [l] and [ri], {compare the SR of the attributive in 
I 
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examples 1) with that in 11) in both (36a) and (36b)l; 2) the attribu

tive root initial liquid surfaces as [l] if the noun class prefix is 

realized as[}] (compare the SR of the attributive stems in examples 

1l against those in iii) in both (36a) and (36b) l. 

To account for the surface alternation between [l] and [ri] in 
' 

the class 5 prefix as well as that between [l] and [r] in the attribu

tive root initial consonant, suppose that the interliquid vowels in 

the UR of lla /ri + ra/ "that2, cl. 5" and llahl /ri + rah!/ "pretty, -,- -,--
cl.511 are first deleted by a vowel deletion rule informally stated as 

follows: 

37. Interliquid Vowel Deletion (tentative) 

V ---> -e- / r r 

The application of rule .(37) in these two forms results in a geminate 

[rr], which in turn changes to [11] by a Lateral Formation rule stated 

below: 

36. Lateral Formation (Preliminary) 

r -----> 1 , ~:~~ l 
7:consj 

( Mirror Image) 

Disre~arding the surface syllabicity of. the first member of the gemi

nate lateral (which will be accounted for by a rule that involves an

other autosegmental tier of structure, viz., the "timing tier", a con

cept to be introduced in a later section), the derivations of lli 
' 
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/ri+ra/ "that, cl.5" and llah! "pretty, cl.5" on the segmental level 
I 

are as follows: 

39. ri + ra ri + rahI UR 

rra rrahI Interliquid V0Jo1el 
Deletion (37 J 

lla llahI Lateral Formation 

' 
I ( and other rules) 

So far, we have seen examples in which a vowel deletes between 

two underlying /r/ segments. In fact, a vowel deletes also in the 

context "r __ d". 

40a. ddo~i /ri + dohi/ "mud, earth" 
I cl. 5 mud, earth 

40b. 1diriisya /ri + dir iisya/ 
cl.5 window 

"window" 

compare, 

40c. rikudu /ri + kudu/ "turtle, cl .5" 
cl.5 turtle 

(38) 

In (40) above, the prefix vowel /i/ does not surface in examples (40a) 

and (40b). Note that in both cases, the prefix vowel is followed by 

the consonant /di. To account for the absence of the prefix vowel in 

these two cases, one may restate the vowel deletion rule in (37) as 

follows: 
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41. Interconsonant Vowel Deletion (preliminary) 

V-.+JT I 

(111) replaces (37). Then to account for the fact that the prefixal 

/r/ is realized as /d/, the analysis of the data in (36) is revised. 

Firstly, Lateral Formation (38) is reformulated as follows: 

112. Lateral Formation (Final Version) 

r ---> 1 A:~] 
/ Fcons __ _ 

(112) replaces (38). 

By (42), the second [r] of an [rr] sequence changes to [l]. Then 

by another assimilation rule to be postulated below, the first [r] as

similates fully to the following consonant just in case that the lat

ter is a voiced non-nasal anterior consonant (like [l] and [d] ): 

Voiced Non-nasal Anterior Consonant Assimilation (VNACA) 

r -------> l::;:~or] -[:~:;:~~01 
+cons +cons 
o<.. ol. 

By (113), [ r] fully assimilates to an immediately following voiced non

nasal anterior consonant like [l] and [d]. (Notice that VNACA (43) 

also predicts that an [r] would assimilate to an immediately following 
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[z). However, there are no data obtained so far that consist of such a 

sequence--"[rz]"--in an intermediate stage of derivation to test such 

a prediction.) Given (41), (42), and (43), the derivations of lla -.-
"that, cl. 5" llahI "pretty, cl. 5", and ddosi "mud" can be derived as -.-- -,--
follows: 

44a. Derivations of lla and llahI (compare derivations in (39)) -,- -.--
ri + ra ri + rah! 

rra rrahI 

rla rlahI 

lla llahI 
I I 

44b. Derivation of ddoh 

ri + dohi 

rdohi 

ddohi 

ddoli 
I 

UR 

Interconsonant Vowel 
Deletion (41) 

Lateral Formation (42) 

Voiced Non-nasal Anterior 
Consonant Assimilation (43) 
Other Rules 

UR 

Interconsonant Vowel Deletion (41) 

Voiced Non-nasal Anterior 
Consonant Assimilation (43) 

Palatalization (14) 
Other Rules 

Again, the account for the surface syllabicity of the first member of 

the geminate [?dl will be postponed to section 2.2.4. 

While a surface geminate [tll can readily be derived by rules 

(41), (42), and (43), there are a few occurrences of single [l] which 

need further explanation: 

45a. kl - tabu kl - la 

cl.7 book cl.7 one 

115b. kU - hUla 

cl.15 hear 
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"one book" 

"to hear" 

It is proposed here that the single [l] in (45 a-b) is a result of the 

shortening of a non-initial geminate [~l] which in turn is derived 

from an [rr] sequence. To see this, let us consider the surface vari

ants of -la "one" and =h!!.!! "hear" in the following exanples: 

46a. i) ry - aawa 1 - lara "one flower" 
I 

cl.5 flower cl.5 one 

11) rU-baaho 1 - lara "one board" 
I 

cl. 11 board cl.11 one 

46b. kU - hUrira "to hear" 

cl.15 hear 

Leaving aside examples (115b) and (46b) for the manent, in example 

(46a), the stem for "one" i:s realized a:s 1ill as compared to !! in ex

ample (45a). To account for the surface alternation between lara and 

!! in these forms, it is hypothesized that: 1) the underlying form 

for "one" is /-rara/ and thu:s the underlying forms for "one, cl. 5" 

and "one, cl. 11" are /ri + rara/ and /rU + rara/ respectively; 2) the 

SD of (111) should be restricted as follows: 



47. Interconsonant Vowel Deletion ( revised) 

Rule (47) replaces rule (41) 

By rule (47), a vowel will not delete if it is preceded by a con

sonant-liquid cluster. Now assume that Interconsonant Vowel Deletion 

(47) applies in a left-to-right manner, Given the underlying form 

/ri+rara/ "one, cl.5" and /rU + rara/ "one, cl. 11", it would be the 

prefixal vowel (i] and [UJ, not the first stem vowel [a], that is 

first subject to deletion. Once [i] and [UJ are deleted, rule (47) 

will become inapplicable to the fir st stem vowel [ a] because [ a] is 

now preceded by a consonant-liquid cluster in each form, and the SD of 

(117) is not met. Lateral Formation rule (42) and VNACA (43) then ap

ply to change the geminate [rr] to [11]. Under this analysis, the 

derivations of llara /ri+rara/ "one cl.5" and llara /rU + rara/ "one, 
I I 

cl. 11" are as follows: 

48. ri + rara rU + rara UR 

rrara rrara Interconsonant Vowel Deletion (4 7) 

In terconsonant Vowel Deletion ( 4 7) 

llara llara Lateral Formation (112) 
I I VNACA (43) 

( & other rules) 

This analysis correctly predicts that the stem for "one" is realized 

as lara only when preceded by a prefix With a "rV" shape. 

NIA 

HavinB assumed that the underlyinJ! form of "one" is /-rara/, one 

would expect a word medial geminate (11] in the course of derivation 

of klla "one, cl. 7" as seen in exanple (45a): 

49. kl + rara 

klrra 

killa 

UR 

Interconsonant Vowel Deletion (47) 

Lateral Formation (42) 
VNACA (43) 

To correctly derive the single [l] in the SR, the following rule of 

degemination is postulated: 

so. Non-initial Lateral Degeraination 

1 -----> ){ I ••• l 

where 11 

The derivation of the form klla thus proceeds from the last stage of 

(49) as follows: 

51. killa 

kila 

Last stage in (49) 

Non-initial Lateral Degemination (50) 

The hypothesis that a non-initial geminate (11] reduces to single [l] 

in the SR finds support in (45b) and (46b), which are variants of the 

same verb meaning "to hear". The simplest analysis of these two forms 

is that the underlying form for "hear" is /-hUrir-/, The surface al

ternant -hUl- as occurs in the form kUhUla is then derivable by the 

same rules employed in the derivation of klla /kl+rara/ "one, cl. 7": 
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52. Derivation of~: 

kU + hUr ir + a UR 

kUhUrra In terconsonant Vowel Deletion ( II 7) 

kUhUlla Later al Formation ( 112) 
VNACA (113) 

kUhUla Non-initial Lateral Degemination (50) 

This analysis correctly predicts that geminate [}ll occurs exclusively 

in word initial position and single [l] in non-initial positions. 

(Notice that the surface variation between kUhUla and kUhUrira sug-

gests that perhaps lnterconsonant Vowel Deletion (117) is only an op

tional rule root-internally.) 11 

Since we can derive both the surface geminate [ 11] and single [ l] 
I 

from [rr], [l] is not considered an underlyin11ly contrastive segment 

in Llogoori. The only thing that has yet to be accounted for is the 

syllabicity of the first member of a geminate sequence (c.f. cpl in 

(36a i) (36b i) (46a)), and [?d] in (40a)). This point will be ad

dressed in section 2.2.11. 

~ Glides 

[y] in many cases patterns with (w] in that they are both condi

tioned variants of high vowels when these high vowels are immediately 

followed by other vowels: 

11 
A~cording to Ms. Kilibwa, the variant from that results from Inter-
consonant Vowel Deletion (47) is used more commonly in colloquial 
speech. Thus, kUhUrira is favored in writing and more formal 
speech, while kUhUla is favored in casual speech. 
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53a. u ---> w 

1) mwaana /mu+ anal "child" 
cl. 1 child 

compare, 

ii) muxaaxr /mu+ iaaxi/ "boy" 
cl. 1 oy 

53b. u -> w 

i) rwIIga /rU + Iga/ "horn" 
cl. 11 horn 

compare, 

ii) rUbaaho /rU + baaho/ "board" 
cl. 11 board 

53c. i ---> y 

i) ryIIta /ri+yita / "name" 
cl .5" name 

compare, 

ii) rig!na /ri + gina/ "stone" 
cl.5 stone 

([I], though not exemplified above, al.so surfaces as [y] when in the 

context C_V.) Note that the change of the [+high] vowels to glides 

is always accompanied by the lengthening of the following vowels. 

(Thus, in (53a i), /-anal becomes [aana] as /mu-/ becomes [mw], and in 

(53c i), /-yita/ becomes [!Ital as /ri-/ becomes [ry]. Under a lin

ear account of these data, two rules need be formulated, namely, Glide 

Formation and Vowel Lengthening, informally stated as the following: 
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Glide Formation (Preliminary) 

a) 
b) 

1, 
u, 

I---> 
u ---> 

Vowel Lengthening 

V --> vv /{ ! ) 
Condition: [y] and [w] are derived by (54) 

Note that these two rules may serve to correctly derive the forms i~ 

(53) if and only if they are assumed to always apply in conjunction 

and in a crucial order: (54) - (55). There is .!12 independent appli

cation of (54) or (55) in Llogoori grammar. It will be shown later 

that rule conspiracy as well as the "global" condition of (55) can be 

avoided if an autosegmental approach is adopted, 

In example (53) above, the high vowels that undergo glide forma

tion are preceded by consonants. It should be pointed out that the 

operation of glide formation in Llogoori does not require the presence 

of a preceding consonant: 12 

12 

56. /IN + vago 
cl.9 hoe 

I + angel "my hoe" 
cl.9 1st 

sg. 
POSS 

In Luganda, in contrast, the general rule of glide formation takes 
place only if the high vowel is preceded by a consonant (Clements, 
1986> • 

In this example, the cl,9 prefix undergoes glide formation although it 

is not preceded by a consonant, An important point to note is that in 

this example, the interdental glide [Xl instead of [y] surfaces, 

whereas when preceded by a consonant, high front vowels that undergo 

glide formation always surface as [y] (regardless of the quality of 

the following vowel), So let us suppose that the high front vowels 

change to [y] when followed by a vowel, A feature changing rule then .. 
applies subsequently to palatalize the dental glide if the latter oc-

curs in a "C V" context, Under this analysis, Glide Formation 

(54a) is revised as follows: 

57, Glide Formation (Revised) 

a) 1, I -----> wX / __ v 
b) u, U -----> 

(57) replaces (54). 

(revised from (54a) 
(same as (54b)) 

Toe rule that palatalizes a [X] to [y] in the 11 C_V 11 context can 

be stated as follows: 

58. Palatalization of X 

X ---> y tc __ v 

[y] is also found to be a palatalized variant of [>:] in front of 

the upper high front vowel [i]. Consider the following lexical items. 
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59. [ y] [y] 
n 

kituyi "ear" ~goKe "string" 

e9goyi "leopard" muyaayI "boy" 
" n 

yita "kill" mwooyo "heart" 
n 

rllwaaya "wire" 
" 

yUma "dry up" 
n 

In (59), Ly] occurs exclusively in front of the upper high front 

vowel [i], and [y] occurs exclusively before non-upper vowels. This 
n 

alternation between [y] and [y] is synchronically productive in Llo
P 

goori, Consider the following: 

60a, i) kUduyi /kU + du~ + i/ 
1st hi F.V. 

"we have just hit" 

pl. 
compare, 

ii) kUduya /kU + dui + a/ 
l'1 cl. 15 hit F. V, 

"to hit" 

iii) kiduyI /kl + dux + el 
n cl, 7 hit F. V, 

"You (sg,) hit it!" 

60b, i) kUduyiza /kU + du~ + iz + a/ "to cause to hit" 
cl, 15 hi CAU F, V. 

compare, 

ii) kUduxira /kU + duQ + Ir + a/ "to hit for" 
cl.15 hi APP F. V, 

On the basis of the data in (60), one may hypothesize that [y] 
l'1 

palatalizes to [y] when followed by the upper high front vowel [i): 

61. y ----> y I n ---
i 

It should be pointed out, however, that similar to the dental nasal, 

the dental glide is never found to occur before the upper high back 

vowel (u] either, SO if we suppose that an underlying sequence of 

/Xu/ also changes to [yu], rule (61) can be collapsed with rule (25) 

as follows: 

62, Palatalization of Dental Consonants 

/- [+upper] 

Generalizing rule (62) to the non-alternating forms seen in (59), the 

underlying forms of kltuyi "ear" and engoyi. "leopard" would be /kl+ 

tuxi/ and /IN+goAi/ respectively, Under this analysis, all surface 

occurrences of [y] are considered conditioned variants of [y] or oi 
" the high front vowels (c.f. rules (62), (57a), and (58)). Since there 

are no occurrences of [y) that cannot be derived in this way, [y] is 

therefore not established as an underlying phoneme. 

The phonological status of [w) in Llogoori also deserves comment. 

It is noticed that in Llogoori, except in final syllables, where all 

vowels are short if preceded by a glide, [w] is always followed by 

long vowels even when cases in which it is unambiguously derived by 

Glide Formation (57b) (c.f. examples in (53)) are disregarded. 

63. In non-final syllables !!! .!!!!!! syllables 

rU-waaxa "wire" ry-aawa "flower" 

11-gw!Ina "crocodile" Im-bwa "dog" 

vU-rwaani "war" ma-rwa "hard liquor" 
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There is no instance of [w] occuring in non-final short syllables in 

my data. 

The same ~eneralization cannot be made about the dental glide [y] 
~ 

which occurs in both long and short non-final syllables: 

In long syllables 

mu-yaayI "boy" . ~ 

In short syllables 

mu-yeke 
" 

kU-yavir-a 
" 

yI-rUm-I ,., 
kw-aa-yUm-i 

" 

"sand" 

"to bury" 

"bite yourself" 

"we dried" 

One possible way to account for the distributional gap of [w] is to 

analyze every instance of a surface [w] as underlyingly a [+high 

+back] vowel that becomes [w) by Glide Formation (57b) which in turn 

induces vowel lengthening (55). This hypothesis correctly predicts 

that a non-final vowel that follows [w] in the SR is always long. 

That [w] is followed by short vowels in final position does not con

stitute an argument against this hypothesis, because these short vow

els can be shown to be derived by an independent general rule of the 

langauge, namely, Final Vowel Shortening. To see this, consider the 

derivation of the form kUrya /kU + rI +a/ "to eat". The UR of this 

form constitutes an input for (57)-(55), after the application of 

which one expects an intermediate form "kUryaa". The fact that the 

final vowel of this word in the SR is short suggests that long vowels 

preceded by a glide are shortened in word final position in Llogoori. 

This hypothesis is supported by the fact that in Llogoori no final 

"glide-long vowel" sequences are attested in the SR. The rule of fi

nal vowel shortening is postulated as follows: 

65. Final Vowel Shortening (Preliminary) 

VV --> V / G II 

where "G" stands for a glide 

In conclusion, based on the data obtained so far, all occurrences of 

surface [w] in the language may be considered underlyingly high back 

vowels. One of the advantages of postulating this more abstract un

derlying representation for l w] in forms like those given in (63) is 

phonological econoroy: since all occurrences of [w] can be considered 

derived, it need not be set up as an individual phoneme. More impor

tantly, this analysis explains why non-final vowels are always long 

after [w] in the SR. 

[) ~ ~ 

_!) Voicing .£f Consonants 

With the exception of [s], which causes the preceding nasal to 

delete (see (34)), all voiceless consonants in Llogoori become voiced 

when preceded by a nasal segment: 

66a, k --> g 

i) _ :,aragaa /N + karag + aa/ "I'm cutting" 
1st cut F, V, 
sg, 

compare, 

ii) kUkaragaa /kU + karag +aa/ "we are cutting" 
1st pl. cut F.V. 

iii) akaragaa la + karag + aa/ "He/She is cutting" 
3rd sg. cut F. V. 
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66b. t ---> d 

1) ndUraa /N + tUr + aa / 
1st be from F.V. 
sg. 

"I'm from" 

compare, 

11) atUraa 

iii) kUtUraa 

/a + 
3rd sg 

tUr + aa/ "He/She is from" 
be from F.V. 

/kU + tUr + aa/ "we are from" 
1st be from F.V. 
pl. 

66c. t --> 1 

66d. 

i) 

compare, 

/IN • goko IN + ~aafu/ 
cl.9 chicken cl.9 dirty 

"dirty chicken• 

ii) kaeoKo Ka~aafu /ka + goko ka + ~aafu/ 
cl. 12 chicken cL 12 dirty 

•dirty .small onicken• 

f ( --> v) 

i) mbuuyaa 
I ,, 

compare, 

ii) kUfuuya 
n 

iii) afuuxaa 

-> b* 

/N + fuuy + aa/ 
1st wash F.V. 
sg. 

/kU + fuuy + a/ 
cl. 15 wast!' F.V. 

/a + fuui +aa/ 
3rd sg. wash F.V. 

11 1 am washing" 

"to wasn" 

"He/She is washing" 

*That the underlying fricative [f] is realized as a stop 
will be accounted for by the rule of Stop Formation to be 
postulated shortly. 

(One may speculate that an underlying sequence of [Np] would also sur

face as [mb]. However, such an underlying sequence is not attested in 

my data.) 
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The following rule is postulated for the data in (66): 

67. Voicing of Consonants 

[+cons J 
-voiced ----> [+voiced] /c+nas] __ 

Note that examples seen in (30) above constitute apparent exceptions 

to rule (67) also. But as we will see later, these exceptions can be 

accounted for in terms of rule ordering. Likewise, that [s] does not 

change to [z] by rule (67) (c.f. (31 a)) can be accounted for by or

dering Nasal Deletion (34) before (67). 

!!_) Stop Formation 

When preceded by nasals, [r] becomes [d], [v] and [h] become 

[ b]: 

68a. • -> d; Y -> b 

1) I■bw-1 Indah1 

compare, 

11) kavuri karahi 

111) gtJvur-1 1Ueah1 

/IM + vur-1 
cl.9 &oat 

IN+ r■bi I 
cl.9 pntty 

•pretty .&oat" 

/kl + VUl"'i kll • rahi/ •pretty small 10at• 
cl. 12 aoat cl. 12 .. p,etty 

liU + vuri au • rahi / 
cl.20 aoat cl.20 pntty 

•pretty big &oat• 



68b, h ---> b 

i) mbaandiikaa 

ii) mbeenzaa 

compare, 

iii) kUhaandiika 

iv) koheenza 

IN + hand iik + aal 
1st sg. write F.V. 

IN + henz + aal 
1st look F. V. 
sg. for 

lkU + handiik + a/ 
cl. 15 write F. V. 

lkU + henz + a/ 
cl.15 look for F.V. 

"I'm writing" 

"I'm looking for" 

"to write" 

"to look for" 

The following rules of Stop Formation are postulated to account for 

the data in (68): 

69. Stop Formation 

a) r -------> 
bl h, v ----> :/ ,.,.,, 

(69b) just postulated accounts for the derivation of Imbyu "hot 

cl.9" and Imbya "new cl.9" seen in (17). 

70. IN + hlu IN + hia UR 

INhyuu INhyaa Glide Formation (57a) & 
Vowel Lengthening (55) 

INbyuu INbyaa Stop Formation (691>) 

Iml>yu Iml>ya Nasal Assimilation (29) 
Final Vowel Shortening (65) 

Note that underlying the derivations in (70) is the crucial ordering 

of Stop Formation (69b) before Consonant Glide Reduction (19), or else 

incorrect surface forms will result: 

-,u-

71. IN + hlu IN + hia UR 

INhyuu INhyaa Glide Formation (57a) 
& Vowel Lengthening (55) 

In~uu InXaa Consonant-Glide Reduction ( 19) 

Stop Formation (69b) NIA 

*In °fu *In~a Voicing of Consonants ( f, 7) 
& other rules 
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_£) Spirantization of !.:ii.: 
" 

An underlying /y/ surfaces as a [z] after a nasal segment: 

" 
72a, i) nzereemaa /N + yer eem+ aa/ 

1st.sg~ swim F. V. 
"I'm swimming" 

ii) vaanzereemere /va+N+~ereem+Ir+e/ "They• ve just swum 
3rd 1st swim APP F. V, for me" 

compare, 

iii) yereema 
n 

pl. sg. 

/yereem + a/ 
s'wim F. V. 

iv) kwaayereemi /kU+aa+xereem+i/ 
~ 1st T/A swim F. V, 

pl.(MPT) 

72b, i) nzirUmaa /N + ir + rum + aa/ 
1st R}'LX bite F.V. 
ss. 

compare, 

ii) ylrUml /iI + rum + I/ 
n R LX bite F. V, 

72c. i) nzi ti IN + yi t + i/ 
1st lhll F. V. 
sg. 

compare, 

ii) yita 1iit + al 
kill F. V. 

72d. i) enzoka /IN + yoka/ 
cl.9 

n snake 

compare, 

iil kayoka /ka + xoka/ 
n cl. 12 snake 

"You ( sg.) swim I 11 

"we swam" 

"I am biting ·myself" 

"bite yourself" 

111 have just killed" 

"You (sg.) kill In 

"snake" 

"small snake" 
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The rule that accounts for the spirantization of the high front glide 

can be infonnally stated as follows: 

73. Spirantization 

y ----> z /[+nas] 

As will be shown below, not all occurrences of an underlying /y/ in a 
n 

post-nasal environment change to a [z]. 

.!!_) Deletion of /r/ and !.:ii. ,, 
/r/ and /y/ delete if the immediately preceding consonant is a ,, 

nasal and the next consonant is also a nasal. 

Consider the following sets of examples, illustrating the dele

tion of Ir/: 

74a. i) nllndaa /N + rind +aa/ "I'm waiting" 
1st wait F.V. 
sg. 

ii) nllndi IN + rind +1/ 111 1 ve just waited" 
1st wait F. V, 
sg. 

compare, 

iii) kUrllnda /kU + rind +al "to wait" 
cl. 15 wait F. V. 



74b. i) noondaa /N + rond + aa/ "I'm following" 
1st follow F. V. 
sg. 

ii) noondi IN + rond + ii "I've just followed" 
1st follow F. v. 
sg. 

compare, 

iii) koroonda /kU + rond + al "to follow" 
cl. 15 follow F. V. 

711c. i) nUmaa IN + rUm +aal "I'm biting" 
1st bite F. V. 
sg. 

ii) nUmi IN + rUm + ii "I've just bitten" 
1st bite F.V. 
sg. 

compare, 

iii) kUrUma lkU + rUm + al "to bite" 
cl. 15 bite F. V. 

Comparing examples i) and ii) in (74a) and (74b) against those of 

( 75) in the following, one can see that in (74), the post nasal Ir/ 

deletes whereas in (75 ), Jt undergoes Stop Formation (69a) instead. 

75a. i) ndekaa IN + rek + aal "l 'm leaving" 
1st leave F. v. 
sg. 

ii) nde~i IN + rek + i I "I've just left" 
1st leave F. V. 
sg. 

compare, 

iii) koreka lkU + rek + al "to leave" 
cl. 15 leave F. v. 

75b. i) ndoraa 

ii) ndori 

compare, 

iii) korora 

75c. i) ndllhaa 

ii) nc1uti 

compare, 

iii) kUrlJha 
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/N + ror + aal 
1st see F. V. 
sg. 

/N + ror + i / 
1st see F. V. 
sg. 

/kU + ror + a/ 
cl.15 see F. V. 

/N + rllh + aal 
1st get F. V. 
sg. tired 

/N + rlJh + 1/ 
1st get F. v. 
sg. tired 

/kU + rlJh + al 
cl. 15 get F. V. 

tired 

"I'm seeing" 

41I've just seen" 

"to see" 

"I'm getting tired" 

"I've just got tired" 

"to get tired" 

The determinant for the different treatments of the root initial lrl 

in (74) and (75) is not the immediately following vowel, since Ir/ is 

followed by the same vowel in the examples in (74b) and (75b), and 

also in (74c) and (75c). It is proposed here that the deletion of Ir/ 

is conditioned also by the first consonant after /r/: if both the im

mediately preceding consonant and the next consonant (following Ir/ ) 

are nasal, then Ir/ deletes. 

Thus, 

76. r ---> A /[+nas) V(Vl [+nas) 

lyl deletes in the "[+nas) __ V(V) [+nas)" environment also: ,., 



77a. i) ~':fi 

ii) 

compare, 

iii) yena 
p Q 

iv) 

77b. i) 

ii) 

naanziraa 
" 

vaanaanzirI n 

compare, 

iii) kUyaanzira 
n 

iv) kwaayaanzirI 
n 
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/N + xen + i/ 
1st wan£ F. V. 
sg, 

Iva + N + Ken + i/ 
3rd 1st waat F, V. 
pl. sg, 

/~e~ + a/ 
want F. V. 

/kU + aa + xe~ + i/ 
1st TIA want F.V. 
pl (HPT) 

/N + i an z + Ir + aa/ 
1st love APP F. v. 
sg. 

"They have just 
wanted me" 

"You (sg.) want!" 

"we wanted" 

11 I I m loving for" 

Iva + N + yanz + Ir + e/ "They've just 
3rd 1st 11 love APP F. V. loved for me" 
pl. sg. 

/kU + xanz + Ir + a/ 
1st 'love APP F.V. 

/kU + aa + lanz +Ir+ I/ 
1st T/A love APP F.V. 

(HPT) 

"to love for" 

"we loved for" 

The rule to account for the data in (77) can be collapsed with (76) as 

the following: 

78. Internasal Consonant Deletion 

[+nas] V (V )[+nas] 

(78) replaces (76). 
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Internasal Consonant Deletion (78) must be ordered~ Stop 

Formation (69a) and Spirantization (73) in order to explain why the 

/r/ in 1) and 11) of (711) does not become [d] and the /y/ in i) and 
n 

11) of (77) does not become [zl. AllSO, to correctly predict the sur-

face phonetic shape of the first nasal in exanples 1) and 11) of (74) 

and (77), (78) must be ordered .!fill Nasal Assimilation (29). 

Before going on, let us pause to consider an alternative analysis 

for the forms given in (711) and CH): suppose that /r/ and /y/ in 1) 
n 

and ii) of (711) and (77) first change to [dl and [zl by Stop Formation 

(69) and Spirantization (73) respectively, and only then do the de-

rived [dl and [z] delete in the "[+nasl V (V) [+nasl" environment. 

One of the ways to test this alternative hypothesis is to see if [ d] 

and [z] which are ~ derived from Ir/ and Ill respectively would de

lete in this context. The following exanple shows that [ d] and [ zl 

do not delete in the "[+nas] V (V) [+nasl" context: 

79a. i) Induumba 

ii) kaduumba 

79b, i) zinzimbI 

ii) zinz!ga 

/IN + dumba/ 
cl.9 drum 

/ka + dunba/ 
cl. 12 drum 

/zinz + imbI/ 
cl. 10 short 

/zinz + Iga/ 
cl. 10 horn 

"drum" 

"small drum" 

"short, cl. 10 11 

"horns" 

Examples (79a 1) and C79b i) show that an underlying [d] (of /-dumba/ 

"drum") and [zl (of /zinz-/ "class 10 11 ) can occur in the SR in the 

"[+nas]_V(V) [+nas]" context, thus suggesting that exanples 1) and 

ii) of (74) and (77) cannot be derived by a rule that deletes [d] and 



[z] in the "[+nas] V (V) [+nas]" context. This observation lends 

support to the hypothesis that it is /r/ and /y/, not (d] and (z], 
" 

that delete in the "[+nas] V(V) [+nas]" environment, or else, only 

the first singular prefix triggers deletion. 

Summary of Derivations of Underlying Nasal-Consonant Sequences 

As one may have noticed, many phonological rules postulated in 

the preceding discussions involve the nasals in their structural de

scription. Given in the table below is a summary of the derivations 

of underlying nasal-consonant sequences, alon6 with the rules that are 

relevant to their derivations: 

TABLE 3 

Derivations of Underlying Nasal-Consonant (NC) Sequences 

Relevant 
Rules 

(29),(67), 
(69b) 

(29) 
(69b) 

(3Q) 

(29) 

(29), (67) 

(29) 

(29) ,(69a) 
(29) ,(78) 

(29),(67) 

(29) 

(29),(67) 

(29) 

(69b) ,(29) 

(73) 
(29),(78) 

(3Q) 
(3Q) 
(62), (3Q) 
(3Q) 

Derivation of 
underlying NC 
sequence:, 

N+p ->? 

N+b -> ? 

Exanple 

N+f (-> mv)->mb mbuuxa /N+fuuxa/ 

N+v -> mb Imburi /IN+vuri/ 

N+s -> s saambaa /N+samb+aa/ 

Gloss 

"I am washing" 

"goat" 

"I am 'Durning" 

N+1 -> nz nzIIzagllaa /N+zIIzagil+aa/ "I am continuing• 

N+t -> nd 

N+d -> nd 

N+r -> nd 
->N 

N+~ -> n! 
N+f -> n1 
N+k -> !Ii 
N+g -> 1J' 
N+h -> mb 

N+i -> nz 
-> N 

Nl + N2 -> N2 

ndUraa /N+tUr+aa/ 

ndupa /N+du~+a/ 

Indahl /IN+rahI/ 
nUmi /N + rUmi/ 

Ip1aafu /IN+:!aafu/ 

,ruugu /IN+ fuugu/ 

:Jiaragaa /N+karag+aa/ 

~gUr~zaa /N+gUriz+aa/ 

mbeenza /N+henz+aa/ 

nziti /N+yit+i/ 
~e!?aa /N+}e~++aa/ 

-nagUra /H + ~agUr+aa/ 
moromaa /N + morom+ aa/ 

J!Weezaa /N + Rue+iz+aa/ 
nagiraa /N + nagir+aa/ 

"I am from" 

"I am hitting• 

•pretty, cl.9" 
"I have Just bitten" 

"groundnut~ 

"I am cutting• 

"I am selling• 

"I am looking for• 

"I have Just killed" 
"I am wanting" 

"I am running'' 
"I am speaking• 
"I am drinking• 
•1 am Jumping at• 
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2.2.2.2 Vowels 

One of the most notable phenomena concerning the distribution of 

Llogoori vowels is that of vowel assimilation, which refers to the 

mechanisms that govern the agreement of vowel qualities among the mor

phological constituents. 13 

a) Prefixes 

In Llogoori, lower high vowels [I) and [U) in .!ll prefixes alter

nate depending on the first vowel of an immediately following verb 

root: For example, the class 7 prefix /kl-/ has the following alter

nations in both the nouns and the verbs. 

80. 
Nouns Verbs 

ke-meeme "lamb" ke-reete "bring itl" 
ke-vogo "buffalo" ke-noore "find itl" 

compare, 

kl-tuumba "stool" kI-guutI "defeat it!!" 
kI-,UrU "mountain" kI-dU~I "hit itl II 
kl- iiko "spoon" kI-visI "hide it!" 
kI-ritU "chest" kI-klnirI "play for itl 11 

kI-tabu "book" kI-karage "cut itl" 

Likewise, the class 11 prefix shows an alternation between /rU-/ and 

/ro-/ and the infinitive prefix alternates between /kU-/ and /ko-/: 

13 Vowel assimilation occurs within the lexical root also. But due to 
space limiations, I exclude this topic from the present study since 
it has no immediate relevance to the understanding of Llogoori verb 
morphology. 
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81. 
ro-moroma "langua11e" ko-moroma "to speak" 
ro-seke "straw" ko-reeta "to bring" 

compare, 

rU-baaho "board" 
.. 

kU-cuukaJla "to stir" 
rU-fUrU "lather" KU-gUriza "to sell" 
rU-guu~i "dust" kU-visa "to hide" 

kU-klna "to play" 
kU-karaga "to cut" 

The rule to account for the prefixal vowel alternations seen in 

(80) and (bl) can be informally stated as follows: 

111 

Vowel Lowering (Preliminary) 

[ +high ] 
-upper 

-------> l-high) / __ ((l+cons)) [-high] 111 
-low 

root 

Tne class 9 prefix /I-/ in some lexical items fails to undergo this 
rule: 

r..t:oka 
kI;foo~o 
I-coova 

"chalk" 
"fox" 
•outside" 

In footnote (10) earlier, I proposed a hypothesis which can appar
ently account for the first two forms satisfactorily: under this 
alternative analysis, the surface L~) in both forms are analyzed as 
underlyingly a LkIJ sequence. Therefore at the underlying level of 
structure, the root initial vowel is Lll, not Lo), and the SD of 
rule (H2) would not be met, Likewise, the UH of klfoo;o would be 
/kI+fUoxo/, with the high vowel /U/ as the first under ying vowel 
segment in the root, and therefore does not undergo (82). The 
problem with such a hypothesis is that Glide Formation (57) and 
Vowel Lengthening (55) will incorrectly predict the LoJ in the word 
"chalk" to be long in the SR: 



An interesting observation to make is that vowel assimilation occurs 

not only between the root and the immediately preceding prefix, but 

also optionally among prefixes. Consider the two possible surface 

forms for the verb meaning "to cook it" as given below: 

83. kll'.:ed eeka ~ koked eeka /kU + kl + deek +a/ "to cook it" 

Where the prefix immediately preceding the root is represented as P1, 

the prefix in front of Pl is P2, and so on, the second variant in (B3) 

can be derived by generalizing rule (82) to all prefixes instead of 

only Pl, but stipulating that the rule applies first to Pl and then 

Under iteratively to the more peripheral prefixes P2, P3, and so on. 

this analysis, the subscript "root" can be removed from the SD of 

( B2 ): 

84. Vowel Lowering (Revised) 

r +high 1--------> / _I ([ •oo••]) f-high] 
l-upper J 

I + kloka 

Ikyooka 

[-high] l L-low 

UR 

Vowel Lowering (82) N/A 

Glide Formation (57) 
Vowel Lengthening (55) 

Consonant-Glide Reduction (19) 

V 
Of course, one can argue that since ~ is a loan word ( from 
English "chalk"), it is an exception--like many other loans--to 
certain phonological rules of the language, in this case, the 
vowel lowering rule. 

Furthermore, in order to account for the first variant form in (83), 

it is hypothesized that Vowel Lowering applies obligatorily only to 

Pl, and optionally to other prefixes. 

Under this analysis, kokedeeka derives as a result of the itera-

tive application of (811) 

85. kU + kl + deek + a UR 

kUkedeeka (811) 

kokedeeka (811) 

b) Suffixes 

The non-upper high vowel [I] in the suffixal position also lowers if 

the previous vowel is mid. Consider the surface variations of the ap

plied suffix /-Ir/ in the following: 

86. ko-veg-er-a "to shave for" 
ko-morom-er-a "to speak for" 

compare, 

kU-dUX-Ir-a "to hit for" 
kU-kuz-Ir-a "to die for" 
kU-kin-Ir-a "to play for" 
kU-vis-Ir-a "to hide for" 
kU-karag-Ir-a "to cut for" 

The forms in (86) can be accounted for by modifying (84) as a mir

ror image rule. Furthermore, this rule must be a cyclic rule 

which applies from root to suffix, then stem to prefix so that the 
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forward assimilation is triggered only by lexical roots, not pre

fixes, Toe final version of Vowel Lowering is stated as follows: 

87. Vowel Lowering (Final Version) l 
\+high 1 ----> [-high] /- [+cons]) r :highl 
tupper t low J 

(Mirror Image; Cyclic) 

Rule (87) replaces (84), 

The F. v. [e] assimilates to the nearest preceding vowel also. 

The F. V, in the imperatives with an object prefix and a singular 

subject prefix, for example, shows an alternation between [e] and 

[I], depending on the height of the preceding vowel: 

88. kI-rUm-I "bite it" 
kI-suut-I "defeat it" 
lcI-gUr iz-I "sell it" 
kI-dUy-Ir-I "hit for it!" ,, 
compare, 

ke-veg-e "shave it" 
kl-saamb-e "burn it" 
ke-noor-e "obtain it" 

n 

Assuming that this F.V. is underlyingly /e/, the following rule 

accounts for such data as that in (88): 
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2.2.3 ~ Inventory 

Having considered the major distributional facts of Llogoori surface 

phonetic segments, we establish the following as the underlying pho

nemes of the language: 

90. Consonant Phonemes 

labial dental alveolar palatal velar glottal 

stops/ affricates p b t d c J k g 

fricatives f V s z 

liquids r 

glides X h 

nasals m n 
" 

n J 

Length is phonemically distinctive in the vowels: 

91. Short Long 

[ u] ri-kudu "turtle" ri-kuuru "owl" 
C' 

[U] Im-bUtU "drop of water" Im-bUUza "wind" 

[ 1] mu-ritU "forest" rrsiigo "sack" 

[I] kU-vlt-a "to pass" kU-hllz-a "to hunt" 

[o] ko-ror-a "to see" ko-Roor-a "to obtain" 

[ e] ko-veg-a "to shave" ko-deek-a "to cook" 

[ a] Im-bara "scar" m-saara "tree" 
I 

In this study, phonological length is considered a parameter indepen-

ient of the inherent features of the segments themselves. The dis-

~inction between long and short vowels will be made in terms of the 
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number of "timing units", a concept to be elaborated in section 

2.2.4, that the vocalic segmental feature matrices are linked to, 

Consequently, on the segmental tier of structure alone, there is no 

distinction between long and short segments, The distinctive vowel 

segments in Llogoori are the following: 

92, Vowel Phonemes 

i 

I 

e 

a 

u 

u 

0 

In the orthography of this thesis, phonetic spelling is opted for in 

order that phonological variations can be revealed. Underlying repre

sentations are given between slants, as before, 
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2.2.4 CV Tier and Syllable Structure 

In the previous section, I have discussed some major phonological 

processes in Llogoori in linear terms, In this section, I focus on 

the organization of segmental elements in relation to other autoseg

mental tiers, namely, the "CV" tier (to be elaborated below) and the 

syllable tier. It will be shown that some of the major phonological 

processes of the language (including some of those discussed in the 

previous sections) can be better explained as results of rules that 

affect the associations between the CV and segmental tiers, The pho

nological unit "syllable" will also be analyzed in terms of the CV 

units, The analysis of the hierarchical organization of these three 

tiers of structure to be developed in the following paragraphs is im

portant to the tonal analysis of Uogoori verbs, 

2.2.4.1 CV Tier 

Following Clements' work on Luganda (Clements 1986), this study 

assumes that segmental elements in Llogoori are organized into sylla

bles through the mediation of an abstract level of structure called 

the CV tier (or timing tier) which consists of an array of "C" and "V" 

units, roughly mnemonic for "consonantal" and "vocalic". They are 

phonological timins units to which segmental feature matrices are as

sociated through autosegmental linkages exemplified tn section 1.2, 

in order to receive a phonetic interpretation. It is the CV units 

that are in turn grouped into syllables, thus mediating the associa

tion between the segmental and syllable tiers, 
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The CV units are units in terms of which phonological length is 

defined; thus, phonologically "long" segments are said to be associat

ed with a larger number of timing units than nshort" segments. This 

approach is opposed to the view that length is an inherent feature 

(e.g. [~long]) of the segments themselves. 

According to Clements• formulation, CV units are distinguished 

from each other in functional terms by the fact that 

V-units serve as the locus of prosodic properties that 
cluster around the syllable peak, which may consist of extra 
intensity, greater duration, higher pitch or some combina
tion of these. C-units do not normally attract these prop
erties ••••••• (ibid.) 

So phonetic feature matrices linked to V-units form parts of the syl

lable peak, and those linked to the C units form parts of the syllable 

margin. 

The unmarked type of linkages between the CV tier and segmental 

tier usually consists of one-to-one linkages between [-cons] segments 

and V-units, and between [+cons] and C-units. [-cons] segments that 

are linked to V-units constitute what we generally call "vowels"·,,: ~nd 

[+cons] segments that are linked to C-units "(nonsyllabic) conso

nants". One-to-one linkages between the segmental and CV tiers con

stitute "unit phonemes". Marked linkages, on the other hand, are 

linkages of a one-to-many or many-to-one character, or linkages be-

tween [+cons] segments and V-units ("semivowels"), and between [-cons] 

segments and C-units ( "syllabic consonants"). It is the marked link

ages in Llogoori that will be focussed upon in this section. 

Certain basic principles that govern the association relations 

between the segmental and CV units in Llogoori need be stated in the 

outset. 
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First of all, it is proposed that in Uogoori, there is a con

straint against the linkage of a single segmental feature matrix to 

both a C-unit .!.!!!! a V-unit simultaneously. Where C is represented as 

"[+C]" and V 11[-C]", a display like the following is ill-formed: 

93. 
Segmental Tier 

CV Tier 

[A]= any segmental feature matrix 

By the association convention (12d) of Halle and Vergnaud (1982) cited 

below: 

If the application of a rule results in a violation 
of the conditions - either universal or language-specific -
which must be met by well-formed representations in the language 
in question, the violation is removed by deleting links between 
autosegments and core phonemes established by earlier rules 
or conventions. 

a feature matrix will be dissociated from an [ale] unit to which is 

is already linked at the point when this matrix comes to be associated 

with a [-,C.c] unit. The constraint as expressed in (93) and the con

vention stated in (911) will be of crucial importance in the analysis 

of Glide Formation and other phonological processes. 

A Linking Convention similar to the one in Clements (ibid.) is 

also assumed to govern the CV- and segmental tiers of structure: 



95. Linking Convention 

V' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

[ + s6n] 

In (95) above, V1 represents a V-unit that is not associated with any 

segmental elements. [+son], on the other hand, designates a sonorant 

feature matrix ( non-consonantal segment, liquid, or nasal) which may 

or may not be already associated with elements on the CV tier. When

ever the SD of (95) is met, an association line will be entered be

tween the [+son] feature matrix and the free V. 

Certain language-specific conditions that govern the application 

of convention (95) in Llogoori are stated as follows: 

96a. In case more than one [+son] element can be associated 
with a single free V by (95), precedence is given 
to the one that has also the specification [-cons]. 

96b. If ambiguities persist after applying a), precedence is 
given to the [+son] feature matrix on the left. 

Rule (97) below is furthermore assumed: 

97. Empty Slot Deletion 

CV-elements that are not associated with any segmental 
feature matrices in the SR are deleted. 

As we will see, (93), and (95) to (97) serve to account for pho

nological processes of the language which involve phonological timing 

( or length) in a natural manner. 

In addition to the simple short vowels and consonants, of the 

marked linkage types described before, Llogoori has the following on 

the surface: syllabic consonants (a), semivowels ( b), long vowels 

( c) , and internally com pl ex consonants ( d): 

98. 
a) 

J 
[+cons] 

b) 

1 
[-cons] 

c) 

.!} Syllabic Consonants 

(98a) represents what• s generally called a "syllabic consonant", 

which has been marked by a " 1" below the letter in the orthography of 

this study. Llogoori consonantal elements that can enter association 

with a V unit in the SR are the nasals, [l], and [d] (see also data in 

(30), (36) and (110), and (116)): 

99a. llesi 

11 IJl vcv 

"sky" /ri+resi/ 

99b. mkono 

JJlH 
"hand" /mu+kono/ 

99c. to~i 

vJlJl 
"mud" /ri+dohi/ 

As the data in (99c) (c.f. (110))) shows, like the surface syllabic 

[l], the surface syllabic (d] is also derived from an underlying /r/. 

Based on this observation, I propose that surface syllabic consonantal 
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segments in Llogoori are all results of the syllabification of the .!2"" 

~ consonants /r/ or /ml after certain vowel deletion processes. 

I will examine these vowel deletion processes below. 

In Llogoori, the vowel [u] after [ml deletes except when the 

former is followed by an approximant. To see this, consider the sur

face variations in the class 1 and class 3 prefix /mu-/: 

100a. cl. 

i) ,-kari "woman" 

ii) m-saaza "husband" 
I 

compare, 

iii) mu-yaayI "boy" 
" n 

100b, cl.3 

i) m-saara "tree" 
I 

ii) rrgera "river" 

compare, 

ii) mu-h!Iga "year" 

iv) mu-riinga "beehive" 

This vowel deletion process can be expressed as a process deleting the 

unit [u] on the segmental tier, but leaving Von the CV tier. 

101. u-Deletion ... + 
,, 

i (lt:r.:11 
C V C 
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The output of rule (101) is a configuration that constitutes the 

input for convention (95). By convention (95) and other principles 

stat<!d in (93)-(97), !!!=!!ill "tree" derives as follows: 
I 

102. mu + s a ra UR 

U l ~ H 
m s ara u- Deletion (101) 

Jv !AU 
Linking Convention (95) 

ms ara 
I I A II 
V CVVCY 

Conventions (911) and (97) 

Earlier I mentioned that syllabic nasals .!!,g not undergo the nasal 

assimilation rule postulated in (29) (c.f. examples given in (30)). 

These exceptions to nasal assimlation can be accounted for by ordering 

(29) ~ the u-Deletion rule (101) just postulated. Thus: 



103. mu+saara 

msaara 
I 

UR 

Nasal Assimilation (29) N/A 

u-Deletion (101) 
& Other Conventions 

In my earlier discussion of surface derivation of geminate [fl] and 

[dd], I did not account for the fact that the first member of each 

' 
geminate sequence is always syllabic. This can now be accounted for 

by reformulating the Interconsonant Vowel Deletion rule (47) as a rule 

deleting the vowel feature matrix on the segmental tier but leaving 

the V unit intact: 

104. Interconsonant Vowel Deletion (Final Version) 

(104) replaces (47). Again, the output of (104) provides an input for 

convention (95). By principle (96b), the first liquid consonant (or 

to say, the liquid on the left) associates with the free V-unit. Con

ventions (94) and (97) then apply as before. Lateral Formation (42) 

and VNACA (43) then apply to derive the surface representation. The 
r 

derivations of lleesi llahI /ri+reesi ri+rahi/ "pretty sky" and ddosi 
-,---,-- I 

/ri+dohi/ "mud" illustrate this analysis: 

-;,,-

105. ri + ft ft ri + rah! ri + dohi UR 
11 11 bl I l 11 111i 
CV cvvcv CV vcv CV eve 

r ,isi r rt! L!trt 
Interconsonant 

bvc bl bivH 
Vowel Deletion (104) 

r re si 
~f8hl ~ nrt Linking Convention (95) 

~v!AH c!H (& Principle (96b)) 
cvcvcv 

rre si rrahI rf°ft Conventions (94) and (97) 

~~~!J uia vclcv 

rle si rlahl Lateral Formation (42) 

61 /\ I I 11111 cvvcv ccvcv 

lle sl llahi ddo~i VNACA (43) 

l!~!v /1111 ll lJ I Palatalization (14) 
vcvcv CV V 

Under the analysis just provided, the reciprocal relation between 

the loss of a sy1.labic segment ( vowel deletion) and the concomitant 

gain of a new syllabic segment (sonorant syllabification) is expressed 

as a natural process by which a segment ( the sonorant consonant) is 

linked to the V unit that's left empty by another segment (the vowel). 

The most important thing, however, is that the syllabification of 

these consonants is not an isolated event in the language, but rather, 

a phenomenon predictable by a general principle (i.e. Linking Conven

tion (95)), the application of which will be shown to be pervasive in 

the language. 
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fil li!.i!!il 

(98b) characterizes glides or "semivowels" which have been repre

sented as [ y], [ y] and [ w] in this study. [-cons] elements that may .. 
associate with C-units in Llogoori are the [-cons, +high] segments. 

These segments, when linked to V units, constitute the high vowels of 

the language. It is important to point out that when linked to V-u

nits in the SR, a further distinction, i.e. [±upper] is made among the 

[+high] segments: thus /1/ & /u/ Vs. /I/ and /U/. But when linked 

to c-units in the SR, this distinction is neutralized. In the dis

plays of the following examples, where a high segment of a morpheme 

is invariably linked to a C-unit in the SR (for example, the [w] in 

the examples given in (63), and the [y]/[y) in (59)), this high seg-
n 

ment will be represented on the segmental tier as [U) or [I) which 

stand for a [-cons,+ high, +back) feature matrix and a [-cons, +high, 

-back] feature matrix respectively. This notation implies no specifi

cation for the feature UPPER. On the other hand, where a glide alter

nates morphophonemically with a high vowel in the SR, the ± value of 

the vowel al ternant with respect to the feature UPPER will be ex

pressed on the segmental tier of the glide al ternant as well. This 

is merely a notational practice, and not a claim about surface [±up

per) contrasts in the glides. 

Since in this study, all surface [ w] 's are analyzed as underly

ingly high back vowels and surface [ y) 1 s as derived from high front 

vowels or [y), the glides that can occur underlyingly are [y) and [h]: 
n n 

106. y 
n 

a) muxaa~I 

mu..:Ya II 

U!~!l 
b) muyeke 

" 
mu-Ieke 

HUH 
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"child" 

"soil" 

h 

muhIIga 

mu-h I ga 

II I/\ I I 
CV CV VCV 

havUUndu 

ha-vUndu 
II I~~\ 
CV CVVCV 

"year" 

"place" 

Surface glides can also be derived by the glide formation process 

to be discussed in detail shortly. 

The configuration in (98c) characterizes a "long" vowel which has 

been represented as a sequence of two identical vowels in the orthog

raphy of this study. 

Long vowels can occur both underlyingly or be derived. Examples 

of underlying long vowels are the following: 

107a. rrri r; 
cv dtcv 

"obtain , get" 

107b. ko-de ka 
11 It\ 11 
CV CVVCV 

"to cook" 

107c. riku ru 

U!~U 
"owl" 



Long vowels are derived when two vowels are brought to juxtaposi

tion by morphological or phonological processes. In this situation, 

one of the four processes described below will take place, each one of 

which r~sults in a long vowel. 

!_) Identical Vowel Deletion 

Given a sequence of two vowels, if these two vowels are identical 

in all features, the result is a long vowel: 

108a. kUrIIra 

108b. riinU 

/kU + rI + Ir + a/ 
cl.15 eat APP F.V. 

/ri + inU/ 
cl .5 tooth 

"to eat for" 

"tooth" 

The rule of Identical Vowel Deletion is postulated as follows: 

109. Identical Vowel Deletion 

The result of rule (109) is a configuration that constitutes the in-

put for the Linking Convention (95). Thus, the second vowel reassoci

ates with the free V. (While rule (109) may seem to have no phonetic 

justifications as its input and output are phonetically identical, it 

is phonologically motivated, As we will see, rule (109) serves to 

block Glide Formation in identical high vowel sequences.) By ( 109), 

riiri.J "tooth, cl. 5" derives as follows: 

110. ri+inU 

U tH 
r inU 

I 111 
cvvcv 

r.inU 

I /111 
CVVCV 

UR 

Identical Vowel Deletion ( 109) 

Linking Convention ( 95) 
Principle (96a) 

Note that in this case (96a) guarantees that it is [ il, the [-cons] 

element, not [r], that associates with the free V. 

,hl !ill!!.!:. Formation 

In our earlier discussion, Glide Formation (57) and Vowel Length

ening (55) were found to be two crucially ordered processes which have 

no independent application elsewhere in the grammar. Now with the no

tion of the CV tier and convention (95), the reciprocal relation be

tween these two processes can be characterized in a natural manner: 

111. Glide Formation (Final Version) 

[+high] [+high) 

I ---> /1 
V C V 

Rule ( 111) associates a high vowel that is followed by another vowel 

to a preceding C-1mit, which is either pre-existing or otherwise in

serted by the rule itself. Convention (94) then applies, dissociating 
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the high vowel from the V unit it originally links to. This results 

in a V element associated with no segmental elements, and therefore 

Linking Convention (95) applies to link the [-cons] element to the 

free V. 15 The derivation of~ "moon" and w-IItU "our, cl.1" il

lustrates the application of (111): 

112. H + Ul u + ItU 
I 111 
V vcv 

UR 

nni Uitu 

tv!!J VCV 

Glide formation (111) 

mueri UitU 
VIII / 111 

Convention ( 94) 

CVVCV cvvcv 

mueri UitU 

YAH !Al\ cvvcv 

Linking Convention (95) 

Under this account, the lengthening of the second vowel after the high 

vowel changes to a glide is not accidental, but rather, the conse

quence of a much more general process expressed in convention (95). 

As one may have already noticed, no glide formation occurs in the 

forms in (108) seen earlier, although the UR's of these forms satisfy 

the SD of (111). Exceptions to Glide Formation (111) like these can 

15 Note that the [+high] vowel in the input of ( 111) cannot be re
linked to the empty V by convention (95) because no linking conven
tion applies in such a way as to create a representation identical 
to the input of the last rule to have applied. 
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accounted for by ordering Id en ti cal Vowel Del et ion ( 109) before ( 11 ll 

such that any given sequence of identical high vowels will undergo 

( 109) first and be blocked from ( 111). 

cl Non-high~ Deletion 

Given a sequence of non-identical vowels where the first one is 

non-high, the result is a long vowel having the quality of the second 

member of the sequence. 

113a. mIIta /ma +tlta/ "names" 
cl.6 name 

113b. keeri /ka + eri/ "small moons" 
cl.12 moon 

113c. muuva /ma+ uva / "suns" 
cl.6 sun 

113d. kUsya /kU + sle + a/ "to grind 11 16 
cl. 15 grind F.V. 

To account for these forms, the following rule is postulated: 

16 Justification for the postulation of [el as the final vowel in the 
UR of the root "grind" comes from a form like kU-sye-er-a "to 
grind for". In this form, the APP extension /-Ir-/ is realized 
as /-er/, requiring that the root final vowel is mid (c,f. Vowel 
Lowering (87)). As to why it must be /e/ and not lo/, I will 
provide evidence in note (17). 



114. Non-high Vowel Deletion 

[-cons] 

V 
[ 

According to (114), if the first member of a vowel sequence is non

high, this vowel deletes. The application of this rule gives rise to 

a configuration to which Linking Convention (95) applies. The second 

vowel thus associates with the V unit freed by the [-high] vowel. The 

derivation of kllsya "to grind" is the following: 

115. kU+sTe+a 

H !U l 
kUsiea 
II V 11 
cvcvvv 

kUsI a 
/IV I 
cvcvvv 

kUsf a 

blV/11 vcvvv 

kUsia 
1 IVI 
eve v 

UR 

Glide Formation ( 111), Convention (94) 

Non-H Vowel Deletion (114) 

Linking Convention (95) 

V-Deletion (To be formulated 
in (132) to replace 
Final vowel Shortening (65)) 
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There is a systematic exception to (114), however. If (i] is the 

second member of a vowel sequence, it deletes, thus resulting in a 

long vowel having the quality of the~ member. 

116. Examples of [i] deletion 

al vaarII 

b) kUrll 

Iva + aa + rI + ii 
3rd TIA eat F.V. 
pl. (HPT) 

lkU + rI + ii 
1st eat F. V. 
pl. 

"they ate" 

"we have just eaten" 

Also noteworthy is that in example (116), the SD for Glide Formation 

(111) is also met in the UR, but no glide formation occurs. The forms 

in (116) can be accounted for if we postulate the following rule and 

order it before both Glide Formation (111) and Non-high Vowel Deletion 

( 114): 

117. i-Deletion ,,<t ,, 
/ ,. , 

[-cons] [ i] 

I l V 17 

17 With i-Deletion (108), it can now be shown that the final vowel in 
the root for "grind" is lel jllld not /o/ (c.f. footnote (16)): Con
sider the form kllsyeeza lkU+sYe+iz+a/ "to cause to grind". In this 
form, the underlying /i/ of the causative marker /-iz/ does not 
surface. This is predicted by !-Deletion ( 117) which deletes the 
Iii of the causative marker after a CV root. The fact that the V
unit left empty by /i/ in this form is linked to an [e]--thus the 
long vowel [eel in the extended root [syee] in the SR-requires 
that the last vowel of the verb root is /e/, not /o/. 
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Tnen by convention (95), the first vowel associates with the V left 

empty by the [i]. TI1e derivation of kUrII is the following: 

118. 

kU + m u cvv 
UR 

kUrI i - Deletion (117) 

HHv 

kUrI Linking Convention (95) 

HUt 
The following is a summary of the rules involving vowel sequences pos

tulated so far; " [" indiates crucial rule ordering. 

119. 

~

Identical Vowel deletion (109) 

[ i-Deletion (117) 
Glide Formation ( 111) 
Non-H Vowel Deletion (114) 

.9l Internally Complex Consonants 

Finally, (98d) represents an internally complex consonant which 

in Llogoori may be a nasal-consonant sequence or a consonant-glide se-

quence, All these clusters are derived by rules. The derivation of 

consonant-glide clusters has already been discussed in the section on 

Glide Formation before. In the following paragraphs, I provide an 

analysis of the nasals and show how nasal consonant clusters are de-

rived. 

Nasals in Llogoori are analyzed as underlyingly associated with a 

V-Uni t. 

120. N 

I 
V 

N = [+nas] 

When followed by another V-unit on the CV tier, the V-unit associated 

with N changes to C: 

121. 
N 

I 
V ----> C I V 

Note that rule (121) is among the earliest rules to apply to the UR of 

a given for?O, even ~ initial syllabification. 

When followed by a C-unit on the CV tier, Prenasalization takes 

place: 

122. Prenasalization 

The result of Prenasalization (122) is a multiple linkage of segments 

to a single C-unit. (The C-unit to which the nasal segment is linked 

by (122) is already linked to another segment prior to prenasaliza

tion.) Another consequence of Prenasalization (122) is that by con-



vention (94), N delinks from V, and gives rise to a free V-unit to 

which a [+son] segment immediately preceding N can be linked by Link

ing convention (95). This analysis accounts for the fact that vowels 

and nasals followed by nasal-internally complex consonants are gener

ally lengthened in the SR. 18 To see this, consider the followins data: 

123a. i) vaanduyi /va + N + duy + i/ 
3rd pl. 1st hi\! F. V. 

"They've just hit me" 

sg 
compare, 

ii) vakiduyi Iva + kI + duy + 1/ 
3rd pl. cl. 7 hit F. V. 

"They've just hit 1 t" 

123b. i) mm-ndu /mu + ndu/ "man" 
11 

cl. 1 man 

compare, 

i) 
.,, 

m-ci /mu + 
V 
ci I "vein" 

I 
cl. 3 vein 

In (123), the 3rd pl. S.P. and class 1 and 3 prefix surface as long 

syllables when followed by a nasal cluster. Under the analysis of the 

nasals provided above, that vowels are lengthened in front of a nasal-

consonant cluster is expected. 

are as follows: 

The derivation of vaanduyi and mmndu 
-1-,-

1!I 
[+son] segments that become lengthened as a result of Prenasaliza-
tion ( 122) may become shortened by other rules, which I will not 
discuss here. 

124. 

vaNduyi 
I INlil 
cvvcvcv 

vaNduyj. 
I I\J Ill 
cvvcvcv 

vanduyi 
I/\ \JI I I 
cvvcvcv 

Summary 

iY + 111 
H vcv 

m ndu 
I I I I 
cvvcv 

m ndu 

I NI 
cvvcv 

m ndu 
I ~ I 
cvvcv 

m ndu 
}t,_ \JI 
c'vvcv 

UR 

(121), u-Deletion (101) 

Prenasalization (122) 

Convention (94) 

Linking Convention (95) 
& other rules 

Conventions (94) and (97) 

In the foregoing discussion, I have presented a series of phono

logical data all of which involve the loss of a syllabic segment and 

the concommitant lengthening of a neighboring segment in the course of 

derivation. These data are accounted for by the rules of u-Deletion 

(101) (c.f, data in (100)), Intercon.sonantal Vowel Deletion (104) 

(c.f. data in (40), (46)), Identical Vowel Deletion (109) (c.f. data 

in (108)), i-Deletion (117) (c.f. data in (116)), Non-H Vowel Deletion 

(114) (c.f. data in (113)), Glide Formation (111) (c.f. data in (53)), 

and Prenasalization (122) (c.f. data in (122)). 
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The analyses of these apparently diverse phonological phenomena 

are unified by the Linking Convention (95) which applies to the output 

of all these processes, deriving the correct surface forms. 

The vowel deletion processes mentioned above are analyzed as in-

volvin11 the deletion of vowel feature matrices alone but not the V

slots to which they are originally linked. The output of each of 

these processes thus always contains an empty V-unit to which an eli

gible neighborin11 segment can be linked by Linking Convention (95). 

The analyses of Prenasalization and Glide Formation are slightly 

more complicated. As for Prenasalization, the loss of the syllabic 

se11ment, i.e. the syllabic nasal segment, is analayzed as a result of 

the linking of the nasal feature matrix to a following C-unit (which 

is non-syllabic). The result of such an association is a multiple 

linkage of the nasal feature matrix to both a V-unit and C-unit (c.f. 

Prenasalization ( 122)). Tnen by convention (94), the nasal is ~-

matically delinked from the V-unit to which it is originally linked, 

leaving behind an empty slot. Linking Convention (95) (and the prin-

ciples in (96)) then links an eligible neighboring segment to the emp

ty V, resulting in a surface long vowel preceding the nasal. In the 

case of Glide Formation, the loss of the syllabic segment, i.e. the 

hi~h vowel, is analayzed as a result of the linking of the high vowel 

to a preceding C-unit. This again gives rise to a multiple linkage 

between the high vowel and both a C- and V-unit (see output of Glide 

Formation ( 111)). Convention ( 911) then applies to delink the high 

vowel from the V-unit it is originally linked. This in turn gives rise 

to an empty V-unit which constitutes the input for Linking Convention 
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(95). In short, al though Prenasalization ( 122) and Glide Formation 

( 111) do not directly generate an input for Linking Convention (95) 

(as the vowel deletion rules do), Convention (94) serves to do this in 

a natural manner. 



l•i•i•i Syllable Structure 

In the previous section, I have charaterized the various "segmen

tal types" ( in the terminology of a linear approach) and their deriva

tion in terms of association relations between the CV units and the 

segmental feature matrices. This section provides an analysis of the 

Llogoori syllable, which will be understood as a purely phonological 

unit of structure to which phonological/tonal rules may have access at 

different levels of derivation, and in terms of which generalizations 

about the tonal organization of the language can be made. It is based 

on these phonological considerations that the account of the syllable 

to be given in the following paragraphs is motivated. Under this ac

count, one can distinguish abstract underlying as versus surface syl-

labic organization of phonological forms. Syllabification will be as

sumed to be a process that occurs throughout the derivation, after 

the application of every relevant rule. It will become clear that 

these assumptions are crucial to the analysis of tones in Llogoori 

verbs, 

!l Syllabification 

Assuming that no syllabification information is present in the UR 

of any given phonological string, this string is first syllabified by 

a Syllabfication Rule formulated as follows: 

125. Syllabification Rule 

v~ ••• Vn 
' I \ I 

t 
where Vn designates the final member of the sequence of 
V-units following Vl; n ~ O 

By (125), a V-unit and the maximal sequence of V-units following it in 

the UR will become daninated by one single syllable node. It will be 

an assumption of this study that the initial danain of syllabification 

is not the word, but the morpheme. Syllabic organization that results 

from the application of (125) to the UR of·any given form will be re

ferred to as the underlying syllable structure of that form. Surface 

syllables are then formed by subsequent rules that serve to syllabify 

any given C unit with the immediately following V unit (c.f. C-Sylla

bification below) and fuse vowel sequences to single syllables (c.f. 

Syllable Fusion below). It will become apparent that while early tone_ 

assignment rules are sensitive to the underlying syllable structure, 

certain late tone rules are sensitive only to surface syllabification. 

Applying Syllabifiation Rule (125) within the morpheme, forms 

like a-ke-veg-aa "he/she is shaving it" and kU-rI-Ir-a "to eat for" 

syllabify initially as follows: 



126. 

lr]ln)~~~1] 
a kl veg a 
I 11 11 \ /\ 
v cv eve vv 
I I I V 
rr u- tr Ii 
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lrillu}liijl!] 
kU rl Ir a 
II 11 II I 
CV CV VC V 
I I I I 
1r ir o- r 

UR 

Syllabification 
( 125) 

Brackets demarcate domains of initial syllabification 

After all tone assignment rules have applied, other syllabifica

tion processes as expressed in the following rules may take place: 

127. C-syllabification 

(where the superscript " ' " indicates a "free" auto.segment) 

128. Syllable Fusion 

V V V V 

I I 
~ C, 'i 

Considering rules ( 125), ( 127), and ( 128) as "core syllable rules" and 

the word to be the domain of core syllabification, the former (i.e. 

rules (125), (127), and (128)) are all recurrent rules which can be ai>

plied at various levels of derivation, whenever the SD's are met. 
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Rule (127) syllabifies a C-unit with the following V-unit. With 

this rule, akevegaa in (126) syllabifies as follows: 

129. akeveg a 
IIIIIIA 

last stage in (126) 

VCVCVCV V 

111 V 
rroo i5" 

akeveg a 
I l 1111 I\ 

C-Syllabification (127) 

VCVCVCV V 

~11-~ 

A configuration that meets the SD for (128) comes about when phonolo

gical or morphological processs bring into juxtaposition a hetermor

phemic sequence of V-units. By Syllable Fusion (128), the two sylla

ble nodes will fuse to one. It will be assumed that tones that are 

independently associated with the two syllables will also be reassoci

ated with the new syllable node. To illustrate this reorganization of 

auto.segmental structure, the derivation of ryllta /ri+~Ita/ "name" and 

kwiita /kU+yi ta/ "to kill" are given as follows: 

" 



130. 

b) ri ylt 
11 ~ i1 
CV ! C 

I I 
Ii' ~ 

cl riita 

I JII i C VC 

ti} 
d) rilta 

Ill 11 
cvvcv 

1~ 
If 6" 

el rilta 

V~I\ cvv::v 

'¥Y 
,r r 

a 

I 
V 

I 
0-

kUita 

HUt
~~r 

kUita 

YAJJ 
'¥ y 
r 1r 

UR 

Syllabification (125) 
(and Tone kssignment Rules) 

Post-Vocalic y-deletion (8) 

" 

C-Syllabification (127) 
Syllable Fusion (128) 

Glide Formation ( 111 ) 
& other rules 

(Brackets demarcate initial domain of syllabification) 

In the derivations given in (130) above, Post-Vocalic x-cleletion cre

ates a heterosyllabic lsequence of V-units, viz., Q and Ui in ryIIta 

and~ respectively (see stage (c)). Both forms are thus subject 

to Syllable Fusion (128) in stage (d). 
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.fil Syllable Length 

While by (125) and (128), a syllable at any level of derivation 

may potentially contain any number of V-units, it is noticed that in 

the SR there is no sequence of more than one V-unit in word final po

sition if the V-unit is preceded by a glide, and no sequence of more 

than two V-units elsewhere, even if morphological and phonological 

processes interact to produce such sequences at an early or intermedi

ate level of derivation. That a long final syllable resulting from 

Glide Formation is reduced to short syllables has been exemplified 

and accounted for earlier in the rule of Final Vowel Shortening (65). 

The derivations of viita /va + aa + lit + a/ "they killed" and klsii 

/kl + sie + 1/ "You (pl.) grind it!" show how a sequence of more than 

two V's needs be reduced to two: 

131. 

va a ita 

11 ~ 11 \ 
CV VVVCV 

V ita 

1Jl! 

- c· 

kls i 

EL~ 

UR 

Post Vocalic y-Deletion (8) ,.. 

Root Vowel Deletion 
(Iterative) (to be formulated 
later in (11-71 J 
Linking Convention (95 l 

Non-high Vowel Deletion (113) 
( iterative) 
Linking Convention (95) 
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At the last stage of derivation in ( 131), each form contains a se

quence of more than two V-units. To correctly derive the SR for these 

forms, the rule of Final Vowel Shortening (65) is replaced by the fol

lowing ordered sequence of V-Deletion Rules: 

132. V-Deletion 

V ---> 

I 

( iterative) 

[-cons] 

l V I ] 

vv 

( where the right bracket "]" indicates crucial ordering) 

The derivations of~ and kisii thus proceed as follows: 

133. V i ta 
IA1 /1 
CVVV CV 

rn1 
cvcvvv 

Last stage in ( 131) 

V i ta kis i V-Deletion (132) 
/ A I I l 11 ;1 
C VV CV eve vv 
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Summary of Phonological Rules 

!) Segmental~ Changing!!:!.!!! 

a) Consonants 

( 14) 

Post Vocalic y-Deletion 
" 

Palatalization of Back 
Consonants 

y -> .J?r IV + 
" --k->~; s->I __ 1 
h-->s 

(Contextual Exception: /-iz/ [CAUS]) 

( 19) Consonant-Glide Reduction gy -> J 
ky -> ~ 
by-> i 

(29) Nasal Assimilation 

(3 4) Nasal Deletion 

(42) 

(43) 

Lateral Formation 

Voiced Non-Nasal Anterior 
Cosonant Assimilation 

(50) Non-Initial Lateral 
Degemination 

[nas] -> [ J. place] / __ [ cl place] 

N -> ,If/ --fa\ 

1-->K/ ... l 

where ••• / 0 
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(58 l Palatalization of y 

" 
Y-> y r c __ v 
n 

(62) Palatalization of Dental 
Consonants 

y -> y I n __ (+upper] 
~ ->y 

(67) Voicing of Consonants 
[+cons J 

/+nas] _ -voiced -> [+voiced] 

(69 l Stop Formation a) r -> d / 
b) h, V -> b / [+nas] 

(73) Spiranti zation ~ -> z /r+nas] 

(78) Internasal Consonant 
Deletion 

b) Vowels 

(87) Vowel Lowering [ "'" j➔t""i /-fc•-•l) [·"•' J -<1pper -low 

(Mirror Image; Cyclic) 

(89) Vowel Ra is ing [-high]--> '·'"/·"•" [[•=•lJ--low 

st,.... 

~:~:~s}] 

' \ ( 101) u-Deletion m u 

l ! ! 
"~ 

/ 

r~1 {c-c;sl} 

/ 
( 1011) Interconsonant / Vowel r (-cans] 

Del et ion I I ~ C V 

c 

( 109) Identical Vowel Deletion 

(114) Non-H Vowel Deletion 

(117) i-Deletion 

(4-71) Unrounded Roat Vowel 
Deletion 

_!!)Relinking~ 

(111) Glide Formation 

(122) Prenasalizatian 

~¢ 
/ 

/ 

[.q [.I.] 
I I 
V V 

, -// 
/ , 

[-high) 

I 
V 

[-cans] 

\ 
V 

[-cons J -round ➔ 

[+high] 

I -> 

V 

[-cans) 

I 
V 

-:>Ir/, , , , 
[i] 

I 
V 

r , Jl rt T I 
V a~P] 

[+high] 

/I 
C V 



£) Conventions 

(95) Linking Convention 

~) Syllable Structure~ 

(125) Syllabification Rule 

(127) C-Syllabification 

(128) Syllable Fusion 

(132) V-Deletion 
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If the application of a rule results in a vio
lation of condltions--either universal or lan
guage-specific--which must be met by the well
formedness representations in the language in 
question, the violation is removed by deleting 
links between autosegments and core phonemes 
established by earlier rules or conventions. 

V' 
I 
I 
I 
I 

[ +sons] 

V1 •••• Vn 
'\ , 
' , ' , 
'i 

where Vn designates the final member of 
sequence of v ...... nits following V1; n 3, 0 

V V V V 

I ~ -> \/ 
Ir Ir 

[-cons] 

V ->kf I! _v '] vv 

where the right bracket "]" indicates 
crucial ordering 

(iterative) 

(69b) 

[ ( 14) 

(8) 

[ (62) 

[
(78) 

(73) 

(69a) 

( 101) 
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TABLE lib 

Summary of Crucial Rule Orderings 

Stop Formation 

Palatalization of Back Consonants 

Post-Vocalic y-Deletion ,, 
Palatalization of Dental Consonants 

Consonant-Glide Reduction 

Nasal Deletion 

Nasal Assimilation 

Voicing of Consonants 

Internasal Consonant Deletion 

Spi ran ti za tion 

Stop Formation 

u-Deletion 

Identical Vowel Deletion 

Unrounded Root Vowel Deletion 

i-Deletion 

Glide Formation 

Non-H Vowel Deletion 



3. 1 ~ TONES 

Dowmstep 

Chapter 3 

INTRODUCTION TO LLOGOORI TONES 

3.1.1 

3.1.1.1 Introduction 

Llogoori has two contrastive tones on the surface, namely, Hand 

L. 1 The realization of these two tones is complicated by the process 

of "register shift", or more precisely, "register lowering". 2 By this 

process, the "register" (Clements 1980), or to say, pitch region 

within which contrastive tones are realized, systematically lowers as 

an utterance progresses. The consequence is a clearly perceptible 

downward drift of overall pitch across the tone group in a "terraced" 

pattern. A typical tone group that unde~goes register lowering as de

scribed above has the following pitch configuration: 

Underlyingly, as we will see, there is a three way contrast between 
H, L, and tonelessness. 

2 Register may also shift upwards, constituting what has been de
scribed as upsweep or upstep in some languages. 
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1. 

H L H L H L L 

In the schema in (1), the pair of horizontal lines indicates the over

all pitch range of the speaker. Each pair of brackets indicates the 

register available to the speaker at a given point in the utterance. 

Represented in (1) is a hypothetical system with two tones, viz., H 

and L. Within the limits of the speaker's own pitch range, these two 

tones are realized within successively "lowered" registers. In prin

ciple, there is no limit to the number of lowered registers there can 

be within a single phonological phrase, since an utterance may poten

tially be infinitely long. Any speaker, however, has only a limited 

range within which to realize the indefinite number of levels result

ing from register lowering. So perhaps, the more lowered registers 

there are within a given phrase, the less the anount of drop is in

volved in each downward shift. Alternatively, the speaker could sus

pend register lowering at the beginning or the end of a phrase. 

The system characterized in ( 1) exhibits so-called "partial down

step" by which the distance between a tone occurring in a given regis

ter, say, R1, and a like tone occurring in the immediately following 

lower register, say, R2 , is~ than the distance between a Hand a L 

tone within R1_ In effect, the H tone of R2 is realized at a pitch 

value between those of the Hand L tones of R1 • For instance, the sec-
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ond Hin example (1) is higher than the preceding L but lower than the 

initial H tone in pitch. In the case of total downstep, on the con

trary, the amount of drop from the H in R1 to the H in R2 would be the 

same as the distance between the Hand L tones that occur in R1• In 

such a system, a lowered H tone has the same surface pitch as the L 

tone that occurs in the immediately preceding higher register. 

In the literature on register lowering, a distinction has often 

been made between automatic downstep or downdrift on the one hand, and 

nonautomatic downstep or downstep on the other. The difference be

tween the two lies in the predictability of the location of register 

shift in the phrase: In the case of automatic downstep, the occur

rence of the downward shift is predictable from the surface phonologi

cal environments, whereas in the case of nonautomatic downstep, the 

conditions for the shift are not phonologically transparent (Stewart 

1965). A classical case of automatic downstep as described by many 

scholars is triggered by a L-H transition on the tonal tier such that 

each H tone following a L tone in a tonal sequence lowers the register 

within which subsequent Hand L tones can be realized (Clements 

1981). 

The environment for automatic downstep in Llogoori is different 

than that of the classical case just described: In Llogoori, ~ tone 

( represented "T" below) preceded by a .!i begins a new lowered register. 

This lowered register is maintained until a new H-T transition occurs. 

To see this, consider the tonal realization of the following phrases 

as indicated by the corresponding pitch diagrams, These diagrams rep

resent the writer's perception of the surface pitch melodies of these 

3 
phrases, 
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2a. "we have bitten it slowly" 

klri<IrUmi garaha 
Ill~\ 
L H L H L 

2b, "we are biting it slowly" 

kUkirUmaa gar aha 

l l J ~ \ 

Segmental Ti er 

Tonal Tier 

Surface Melody 

Segmental Tier 

Tonal Tier 

Sur face Melody 

In the examples in (2), the total register "steps down• after each H 

tone such that subsequent Hand L tcnes are pronounced within a lower 

range than those that come before the H-T transition, Thus, in exam

ple (2a), the second L tone (on the syllable ..!:!!.l has a lower surface 

pitch than the word initial L (on the syllable kU) since the Hon the 

object prefix kl causes the second L to begin a lower register. All a 

result of register lowering, the second Hin the same example (spread 

across the verb final syllable and the adverb) has a lower surface 

3 Actual pitch tracings of the same Llogoori phrases (to be presented 
in (q) later) in fact show a rather different relative pitch pat
tern. It will be argued that the difference between the representa
tions given in example (2) below and those in (4) later can be ac
counted for in terms of declination, a concept .o be introduced 
shortly, 



pitch than the first H (on the syllable kI) since the former occurs in 

a lower register than the latter. Note that based on the pitch dia

grams in (2), Llogoori has partial downstep: the distance between L 

and H tones within the same register is greater than that between a H 

and the next downstepped H. 

One of the significant consequences of register lowering as con

ditioned by a "H - T" transition is that given a sequence of two H 

tones on the tonal tier, the second one is realized~ than the 

first. Thus, in example (2b), the Hon the verbal suffix~ is re

alized lower than the Hon the root syllable /-rum-/. That means, in 

Llogoori, there is a surface contrast between a sequence of two sylla

bles linked to one single H tone and a sequence of two syllables 

linked to two distinct H tones. In the first case, the two syllables 

are realized with the same pitch, while in the second case, the first 

syllable is realized with a higher pitch than the second syllable due 

to register lowering, Such a surface tonal contrast does not occur in 

a system where register lowering is conditioned by 

c To renect the surface distinction between r r H H 

a L-H transition.4 v~ 
and H. in the 

rest of this study, a syllable linked to a H which is preceded by an

other Hon the tonal tier is marked by a raised exclamation mark I 
a-a- a-a-

ThuS, h i and y will be transcribed as a I; and ; ~ re-

spectively. Note also that since register shift in Llogoori crucially 

calls for the presence of a H tone, a L tone sequence will not exhibit 

downstep. This analysis correctly predicts that there is no surface 

contrast between a sequence of syllables linked to a single L tone and 

4 In a system with classical downdrift, adjacent like tones have the 
same surface pitch (See rule (14c) of Clements (1981 )) • 

a sequence of syllables which are individually linked to single L 

tones. This point is illustrated in example (2b) where the first two 

syllables, though linked to two separate L tones, are realized the 

same pitch as though they were linked to a single L tone. 

3.1.1.2 Alternative Analysis 

In the discussion above, I have provided an analysis for the sur

face tonal realization in Llogoori. This analysis accounts for the 

tone terracing phenomenon in Llogoori by hypothesizing that register 

lowering occurs after every H tone. I will refer to this hypothesis 

as Hypothesis I. In the following paragraphs, I would like to briefly 

examine an alternative anlaysis of automatic downstep in Llogoori 

which can apparently account for the same facts about tonal realiza

tion in the language exemplified so far. I will refer to this alter

native hypothesis as Hypothesis II. 

The alternative analysis to be considered here proposes that reg

ister lowering in Llogoori is triggered by a "T - H" instead of "H -

T" transition such that it is every non-initial H tone (Le. H tone 

preceded by another tone) which begins a lower register. So given two 

L tones, say L1 and L2, which are separated by a H tone like in the 

following: 

.,.L1 H L2 ••• 

L1 and L2 would be analyzed as belonging to a higher and lower regis

ter respectively, since the intervening H tone would begin a lower 

register for itself and L2 to be realized. This analysis then car-
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rectly predicts that in Llogoori, a L tone preceding a H tone has a 

higher surface pitch than the L tone that comes after the H tone. 

Likewise, given two H tones, say, H1 and H2, that are spearated by 

only L tone(s) or nothing, this analysis also correctly predicts that 

H1 has a higher pitch than H2 since H2 begins a lower register. The 

crucial difference between the two analyses, however, lies in their 

different predictions about the relative pitch height of the H tone 

of a "// L H ••• " sequence ( where "/ /" stands for phrase boundary) 

and that of a phrase initial H tone. Under Hypothesis I, the Hin 

both the 11 //L II and "II II contexts would be analyzed 

as belonging to the phrase initial or unshifted register. It there

fore predicts that the H tone in both contexts would be pronounced 

with the same pitch. Under Hypothesis II, however, the H in the 11 //L 

••• " context would be analyzed as belonging to a shifted or lowered 

register whereas the phrase initial H the unshifted register. It thus 

predicts an initial H tone to have a higher pitch than the H tone in 

the 11 // L •• ," context. As the phonetic facts suggest, in Llogoo-

ri, there is no appreciable surface distinction between the H tone in 

these two environments: for example, the average pitch value (of 4 
,,, .,. / 

tokens) of the H tone on the syllable rU in rUbaaho /rU+baaho/ "board" 

is 220 Hz, and that on the rU of kUkI!u1inaa /kU+kI+rUm+aa' I "we are 

biting it" is 217 Hz. (Note that the drop from a phrase initial H to 

the next down-shifted His significantly greater. For example, the av-
I 

/' /. ,,,,. 
erage drop from the first H to the next Hin the form kwaakiduya 

n 
'- .I I O \ 

/kU+aa+kl+duy+a/ 11 we hit it 11 is 17 Hz based on the measurements of Ii 
n 

tokens of the form.) These observations lead to the conclusion that 
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in both the IIL __ ••• II and//_ ••• • context, the H tone is un

shifted, and therefore Hypothesis I is preferred. 

3.1.2 Declination 

In (2), I presented pitch diagrllllls of certain Uogoori phrases 

which show that Uogoori has partial downstep. However, I also point

ed out in footnote 3 that there is a gap between the relative pitch 

levels as presented in these diagrillDs and those found in the actual 

pitch tracings of the Silllle utterances. Given below are diagrams based 

on pitch tracings which show the relative pitch values of the sylla

bles in the phrases in (2a) i.nd (2b). Th i e p tch value of each sylla-

ble in these diagrams is th 1 e resu t of averaging the pitch values of 4 

tokens of the respective syllable in the same phrase. (Pitch diagrams 

given in the rest of this chavter will all show the surface pitch mel-

odies avera,1ed from at le1a1st four tokens of the h Siime p rases.) 

4a. "we have bitten it slowly" 

230 

220 
220 219 

210 

200 

190 

180 

170 

kU l:I rU -~ ha 

I I I I L H L H L 



4b. "we are biting slowly" 

230 

220 

210 206 
204 

200 

190 

180 

170 

kU kl 

I I 
L L 

206 

rU ··~ 
H H 

ha 

L 
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From the pitch diagrams given in (4) above, one can see that each 

downstepped His actually realized with more or less the~ pitch as 

the L tone of the preceding register. (This is different than what 

the pitch diagrams in (2) shows: in those diagrams, a downstep His 

higher than the L of the preceding register.) Based on the pitch dia

grams in (4), one would conclude that Llogoori has total downstep in

stead of partial downstep. Such a conclusion is valid, however, if 

and only if it can be confirmed that register lowering is the only 

cause for the pitch drop (from a H to the next IH). In the following 

discussion, I will show that there is most likely another pitch lower

ing mechanism, namely, declination, at work which is responsible for 

part of the pitch drop (Pierrehumbert, 1980). In other words, the 

•total" drop from a H to the next H as seen in the diagrams in (4) re

flects the.!!!:!!! of the pitch drop caused by register·1owering ~ that 

caused by declination. 

Declination refers to the tendency for the F0 contour of a given 

phonological phrase to show a gradual downward trend across the 

phrase. Ideally, declination affects all non-initial syllables, re

gardless of their surface tonal specifications. Furthermore, the 

amount of drop by declination from one syllable to the next is a con

stant value, say, "x", so that the amount of lowering due to declina

tion on the nth syllable of a given phrase would equal (n-1)x. One of 

the predictions of the declination hypothesis is that given a syllable 

string that is linked to the~ tone, each non-initial syllable 

would be realized with a slightly lower pitch than the previous one. 

The presence of declination in Llogoori is inferred from precisely 
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su::h a declinin3 pitch contour exhibited in syllables that are linked 

to one single tone in the SR. Consider the surface melody of the fol

lowing phr.ises: 

( 

260 

250 

240 

230 

220 

210 

200 

190 

180 
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Sa. "l say that we cook for very slowiy" 

-~ 
219 

- - :_00 

110 L-------------------------

ha~ 

HL 

5b, "l«!'Ye Just caused (scmebody) to eat very slowly" 

250 

240 

230 

220 

210 209 

200 

190 

180 
'\ 

170 

kU rll 
,;~ 

ha m no 

I \ ~ 
L ti ti ti L 



5c. "we will burn it" 

210 

200 

190 

180 

~"' ~\ 

170 '---------------------

Here I will consider only the syllable sequences encircled, Notice 

that in each sequence, there is a drop in pitch across the syllables: 

from 219 Hz to 200 Hz in (Sa), from 229 Hz to 209 Hz in (Sb), and from 

206 Hz to 200 Hz in (Sc), Although these sequences by no means con

stitute the ideal data for the testing of declination--for instance, 

neither the consonants nor the vowels of the syllables are control

led-such a consistant drop in pitch across these syllable sequences 

in which all syllables are linked to the~ tone nevertheless war

rants a tentative hypothesis that declination is present. If it can 

be assumed that there is declination in Llogoori, a portion of the 

"total" drop from a H to the next H as seen in (4) should then be at

tributed to declination, since declination affects _!l1 non-initial 

syllables. Now if declination is responsible for part of the pitch 

drop from one H to the next, it follows that register lowering can at 

best be responsible for only the other part of the pitch drop, and be

cause of this, register lowering in Llogoori is only partial, not to

tal. 

Another argument--and perhaps a more subjective one--for the 

analysis that Llogoori has partial instead of total downstep comes 

from the writer's perception (see pitch transcriptions in (2)). As a 

preliminary hypothesis, perhaps the gap between the pitch representa

tions in (2) and (4) is due to compensation by the writer in her per

ception by systematically screening out the declinational effects. 

(4), on the other hand, does not reflect such a compensatory mecha-

nism. 
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For the simplicity in notation, pitch diagrams to be presented 

in the rest of this chapter and the next will be like those in (2) in 

which the effects of declination are not reflected, Instead, they re

flect the surface melodies as they are perceived. 

3. 1,3 Phrase Final Lowering 

In addition to downstep and declination, there is a third type of 

pitch lowering mechanism in Llogoori, namely, phrase final lowering. 

By this process, a phrase final syllable linked to a L tone is real

ized with a lower pitch than an immediately preceding syllable (se

quence) W:1ich is linked also only to L tone(s). Consider the tonal 

realization of the following form: 

6a. i) "lie' ve just hi trt 

kUduyi 

I~ 
L L 

ii) "to hit" 
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Segmental Tier 

Tonal Tier 

Pitch Diagram 

Segmental Tier 

Tonal Tier 

Pitch Diagram 
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6b. i) "to cut it" 

kUkikaraga Segmental Tier ~, ~ 
H L L Tonal Tier 

Pitch Diagram 

ii) "to cut for" 

k\r~ 

Segmental Tier 

Tonal Tier 

Pitch Diagram 

In each example in (6) above, there is a phrase final sequence of syl

lables which are linked to L tones belonging to the same register. 

Ideally, all these syllables should be perceived as having the same 

pitch. However, in reality, the word final syllable is consistently 

heard as being realized with a lower pitch than the preceding sylla

bles. This observation holds in phrases too, as we will see in the 

following examples: 

-lj!!-

7a. "The brother has just hit slowly" 

mboozo aduyi vwaa~gu Segmental Tier 

~ ,~ 
L L L Tonal Tier 

Pitch Diagram 

7b. "to bite it quickly" 

kUkirUma vwaa~gu 

V / "V 
Segmental Tier 

H L L Tonal Tier 

Pitch Diagram 
- - -

c So far I I1ave shown examples of extra-lowering of a phrase final syl

lable linked to a L tone. Assuming that extra-lowering of a phrase 

final syllable is an automatic process in Llogoori, one would expect a 

final syllable linked to a!!. tone to have a lower pitch than the pre

cedin3 syllable(s) linked to the same H. (Note that should the pre

ceding syllable(s) be linked to an independent H tone, register low~r

ing occurs for independent reasons.) However, this does not seem to 

be the case. Consider the pitch diagrams of the following expressions 

in which the phrase final syllable of each phrase is linked to a HL: 5 
V 

5 It should be pointed out that in Llogoori, there is no example of 
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Ba, "cause to cut!" !I. Principle of Phrase-Final Pitch Lowering 

Given a phrase-final sequence of syllables linked only 
Segmental Tier to L tone( s) in the SR, the pitch of the phrase final 

syllable is realized lower than the immediately preceding 
L-toned syllaule sequence. 

Tonal Tier 

- - "\ 

Pitch Diagram 

Sb. "to sell very slowly" 

Segmental Tier 

Tonal Tier 

Pitch Diagram 

In each examples in (8), the H portion of the final syllable is heard 

as having the same pitch as the preceding syllable(s) linked to the 

same H tone. This suggests t.hat the phrase final extra-lowering 

mechanism does not affect final syllables linked to a H tone. 

The observations just made about phrase final lowering in Llogoo

ri can be summarized as the following: 

~~rases ending in a level H tone, This is because all phonological 
phrases have a L tone appendix inserted by a post-lexical rule (see 
Final L Insertion (4-10) to be postulated later,) 

3, 1.11 Sumary 

In the previous sections, I have presented three mechanisms in Llogoo

ri Which serve to lower the surface pitch values of tones, These me

chansims are downstep, declination, and phrase final lowering. The 

model for pitch interpretation in Llogoori must be one that addresses 

the effect of all these mechanisims--more specifically, in a componen

tial mannar--such that the surface pitch of any given tone is computed 

by subtracting the pitch lowering value of each mechanism from the ba

sic value of the tone. 6 Due to space limitation, I will not further 

discuss such a model of pitch interpretation. Readers are referred to 

Clements and Leuns (1986, ms,) for details on this topic, 

6 M:ire the term "basic value" refers to the the ideal value designated 
for a certain tone by the grammar of the language relativized to the 
range of the particular speaker of the language, In theory, this 
would be the value at which the tone is uttered assuming that there 
are no other pitch modification mechanisms (like declination, down
step, local pitch interpretation, etc.) at work, and would thus ap
proximate the value of that tone in phrase-initial position. 



3. 2 ~ ASSIGNMENT 

Certain assumptions underlying the tonal analyses of Llogoori 

verbs need be stated in the outset. First of all, it is assumed that 

a verb morpheme may be underlyingly specified for tonal properties 

only, or segmental properties only, or both tonal and segmental prop

erties. Furthermore, it will be assumed that in Llogoori verbs, tonal 

and segmental elements that constitute a single morpheme are underly

ingly unassociated. Free morphological tones -- tones introduced by 

the morphology-of the word are aoosicated to syllables by initial 

tone assignment rules which associate single free morphological tones 

to single syllables within the same verb unit. Many of the ITAR's in 

Llogoori are specific rules in the sense that their applications are 

not general in scope, but rather, are conditioned by the grammatical/ 

morphological properties (e.g. tense/asp~cts, morphological make-up, 

etc.) of the form in question. Their SD's are mostly defined in 

grammatical/morphological terms. For instance, in the Far Past Tense, 

a tone assignment rule like the following iii ralled for: 

10. O.P. H Assignment 

FPT 

(Brackets demarcate morpheme boundaries) 

In (10) above, the designated tone is restricted in morphological 

terms, i.e., the tone that marks the morphosyntactic category O.P. 

(object prefix). Also, the morphosyntactic notion •Far Past Tense 

(FPT)" is stated as the grammatical condition on the domain within 

which tone assignment takes place. 

There are also other tone assignment rules in Llogoori which have 

much more general application. For example, there is a general prin

ciple of Morphological Tone Association stated as follows; 

11. Morphological Tone Association 

(Brackets demarcate morpheme boundaries) 

(11) is a general rule ordered after all other more specific ITAR's 

except one (see discussion in (4.10) later). By principle (11), any 

given morphological tone is assigned to the first syllable of the mor

pheme that it (the morphological tone) characterizes, provided both 

are as yet unlinked. 

Any ijiVen morphological tone in Llogoori may in certain verb 

tenses be assigned by one ITAH and in other tenses by another rule. 

For example, the H tone that characterizes the morphosyntactic catego

ry O.P. is assigned to the penultimate stem syllable in the far Past 

Tense by a grammatically conditioned rule stated in (10), but to the 

obJect prefix syllable in almost all other tenses by a much more gen-
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eral principle of tone assignment, namely, Morphological Tone Associa

tion ( "HTA" hereafter) stated in ( 11). 

One of the most striking characteristics of Llogoori tonal pho

nology-especially in the context of autosegmental phonology-is the 

abundance of ITAR's (see Table Sa) and the almost total iri:elavance of 

the Association Convention (c.f. 1-11). There is only~ case in 

this study where the Association Convention may be used to account for 

tone assignment. Elsewhere, initial tone assigment is accounted for 

by ITAR's. 

In Llogoori, syllables that do not get assigned any tones through 
1 

the application of ITAR's must receive tones through other sources. 

This is accomplished by rules of Phrase Final L Insertion (see 4-10) 

and Tone Spread (see (4-13)).8 

7 This in fact is a logical consequence of the well-fonnedness condi
tion (10b) which requires all tone bearing units to be associated 
with at least one tone in the SR. 

8 Here and below, numeral prefix to example numbers refer to the cha~ 
ter in which the example occurs. 
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In Llogoori, a phrase final syllable is assigned a phrase final L 

tone. Tone spread rules assign~ tones (including the phrase fi

nal L tone) onto adjacent syllables which are hitherto toneless. In 

sum, while initial tone assignment rules serve to map individual mor

phological tones onto single syllables, Phrase Final L Insertion 

(4-10) and Tone Spread (4-13) together guarantee that all syllables 

will be assigned tones and therefore be tonally interpretable in the 

SR. All these rules will be individually motivated and exemplified in 

Chapter 4. 



Chapter IV 

VERB TONES 

ORGANIZATION OF THE DISCUSSION OF THE VERB~ 

With the exception of the infinitives and imperatives, Llogoori 

verb tenses/aspects examined in this chapter are all mentioned in 

Mould (1981): 1 

1 • 1 • Infinitives 
2. Imperatives 
3. Present Continuous Tense 
4. Perfect Tense 
5. Near Past Tense 
6. Middle Past Tense 
1. Far Past Tense 
8. Near Future Tense 
9. Middle Future Tense 

10. Far Future Tense 
11. Indefinite Future Tense 

C 

It will become apparent that Llogoori verb tenses fall into 

smaller subgroups which differ in tonal make-up and general tonal be

havior. It will be shown that the In.finitives, Perfect Tense (PT), 

Hear Past Tense (NPT), Near Future Tense (NFT), and Far Future Tense 

CFFT) all have non-H or-6" tense markers and no tonal suffix. Their 

Several tenses that Mould mentioned are not studied in this chapter, 
for example, the "Habitual" tense which is not attested in Hiss Ki
libwa's speech, the "Still" tense and the Subjuctives which are 
found to be tonally identical to the Present Continuous Tense and 
the Middle Future Tense respectively. These verb forms ( the "still" 
tense and the Subjunctives) are therefore not independently dis
cussed. 
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.onal derivations are accounted for by a common set of tone rules. 

'he Middle Past Tense (HPT), Present Continuous Tense (PCT), Indefi-

1ite Future Tense (IFT), and the Imperative (IMP), on the other hand, 

ire all characterized by a final!! tone in the SR, 2 This H tone induc

is many interesting morpho-tonological processes in these tenses. The 

fiddle Future Tense (HFT) and Far Past Tense (FPT) are different than 

10th groups described in that they both have a L suffix. In the fol

.owing discussion, tenses that constitute a subgroup are discussed in 

1uccession such that generalizations across tenses can be more easily 

Ir awn. 

In the following discussion of individual verb tenses, I will re

strict myself to verb forms in isolation or in simple VERB-ADVERB con

structions. This is because like in many other African tone languag

,s, long phrasal constructions in Llogoori exhibit complex tonal and 

Lntonational phenomena which are beyond the capacity of the present 

study to explore. In the discussion of each tense, I will first dis

lUSs forms without an O.P:, and then those with one. For the sake of 

Jniformity, the cl. 7 O.P. /kl-/ will be used in all examples that 

~ontain an O.P •• (All other O.P.'s have been found to have identical 

tonal behavior.) When discussing tenses in which the S.P. is an obli

gatory constituent, the complete paradigm of verb forms with all dif

ferent subject prefixes will be given for one verb root, while the 

rest of the roots will be cited with the 1st plural S.P. /kU-/. 

2 Note that the origin of the H suffix in the imperative is not gram
matical, like that of the PCT, HPT, and IFT, but rather, is lexical. 
This point will be elaborated in the section on the Imperatives 
(c.f. section 4.6). 
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4.1 INFINITIVES 

Grammatically speaking, Llogoori infinitives constitute a catego

ry of nouns, viz., class 15. Obligatory constituents of a Llogoori 

infinitive are the infinitival (or class 15) prefix /kU-/, the lexical 

root (R) and the F.V. /-a/: kU + R + a. 

Given below are some examples of Llogoori infinitives in cita

tion. Tone marks in all examples of this chapter renect only surface 

tone melodies unless stated otherwise. Acute accent/ indicates a 

surface H tone on a syllable. The circumnex A indicates falling 

tone, and raised exclamation between two H tones shows that the 

second one is downstepped. Surface L tones will be unmarked. In un

derlying representations, tone marks are .,, for H,' for L, and O for 

toneless. Note that in the URs, only morphemes whose underlying tonal 

structure has previously been estabished will be marked for tone. 

Thus, in the data in (2) below, the underlying representations of the 

infinitives have no tonal marking. This is because the underlying 

tonal structure of the infinitives has hitherto not been established. 

In the data in (18), on the other hand, the infinitive marker /kU-/ 

and F.V. /-a/ are both marked as toneless in the UR, while the verb 

roots are left unmarked. This is because up to that point of discus

sion, the underlying tonal status of /kU-/ and /-a/ has already been 

explicated, but not that of the verb roots. Where verbal phrases (in

stead of verbs in citation forms) are used for exemplification, sur

face pitch diagrams will be presented where necessary, and only the 

underlying form of the verb will be presented. 
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4.1.l Infinitives~ Object f.!:!!!! 

-,. 
2a. i) "to bite" kUrUma [ - - - ] /kU+rUm+a/ 

ii) "to cook" kod~ka [ - "\ /kU+deek+a/ 

,. -
iii) "to cut" kUkaraga - - .. ] /kU+karag+a/ 

iv) "to eat" 
,. " kUrya - "' /kU+rI+a/ 

A 

' v) "to want" kwiita - ] /kU+yit+a/ 
n , , 
V vi) "to stir" kU~uuk,a [ -- .. ] /kU+cuulc-:J1+a/ 

2b. 1) "to hit" kUduya [ - - . ] /kU+duy+a/ 
" .. 

11) "to burn" kUsaamba [ -- _] /kU+samb+a/ 

iii) "to sell" kUguriza [ .. - . ] /kU+gUriz+a/ 

iv) "to want" kweena /kU+yen+a/ 
I " n 

v) "to grind" kUsya [ - /kU+sTe+a/ 

4.1.l.l Surface Tone Melodies 

Th•finfinitives in Llogoori have two distinct surface tone melodies: 

"H L", as in the examples in (2a), and "L", as in the examples in 

(2b). Verb forms with a surface H tone are H up to and including the 

.f!!:J!! root syllable. In some of these forms, the root initial sylla

bles have a surface H falling tone: (2a 11, iv, v). 

Since the lexical root is the only variable in the examples in 

(2), the tonal contrast between the exanples in (2a) and (2b) must be 

attributed to the tonal contrast in the lexical roots. Using the sur

face tonal patterns of the infinitival forms as the basis of classifi

cation, two classes of Llogoori verb roots can be established, namely, 
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!!. and .!!2.!!=!!.• AH-toned verb root has an underlying Hor lexical root 

H ("root H" hereafter) which surfaces in the tone melody of the infi

nitives. Non-H verb roots, on the other hand, do not have the root H 

and have no H tone in the SR of the infinitives, Under this analysis, 

all forms in (2a) have H-toned lexical roots, and those in (2b) have 

non-H lexical roots. In the rest of the study, verb forms with H

toned lexical roots are referred to as H-toned verbs, and those with 

non-H lexical roots non-H verbs. 

4,1.1.2 Underlying Tonal Structure 

A) H-toned Verbs 

In the H-toned infinitives in (2), Morphological Tone Association 

(3-11) assigns the root H to the root initial syllable. This analysis 

accounts for the surface placement of the root H in the roots of the 

H-toned infinitives in the most straightforward manner. 

The /kU-/ prefix has a different tonal realization in each type 

of verbs: in the H-toned verbs, it is realized H, and in the non-H 

verbs, it is realized L. Note that in both cases, /kU-/ has the~ 

tone as the following syllable. The simplest analysis of /kU-/ is 

that it is toneless: toneless morphemes typically acquire their tones 

0 
from the neighboring syllables. In the case of /kU-/, it acquires the 

tones of the following syllables. To account for the H-toned realiza
o 

tion of /kU-/ in the H-toned forms, the following rule of H Spread is 

postulated: 
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3, H Spread (Preliminary) 

Q' l ,r 

\/ 
H 

Rule (3) spreads the H-tone of a given syllable to a preceding free 

syllable, This rule correctly predicts that /kU-/ is realized Hin 

the H-toned infinitives since it is followed by the root initial syl

lable to which the root His assigned, Thus: 

II. kU rU• a 

•r 

UR 

H 

kU rUm a HTA (3-11) 

I 
H 

kU rum a H Spread (3) 

'i 
•rt:root; here and below, a left bracket given 

in the UR marks the beginning of the verb 
stem/root. 

The F.V, /-a/ in all the examples in (2) is realized L. A sur

face L tone in phrase final position can be interpreted in at least 

two ways: 1) it is indicative of an underlying lexical or grammatical 

L tone; or, 2) it is the result ·of phrase final lowering effect, and 

in which case, it is a phrase final L tone. A comparison between H-
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toned infinitives and Far Past Tense (FPT) forms with the same lexical 

roots in a non-final position clarifies the underlying tonal struture 

of the infinitival F.V., as we shall see now. 

Like the infinitival F.V., the F.V. of FPT forms is al110 pro

nounced Lin citation: 

., , 
5. a) "we bit" kwaarUma /kU+aa+rUm+a/ 

b) "we cut" 
,, , 

kwaakaraga /kU+aa+karag+a/ 

c) "we stirred" 
, ., , 

kwaacuukara 
l/ /kU+aa+cuukaJ1+a/ 

However, when followed by a word that has an initial H, the 2 F.V.'s 

are realized differently. In the following examples, infinitives and 

FPT forms are followed by the adverb g6r~ha /gar~ha/ "slowly". 3 "-" 

indicates morpheme boundaries and brackets enclose surface pitch dia

grams: 

6a. 1) 
, , .,, , 

kw-aa-rUm-a garaha 

compare, 
,, ✓ ! , ,, , 

ii) kU-rUm-a garaha 

6b. i) kw-aa-k~rag-a garaha 

compare, 1 

ii) 
.,,.,, ,, 

kU-karag-a garaha 

"we bit slowly" r-----_J 

-:· 
"to bite slowly" 

"we cut slowly" 

"to cut slowly" [ ------_] 

3 ., / 
The underlying H tone in garaha is assigned to the second syllable 
of the word by an !TAR that does not have immediate relevance to the 
discussion of Llogoori verb tones. This rule will be taken for 
granted in the rest of the study. 

6c. 
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i) 
I V / I I 

kw-aa-cuukar-a garaha 

compare, I 
/1.,,,, 

ii) kU~uukar-a garaha 

"we stirred slowly" [ - - _ . - - _ l 

"to stir slowly" r------ - l 

Here I am interested in the relative surface pitch levels of the 

F.V.'s and the H-toned syllables of garaha. In the FPT forms above, 
, , 

the F.V. is realized with .!2!!!!:, than the H-toned syllables in garaha, 

whereas in the infinitives, the F.V. is realized with the.!!!!!!!. pitch 

as the H-toned syllables in g8r,ha. The difference in tonal real1za-

tion between the two F.V.'s can be satisfactorily accounted for if one 

analyzes the infinitival F.V. as a toneless morpheme which is not as

signed any morphological tone and remains toneless throughout the der

ivation until the application of H Spread (3) by which it obtains the 

H tone of the adverb g~r~ha. lbe FPT F.V. , on the other hand, is an-

alyzed as being assigned a L tone which characterizes the FPT ("FPT L" 

hereafter). 4 It is this L tone that blocks the leftward spread of the 

adverb Hin the FPT forms. The analysis Just provided assumes that H 

Spread applies across word boundaries and iteratively. 

1. H Spread (Reformulated) 

(iterative) 

4 The assignment of the FPT L tone to the F.V. is determined by an 
!TAR to be motivated in the section on the FPT. 
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Rule (7) replaces (3). 
I 

/ /./ // 

With H Spread (7), the derivation of~ garaha (see (6a ii)) 

is as follows: 

8. '"t a garaha 

H 

kU rum a garaha 

I I 
H H 

kU\ra~ha 

kU rU m a garaha 

\I ~I 
H H L 

UR 

Initial Tone Assignment 
(including HTA (3-11)) 

H Spread (7) 

Final L Insertion (to be 
formulated in (10) 

In the FPT forms in (6), on the other hand, the FPT L linked to the 

F.V. blocks the spreading of the adverb H to the verb unit: 

9. kU 

L 

kU aa rum a 

I I I 
L H L 

kw aa rUm a 

\J I 
H L 

garaha 

H 

UR 

Initial Tone Assignment 
(including HTA (3-11)) 

H Spread (7) 
Final L Insertion (to be 
formulated in (10)) 
Other Rules 

That the Hof gar~ha is realized lower than the root Hin the ex

amples in (6) is the result of register lowering as explained in sec

tion 3.1 of Chapter 3. 

Having established that the infinitival F.V. is also underlying

ly toneless, its L-tone realization in citation can best be explained 

as a result of phrase final lowering effect expressed by the following 

rule: 

10. Final L Insertion 

fl 

Y----> L I LI 
"II" demarcates phrase boundary 

Rule (10) applies post-lexically to assign the phrase final syllable a 

L-tone. Note that this Lis a "tonal appendix" in the sense that it 

is attached to the rightmost position o'r the tone melody. It is al

ways the last tone before the phrase boundary. This suggests that it 

might best be regarded as a "boundary tone" in the sense of Pierrehum-

bert (1980). 
, A. • ., 0 

For example, in the form kUrya lkU+rI+al "to eat", the 

final syllable is associated with the root H. The result of appending 

a L tone to a final syllable already associated with a His a falling 

tone: 



1 1. kU 

l: 
kU rI a 
I I I 
t, er- IS" 

I 
H 

kU ria 
\J "V 
~ fi 

I 
H 

kU ria 

it 
\J 

H 

c 
kU ria 

~ \lf 
(i r-

\f\L 
kU rya 
y V 
Ii" r 

Vi 
H L 

a 
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UR 

Initial Syllabification (2-125) 
MTA (3-11) 

C-Syllabification (2-127) 
Syllable Fusion (2-126) 

H Spread (7) 

Final L Insertion (10) 

Other Rules 
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In a H-toned infinitive with a polysyllabic root, for example, 
, ~ , 

/-karag-/ "cut", or /-cuukay-t "stir", the second root syllable is re-

alized Lin citation (c.f. (2a iii) and (2a vi) and IH when followed 

by garaha /gar~ha/ (c.f. examples (6b 11) and ( 6c 11}). Where stem 

syllables are represented as s1, s2 , S3 ••• beginning with the stem 

initial syllable, we may infer that the syllable sequence S~ is real

ized H when followed by g~raha from rules established so far: Morpho-

logical Tone Association (3-11) assigns the root H only to s1• 

All other syllables of the stem remain toneless afterwards. Being 

toneless, these syllables receive the initial Hof g,raha as the re

sult of H Spread (7). Thus, (6b 11) and (6c 11) derive as follows: 

12. ·+r· garta kU[rM garaha Initial Tone Assignment 

1 (including HTA (3-11)) 
H 

kU karaga garaha ku ~uuk2!J1a garaha Final L Insertion (10) 

I I I l I I 
H H L H L 

" k~r~:~~~ri k~:r~-~~~~:~sti 
H Spread (7 l 

H L H H L 

As for the L-toned realization of s; in citation, this can be 

accounted for by assuming that like the H tone, L tone spreads left

ward also. Thus, we may generalize our statement of H Spread (7) to a 

rule of Tone Spread, applying to H tone and L tone alike: 



13, Tone Spread 

(Iterative) 

where "T" stands for "any tone" 

Tone Spread (13) replaces ff Spread (7), 

By assuming that both ff and L tones spread, an infinitive with a 

ff-toned polysyllabic root like kUk~(aga in citation derives as fol-

lows: 

14, 
kU l ~"• a UR 

kU karaga 

r 
MTA (3-11) 

ff 

kU T''i Final L Insertion (10) 

·v·v Tone Spread (13) 

✓ A o ,,,, D 
kodeeka /kU+deek+a/ "to cook" (c.f. (2a ii)) has a penultimate 

falling tone which has not been accounted for so far. It is noticed 

that when followed by another word, the long syllable in k;d~ka has a 

H level instead of falling tone: 

,:-

I ., ,, . , , , r-----.1 15a. "to cook slowly" kodeeka garaha 

15b. "to cook quickly" 
,,. , 

kodeeka vwaa~gu r----.l 

In view of the data in (15), it is proposed that ff-toned long sylla

bles are realized ffL only when they are in a phrase-penultimate posi
v 

tion. In this environment, the ff-tone is lowered by the leftward 

spreading of the final L tone on the final syllable: 

16, Penultimate Lowering 

Rule (16) spreads the phrase final L tone to a penultimate ff-toned 
,, ,.. 

long syllable, thus resulting in a penultimate falling tone. //kodee-

ka/ / derives as follows ( "/ /" marks phrase boundary): 



17. 
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UR 

Initial Syllabification (2-125) 
HTA (3-11) 

C-Syllabification (2-127) 
Final L Insertion (10) 

Penultimate Lowering (16) 
Tone Spread (13) 

Not only the phrase final L tone can induce the lowering of a penulti

mate long syllable. As we will see, a morphological L tone like the 

MFT L when assigned to the verb final syllable may also undergo rule 
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(16).5 

Bl Non-H Verbs 

In this section, I provide a tonal analysis of the non-H infini

tive verbs. As shown in (2), non-H verbs in citation are realized 

with a surface L tone melody. However, when followed by a word that 
,,. ., 

beains with a H tone-- garaha, for exanple--these verbs are realized 

H: 

18a. "to hit slowly" 

18b. "to bury slowly" 

18c. "to b1.ty slowly" 
., , .,. 

kUgUra gariha 

18d. "to get slowly" 

18e. "to grind slowly" 

.. 0 

/kU+duz+al 

0 0 
[ - - - - - - _ ] /kU+yavir+a/ 

• 
• • /kU+gUr+a/ 

• 0 
/kU+noor+a/ n . - . 

[ - - - - _ ] /kU+sie+a/ 

In (18), the non-H infinitives are realized the same pitch as the H- .:· 

toned syllables in garaha. The most straightforward explanation for 

the H-tone realization of the non-H infinitives here is that like the 

prefix /kU-/ and F. v. /-a/, non-H verb roots are also underlyingly 
., ., 

toneless, and therefore the H of garaha can spread through the entire 

verb by rule (13). Take kUduxa /kU+di!i+:t in lcUdu?ii garaha as an ex

ample: 

5 An interestin5 observation about penultimate long syllable is that 
they receive extra length, i.e. they are longer than a long syllable 
in other locations. 



19. kU duy a ,., gar aha 

kUduya 
" 

gar aha 

I 
H 

kUduJa garaha ~, 
H L 

H 

UR 

Initial Tone Assignment 

Tone Spread ( 13) 

Final L Insertion (10) 

Having established that non-H verb roots are toneless, the tonal 

realization of the non-H forms in citation in (2) is predicted by 

rules established so far: The final syllable of each non-H infinitive 

is assigned the phrase final L tone. Then, by Tone Spread (13), the 

final L tone spreads leftwards thr,ugh the entire word. The phrase 

final pitch lowering rule stated in (3-9) accounts for the relative 

high pitch on the non-final syllables as compared to the final sylla

bles. 

C) Resyllabification and Tone Assignment 

Root-initial /y/ deletes in the SR of Llogoori infinitives: 
" 

-,u,-

20a. H-toned verbs 
~ 0 

,, 
0 

i) kwiizuriza lkU + yizUriz + al "to fill" 

" I\ 0 ,, 0 
ii) kwiita lkU + yit +al "to kill" 

n 

20b. Non-H Verbs 
0 I 0 

i) kweena lkU + yen + al 
n ~ " 

"to want" 

• • D 
ii) kweereema lkU + yereem + al "to swim" 

n 
0 0 0 

iii) kwiizuriza lkU + ,rizuriz + al "to remember" 

The deletion of lyl in these forms gives rise to the input for Sylla-. " 
ble Fusion (2-128) which resyllabifies the prefix with the root ini-

tial syllable. The question arises as to how resyllabification af

fects tone assignment in the H-toned infinitives in (20a). 

It will be assumed here that initial tone assignment takes place 

prior to resyllabification by Syllable Fusion (2-128) such that at the 

stage of initial tone assignment, no syllable extends over more than 

one morpheme. Under this analysis, the root H tone is assigned to the 

root initial syllable of the x-initial roots before this syllable fus-
e 

es with the infinitival prefix lkU-1. Note also that the root initial 

syllable along with the associated tonal element would become dominat-

ed by the same syllable node that originally dominates the prefix as a 
/I / 

result of Syllable Fusion (2-128). The derivation of kwiita lkU + yit 
n 

0 

+al illustrates the analysis provided so far: 



21. 

kU yi t a 

I "I \ 
IS" • r-

1 
H 

kU i ta 
I I I 
G" k- r, 

I 
H 

kU i ta 

"1/ V 
0- 0-

1 
H 

kU i ta 

ti 
N 

kwiita 

'V ~ 

N 
H L 

a 
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UR 

Initial Syllabification (2-125) 
HTA (3-11) 

Post-Vocalic y-Deletion (2-8) 

" 

C-Syllabification (2-127) 
Syllable Fusion (2-128) 

Final L Insertion (10) 
Penultimate Lowering ( 16) 

Glide Formation (2-111) 

q_ 1.1.3 Infinitives with Extended Verb Stems 

The analysis offered above applies also to infinitives with extended 

verb stems. The following are examples of infinitives with the causa

tive and applied extensions /-iz- I and /-Ir-/. 6 Note that both of 

these extensions have the same tonal effect. 

6 
The reciprocal extension l¥1 and the semantically empty extensions 
/-iz-/ and /-Ih-/ were also tested for tone. They all have the same 
tonal effects as the causative and applied extensions 
/-iz-/ and /-Ir-/. 



22a. Infinitives with the causative extension /-iz-/: 

~ Verbs 

i) "to make bite" 

ii) "to make cook" 

iii) "to make cut" 

iv) "to make eat" 

v) "to make kill" 

.!!£!!=!!. ~ 

vi) "to make hit" 

vii) "to make burn" 

,, ,, 
kUrUmina 

n 

ko"deekiza 

kU'.far ag i za 
, , 

kUrIIhi za 
,, 

kwiitiza 

kUduyiza 

kUsaambiza 

viii) "to make speak" komoromina 

ix) "to make grind" kUsyeehi za 

x) "to make want" kwejiza 

• / 0 

/kU+rUm+iz+a/ 

/kU+deek+iz+t, 

0 ., • 

/kU+karag+iz+a/ 
• ,, 0 

/kU+rI+Ih+iz+a/* 
.. .,. . 

/kU+yi t+iz+a/ 
" 

0 0 0 

/kU+dUJ+iz+a/ 
• • 0 

/kU+samb+ iz+a/ . . . 
/kU+morom+iz+a/ 

/kU+sTe+Ih+iz+~/* . . . 
/kU+yen+iz+a/ . " 

tt Verb roots of -CV(V )- canonic shape take an additional 
semantically empty extension /-Ih-/ in the infinitives 
with the causative extension. 

22b. Infinitives with the applied extension /-Ir/: 

H-toned ~ 
,, ,, , . 

i) "to bite for" kUrUmlra /kU+rUm+Ir+a/ 

ii) "to cook for" kode~kera 
• ,, 0 

/kU+deek+Ir+a/ 
, ,, . 

iii) "to cut for" kllkar aglr a /kU+lfarag+Ir+ a/ 
, " • .,. 0 

iv) "to eat for" kUrIIra /kU+rI+Ir+a/ 
,, • .,. 0 

v) "to kill for" kwiitlra /kU+yi t+Ir+a/ 
n 

!!2.!!::!!_ Verbs 

vi) "to hit for" kUduyira 
• ' • 0 

• /kU+dur+Ir+a/ 

vii) "to burn for" kUsaamblra 
0 O o 

/kU+samb+Ir+a/ 

viii) "to speak for" komoromera 
0 • 0 

/kU+morom+Ir+a/ . . 
ix) •to grind for" kUsyeera /kU+sTe+Ir+a/ 

x) 
. . . 

"to want for" kweenera /kU+yen+Ir+a/ 
" . . 

The following are examples of infinitives with /-iz/, followed by an 

adverb: 
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Extended Infinitives followed by glrillna: 

,1) H-t.oned .!!c!!!. 

i) •to make bite slowly" 

11) •to make cook slowly• 

111) •to Dlilke cut slowly• 

iv) •t.o make eat slow.1y• 

V) •to IIIIIICe kill slowly• 

.2>~!!!:.!!! 

I 

kUrUaiina sllrana 
, , '· , , , , 

kOOeekiz.a garaba 
,,l,,, ,, 

kU1<aragiu garana 
,, , ! , , , , 

kUrillliu garana 
,! , , , , 

kwii tiza 1arana 

i) •to make hit slowly• kUdu°y{~ aAraha 

11) •to make burn slowly• kUa;ambiz~ aBraha 

iii) •to make speak 1lowly• k~mOrOmin; gairab.a 

iv) 

v) 
,, , , , , 

•to make want 1low1y• kwe,-iiza garaba 

. , . 
/kU+rUm+iz+a/ . , . 

l ·- ---- - J /ICU+deek+iz+a/ 

l - - ............ } /ku+K~ra,+1Z+~/ . , . 
l" - • • -- • J /kU+rI+lll+iz+a/ 

l - -- -- _ J /kU+yl.t+iz+:/ 
n 

D O o 
l •----" • l /kU+duy+iz+a/ .. 
L • - -- ....... l /kU+a:.b+iz+~/ 

L ·----- - .. l /kt+~rom+iz+:/ 

0 !.. • 
l ------. l /kU+sle+lll+iz+a/ 

From (22) and (23), one can see that verb extensions behave the same 

tonally as any post-stem-initial syllables: they are realized Lin 

all the verb forms in isolation (except (22a iv) in which the exten

sion resyllabifies with the H-toned root syllable), They are sucepti

ble to the leftward spread of the initial Hof gar~ha in all examples 

in (2j), All these characteristics point to the conclusion that ver-

" bal extensions are also underlyingly toneless, So tonally speaking, 

there is no distinction between a lexical root and the extended form 

of the same lexical root. It is for this reason that verbal exten

sions are considered tonally part of the verb root, 
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II. 1.2 Infinitives~ Object !I!!!! 

In the presence of the O,P,, Llogoori infinitives have a different 

tone melody, Consider the following: 

211a. ~ ~ 

1) "to bite it" 

ii) "to cook it" 

iii) "to cut it" 

iv) "to eat it" 

v) •to kill it" 

vi) "to stir it" 

vii) •to cut for it" 

viii) "to cause to stir" 

211b, fu!!!:::!!. Verbs 

1) 

ii) 

"to hit it" 

"to burn it" 

iii) "to sell it" 

iv) "to grind it" 

v) "to want it" 

vi) "to love for it" 

vii) "to sell for it" 

, , 
kUkirUma 

, , 
kllkedeeka 

kllk Ile ar ag a 
, , 

kllklrya 

klk!'11ta 
, , V 

kllkicuuk1a 
, , 

kllklkaragira 
, , " 

kl.lkicuukjiza 

kUl<Iduya 
" , , 

kllkisaamba 
,, , 

kllkigUriza 
; , 

kllkisya 

, ~" kUceena 
" , , 

kUk Iy aan zir a 
n , , 

kllk IgUr 1zir a 

• , 0 

/kU+kI+rllm+a/ . , . 
/kU..icI+deek+a/ . , . 
/kU+kI+karag+a/ . , . 
/kU+kl+rI+a/ . , . 
/kU+kI+yi t+a/ .. 

• V ,' • 
/kU+kl+cuuka.r+a/ . , . . 
/kU+kI+karag+Ir+a/ . ., / . . 
/kU+kI+cuuka,r+iz+a/ 

• 0 • 
/kU+kI+duy+a/ 

• 
• • 0 

/kU+kI+samb+a/ 

• • • /kU+kI+gUriz+a/ 
• ..!- • 

/kU+kI+sie+a/ 

• 0 • 
/kU+kl+yen+a/ . " 

0 O • e 
/kU+kI+yanz+Ir+a/ .. . . . . 
/kU+kI+gUriz+Ir+a/ 

In (211), the tonal distinction between H and non-H verbs is neutral

ized: both types of verbs are H up to the O.P. and L thereafter, 

• 
Havin1& established that the infinitival prefix /kU-/, the 1nfini-. 

tival F,V, /-a/, and non-H roots are all underlyingly toneless, the 



only possible source of Hin the SR of the non-H forms in (24b) is the 

O.P. Thus, 

25. O,P, 

I 
H 7 

,,. ;> • -' O 0 
The derivation of kUkiduka /kU+kI+du~+a/ "to hit it" is as follows: 

1 In this study, morphosyntactic categories are assumed to constitute 
an independent tier of structure. Their associations with elements 
on the segmental tier and the tonal tier are on two different 
planes. With this assumption, given a morpheme consisting of ele
ments on all the 3 tiers--for instance, the "1st PL. SBJECT 
PREFIX"-the full autosegmental display of this morpheme is a three 
dimensional one: 

segmental tier kU 

tonal tier V··· morphosyntactic tier 

In the display above, association lines linking "kU" and "L" "L" 
and "S,P.", and "S.P," and "kU" lie on three separate planes'. In 
the rest of the study, however, for the sake of simplicity in nota
tion, where elements on all three tiers need be represented for a 
certain morpheme, the morphosyntactic category will be represented 
in terms of a subscript to a bracket structure, Thus, the morpheme 
"1st PL. SUBJECT PREFIX" will be represented as: 

._J: l 
On the other hand, where only elements on any 2 of the 3 tiers 
expressed, the simple two dimensional association display will 
used (compare the treatment in McCarthy 1981: pp 376-77). 

are 
be 

26. kU kI 

H 

kUkiduya 
I n 

H 

kT~ 

[·: a 

-no-

UR 

MTA (3-11) 

Final L Insertion (10) 
Tone Spread (13) 

An interesting observation here is that in the H-toned verbs, the root 

initial syllable on which the root His supposed to be realized sur

faces as L instead. Considering the forms in (24a) alone, one could 

easily account for the absence of the root H in the SR of the H-toned 

forms by assuming that the root H deletes in the. presence of the O.P •• 

Under this analysis, Root H deletion would change the underlyingly H

toned roots to toneless roots, thereby neutralizing the tonal dis

tinction between underlyingly H and non-H verbs. However, the tonal 

realization of these forms when followed by sa'r~ha suggests that this 

analysis is incorrect: 

27a. 
1) "t.o bit.e it slowly" 

iil •t.o cook it slowly" 

111) "to cut 1t slowly" 

1V) •to cut for slowly" 

kUkirUm~ ,~r ■ha 
kUlc~deek~ &~~ha 

.,. I ,1 1 1 I 

kllklkaraaa caraba 

• ,I , f> 

[- • - -··. l /kU-i<I+rUa>+a/ 
• ,I' I' • 

[-· -·-· .J /kU-l<l+deek+a/ 

• " ,I' • 
[-- -···· .l /kU-l<Io!<arag+a/ 

~, I I I; f • / / 0 • 
klklkaraglrl &araha [-. •· ••-•. J /kU-klokarag+lr+a/ 

C 



I 
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27b, ~Y.m! 
1) "to hit 1 t slowly" 

11) "to burn it slowly" 

I 

kllcfd~yi ,ar-aha 
I • 

kUklsa'ambA g&l°aha 

. , . . 
[ "" ··- •• l /kU+kI+dux+o/ . ,, . . 
[ ·- ----.] /kU+kI•samb+a/ 

1.i.i) •~ sell it slowly" 
I 

klAt1&Uri:ta ,ar&ha c-- ----- .] tkU+ki+1Ul"1Z+:.,.. 

From data in (27) above, one can see that when followed by garaha, the 

distinction between the H-toned and non-H forms surfaces: in each H-

toned form, the root initial syllable is realized lower in pitch than 

the following H-toned syllables, whereas in each non-H form, the root 

initial syllable is realized the~ pitch as the following H-toned 

syllables. The pitch difference between the root initial syllable and 

the following syllables in each H-toned form can be accounted for if 

the root initial syllable becomes L-toned at a certain stage of deri

vation and thus blocks the leftward spread of the adverb H tone, This 

explains why the adverb H spreads only up to but excluding the root 

initial syllable. So suppose that the root H tone changes to Lin the 

presence of a preceding H: 

28, Root H Lowering (Preliminary) 

I 
With rule (28), kUkikar~g~ g~raha "to cut it slowly" and kUklgUriz~ 

,, , 
garaha "to sell it slowly" derive as follows: 

29. kU kl ~arag a 

H l H 

gar aha 

H 

kU kl 

l 
karaga 

I 
L 

gar aha 

I 
H 
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kU "t"' 
kU kl gUriza 

I 
H 

a garaha UR 

H 

'T 
H 

Initial Tone Allsigment 
(including HTA (3-11)) 

Root H Lowering (28) 

Final L Insertion (10) 
Tone Spread (13) 



I· 
-1 /j-

Summary 

In the preceding discussion, I have examined in detail the tonal 

structure of the Llogoori infinitive and tonal processes associated 

with its derivation. Below is a summary of the maJor observations 

made about the Llogoori tonal system so far: 

1. Llogoori verb roots fall into two tonal classes, namely, 
!! & toneless. 

2. All syllables are underlyingly unassociated with tones. 
Syllables are assigned morphological tones through 
ITAR's. A phrase level tone, viz., L, is appended to 
the last syllable of any given phonological phrase. 

3. Syllables that are not assigned any tones by rules men
tioned in point (2) receive the tones of the following 
syllable by Tone Spread (13). 

4. Penultimate H-toned long syllables may be realized as HL 
as a result of the leftward spread of a final L tone by 
Penultimate Lowering (16). 

5. Summary of rules: 

a) Morphological Tone Assignment 

i) Inital Tone Assignment Rules (see later discussion) 
ii) Principle of Morphological Tone Association (3-11) 

b) Tone Rules 

Final L Insertion (10) 
Tone Spread ( lj) 
Penultimate Lowering (16) 
Root H Lowering (28) 

4. 2 NEAR ~ TENSE 

The Near Future Tense (NFT) is used when speaking of events or actions 

which are to take place later during the day. Obligatory segmental 

constituents are the subject prefix, the tense prefix Ira-/, the root, 

and the final vowel /-a/: S. P. + ra + Root + a. 

4. 2. 1 Near ~ Tense without Object~ 

3Da. ~~ 

1) "I will shave" nda~e~a 
,, 

/N+ra+veg+a/ 
"we will shave" kUravega /kU+ra+ve~+a/ 
"You (sg.) will shave" Uravega /U+ra+veg+a/ 
"You (pl.) will shave" 

,, , 
/mu+ra+veg+a/ muravega 

"He/She will shave" ar,vega I a+ra+veg+a/ 
"They will shave" 

,, , 
varavega /va+ra+veg+a/ 

ii) "we will cook" kUr a°d e"e ka /kU+ra+de"ek+a/ 

iii) "we will cut" kUr~karaga /kU+ra+k~rag+a/ 

iv) "we will kill" 
;\ 

/kU+ra+,ri t+a/ kUriita 
c· 

v) "we will eat" ✓ /\ ,, 
kUrarya /kU+ra+rI+a/ 

3Db. !!2!!::!!. ~ 
1) "we will hit" kUraduya /kU+ra+d~y+a/ 

n ,. 
ii) "we will burn" kUrasaamba /kU+ra+samb+a/ 

iii) "we will sell" kUragUr iza • /kU+ra+gUriz+a/ 

iv) "we will want" kUreena /kU+ra+yen+a/ n 
" 

,. 
v) "we will grind" kUrasya /kU+ra+ sTe+ a/ 
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The NFT prefixal vowel /-a/ is deleted in examples (30a iv) and 

(jOb iv) by Non-high Vowel Deletion (2-1111), resulting in a long vowel 

havin.; the quality of the root initial vowel: 

31. kU+ra+yi t+a 
11 11 711 I 
/;v cv eve v 

kU!"aita 

111111 I 
cvcvvcv 

kUr ita 

H!AH 

kU+ra+iin+a 
I I I l I i I 
/;v d c c v 

kUraena 

JHWH 

kUr yna 
111 11 i I 
cvcvvcv 

Post Vocalic y-Del etion ( 2-8) 

" 

Non-high Vowel Deletion (2-114) 
Linking Convention (2-95) 
(Principle (2-96a)) 

In (30), with the exception of nd~vega (30a i), H-toned forms 

have a "L H L" melody, and non-H forms "L". The tonal realization of 

the tense prefix Ira-/ in the examples in (30) resembles that of in

finitival prefix /kU-/ in that it has a surface H if the following 

'- syllable is underlyingly H-toned ( see UOa i-v)), and L if the fol

lowing syllable is underlyingly toneless (see (30b i-v)). Like the 

infinitival prefix, the NFT prefix /ra-/ is analyzed as being underly

ingly toneless. Its H realization in the H-toned verbs is similarly 

explained as a result of the leftward spread of the root H tone by 

Tone Spread (13). 

With the exception of nd~v~ga "I will shave" (the first for,n in 

example (30a i)) which I will discuss shortly, the S. P. in all forms 

in (30) have a surface L tone. The most straightforward analysis of 

the S.P. is that it is underlyingly L-toned, .!!.2! toneless, since it 
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blocks the leftward spread of the root H tone in the H-toned forms. 

Thus, 

32. S.P. 

I 
L 

{where S.P. stands for the morphosyntactic category 
"subJect prefix") 

Like the infinitive, the NFT also has no tonal suffix since the 

F.V. is always realized Lin citation {c.r. examples in {jO)) and the 

same pitch as a following H-toned syllable as in the examples below: 

33a. ~!!!:a 
I 

1) •we w1ll abave ■lowly• kUri~l1a 1iirima [- - • - - •. l /kil+l"':+v:,.:1 
,,!,,, ... , • 

11) •we W1ll oook alowly• kUr•a•kll 1araba l------.J /kU+ra+<INk+a/ 

111) •we Will cut •lowly• kUralcJ ... ,,, ........ (- ------.) /kU+r:+kar.,.:, 
I 

iv) •we will kill 1low1y• kUriita aal"alJa ' • I • [· - • •• • J /kU+ra+yiha/ 

v) •we will ut •lowly• kUr8rYI ! ,..-an. • 
l- - · .. - . l /kll+r:+rl+A/ 

33b, ~!!!:.2! 

1) •we will bi i. alow17• 

11) •we will burn ■lowly• 

iii)•we will ••11 alowl7• 

,,,,, , ... 
kUraauza ...-a11a l------. l /kU+ra+<IUl+a/ 

kUrUiubll ,arataa [-- ---·. J /kU+r~+a~b+~ 
.,,,,,, , ... 

kUra1Ur1u 1ara11a C - - • -- • • - J /kU+ra+1Uriz+a/ 

1 v) •we will wan~ alovlr• kUr ... R■ ,arana 
v) "we will 1r1ncs slowly• kUrlla{a ,~raba 

r---- ..... ] /kU+r:.,:~.t, 
\, 0 ~ • 

[ -- - - - ... l /kU+r••ale+i/ 



Having established that S. P. is characterized by a L tone and that NFT 

has no tonal suffix, the SR of the NFT forms in (30) and (33) are then 

derivable by rules established in the analysis of the infinitive be

fore. The derivations of kUrade'1lka (see (30a 11)) and kUrasaamba (see 
I 

(30b 11)), kUravega garaha (see (33a i)) and kUraduya garaha (see (33b 

i)) are as follows: 

34a. kU 

L 

kU ra deek a 

I I 
L H 

kUradeeka 

l \N 

kU ra samb a 

I 
L 

kUrasaamba 

I~ 
L L 

a 

n 

UR 

MTA (3-11) 

Final L Insertion (10) 
Tone Spread ( 13) 
Penultimate Lowering ( 16) 
Other Rules 

34b. kU '"[·~ 1araha 

L H 

kU ra veg a 

l l 
1ar-aha 

I 
L H H 
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kU '"[·1 • 1raha 

L H 

1cu r• dur • aar ■ha l ,. I 
L H 

kUraduya iiar•ha 

I~/ 
L H L 

UR 

Initial Tone A.ssi1ment 
( 1nclud1ns HTA (3-11)) 

Final L Insertion (10) 
Tone Spread ( 13) 

~ ' 0 / • 
In the form ndavega /N + ra + veg + a/ 11! will shave" in (30a i) 

mentioned earlier, the S.P. L does not surface. More generally, the 

S.P. Lis not realized in all "plain NFT forms" (i.e. NFT forms with

out O.P.) with the 1st sg, subject prefix: 

35a. ~ Verbs in citation 

i) 
I I\ ' 0 I • "I will cook" ndadeeka /N +ra+deek+ a/ 

ii) "I will cut" ndakaraga 
\ 0 , 0 

/N+ra+karag+a/ 

iii) "I will kill" nc111ta 
\ o I o 

/N+ra+ii t+a/ 

nd~y~ ' / • iv) "I will eat" /N+r:+rI+a/ 



35b. 
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Non-H Verbs followed E.i'. ga'r~ha /gar~ha/ 

i) "I will hit slowly" 

ii) "I will burn slowly" 

iii) "I will sell slowly" 

iv) "I will want slowly" 

v) "I will grind slowly" 

' • 0 0 
/N+ra+duy+a/ ,. 

,,,,./.,., '•o a 
ndasaamba garaha /N+ra+samb+a/ 

_,,.//;-;, ,o• o 
ndagUriza garaha /N+ra+gUriz+a/ 

/ , /,, 

ndee~a garaha 
/ , ., / 

ndasya garaha 

' 0 0 0 
/N+ra+1e11+a/ 

' • ~ 0 
/N+ra+sie+a/ 

In the NFT forms in (35), the word initial syllables are all realized 

H. Assuming that the 1st singular subJect prefix /N-/ is underlyingly 

L-toned, like the other syllabic subject prefixes examined before, one 

must explain why the L tone on /N-/ is not realized in any of the NPT 

forms in (35a). As we will see, this can be accounted for in terms of 

the Prenasalization rule (2-122) and Linking Convention (2-95) which 

together predict that the underlying tonal properties of a given nasal 

morpheme would never be realized on the syllable to which the nasal 

belongs in the SR. Instead, these properties would be realized on the 

vowel(s) immediately preceding the nasal segmen~. As in the case of 

the NFT forms in (35), since the nasal segment is the initial segment 

of the word and preceded by no other V-units, its tonal properties 

thus cannot surface. To see this, suppose that the structure of an 

underlyingly "toned" nasal morpheme after Morphological Tone Associa

tion (3-11) can be represented autosegmentally as follows: 
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36. 
N Segmental Tier 
I 
V CV Tier 
I 
6 Syllable Tier 

I 
T Tonal Tier 

N = [+nas] 

When this configuration is followed by a C-unit, 8 "N" will be linked 

to this C-unit by the rule of prenasalization (2-122), and subsequent

ly delinked from the V-unit with which it ("N") is originally associ

ated by convention (2-94). 

37. 

i 
V C 
I 
II 

I 
T 

N 

;'t 
~ 
I 
T 

Prenasalization (2-122) 
Convention (2-94) 

8 Empirically speaking, the nasal elemen~ that constitutes the 1st sg. 
personal prefix is always followed by a C-unit-even ~hen the P~=fix 
is followed by a morpheme that begins with a vowel, since in th 
case, the allomorph /nd-/ is used instead. 



By C-Syllabification (2-127), the C-1.rnit syllabifies with the follow-

1.!lS string of V-units, and the V-unit left empty by "N" resyllabifies 

with the immediately preceding C- or V-unit(s), if any, by Syllable 

Fusion (2-128). As a result, "T" and "N" become associated with two 

different syllable nodes. 

38. 
N 

(C) (V) v"c V ••• 

"'V \) 
tr Ir 

\ 
T 

C-syllabification (2-127) 
(Syllable Fusion (2-128)) 

Up to this stage, one can see how the tonal information represented 

"T" that is originally borne by the nasal morpheme would only be real

ized on the syllable preceding the nasal segment instea:I of the sylla-

ble to which the nasal segment belongs in the SR. As to whether "T" 

can be realized on the surface at all, that depends on whether there 

is any available [+son] feature matrix to which the V unit left empty 

by the nasal can be linked by Linking Convention (2-95). As in the 

case of the NFT forms exemplified in (35), since "N" is the initial 

segment of the verb unit, there is~ [+son] segmental feature matrix 

to whicil '.;he V-unit left e:npty by "N" can be linked. This explains 

why the S. P, L tone is not realized in these forms. 

At this point, one may ask if the empty V-unit and its associated 

prosodic features may resyllabify with and relink to the final vowel 
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of a preceding word unit. An NFT form in a phrasal context like the 

following shows that such a hypothesis is incorrect: 

39, "I'll shave tonight" (Near Future Tense) 
I ,, ,., .,. . ~ , / 

havudiikU ndavega 
,, 

/havudiikU 
tonight 

\ 0 / 0 
N+ra+veg+a/ 

I will shave 

Segmentally speaking, no extra length is detected on the final vowel 

of h~v~di'lku "tonight" in the phrase. If Linking Convention (2-95) 
,, , " 

had linked the final /-U/ of havudiikU to the empty V, one would ex-

pect this final /-U/ to be long in the SR. Tonally speaking, /-U/ is 

realized with the same pitch as the following H-toned syllable nda and 

ll• Had the empty V and the associated prosodic features been resyl-
,, ,, ,,.. 

labified with the syllable kU of havudiikU, one would expect a surface 

L tone on .!t!!_. In sum, it is believed that Linking Convention (2-95) 

and Resyllabification do not apply across word boundaries. The pro

sodic features associated with the empt:;; V therefore cannot be real

ized in the SR. 

Finally, there remains the question as to what happens to the 

empty V and the associated prosodic features in the SR. There is at 

least one reason to think that they are all deleted by a general prin

ciple which deletes an empty V unit ("empty" in the sense that it is 

not associated with any segmental materials) and all prosodic features 
,, 

associated with it: The Hof the root -veg- spreads leftwards to the 
V , , ,,.. I 

final syllable of havUdiikU. If the L configuration left empty by 

the 1st sg. subject prefix were present on the surface, this linkage 

/ 
would have blocked the Hon -veg- from spreading leftwards. 
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One last question to consider is whether it is possible that a 

nasal morpheme like the 1st sg. subject prefix is simply not associat

ed with any V-unit underlyingly and therefore non-tonal. (Note: only 

V-units can bear tones.) While there is no direct evidence as to 

whether the 1st sg. subject prefix is tonal or not, its tonal nature 

is inferred from the facts that: 1) all other subject prefixes (1st 

pl., ~nd sg. and pl, and jrd sg. & pl. subJect prefixes) are L-toned; 

2) the 1st sg, obJect prefix which has the same segmental shape, 

viz., "N", is toned--to be specific, it bears a H tone. The latter 

point will be illustrated in section 4,3 on the Perfect Tense. 

4.2.2 Near Future I!!!.:!.! with Object Prefix 

40a, H-Toned Verbs 

i) 

ii) 

"we will shave it" 

"we will cook it" 

iii) "we will cut it" 

iv) "we will kill it" 

v) "we will eat it" 

40b, ~ Verbs 

i) "we will hit it" 

ii) "we will burn it" 

iii) "we will sell it" 

iv) 

v) 

"we will want it" 

"we will grind it" 

/ / 

kUrakevega 

kUr~k~deeka 

,' I 
kUraklkaraga 

/,, /\ 
kUraciita 

/ / 

kUraklrya 

,, / 

kUraklduya ,. 
/ / 

kUraklsaamba 

,' I 
kUraklgUriza 

kUr~~e'~na 
n 

/ / 

kUraklsya 

' 0 I' , 0 
lkU+ra+kl+veg+al 

lkU+r:+kf+d/ek+:1 

' 0 I , 0 
lkU+ra+kl+Karag+al 

' 0 ~ -' 0 lkU+ra+kl+yit+al 
II 

, 0 / / 0 
lkU+ra+kl+rl+al 

, 0 I O 0 

lkU+ra+kl+dux+al 

' O / 0 0 
lkU+ra+kl+samb+al 

' 0 I' 0 O 
lkU+ra+kl+gUriz+al 

' O / 0 0 
lkU+ra+kl+xe~+al 

' 0 / .!!-. • 
lkU+ra+kl+sle+al 

41ao ~!!ill 
, , , , , 

1) •..,. will shave it slowly• kUrakev~• 1.-aba c-·· -··-.l ' . , , . 
/kU+r-a+kI+ve9+a/ 

11) •w will cook it slowly• 

111)•we .,ill cut it slowly• 

iv) •we will kill it Jlowly• 

v) •we Will eat it slowly' 

41b. !!2!!::!!.~ 

1) •we will nit it .slowly• 

11) •we will brun it slowly• 

111) •w Will sell it slowly" 

ldJr~~dee~ 1'1-aba C"' ..... _ ... · - ... l /kU+r~I.de'ek••a/ 

kUrilllcar;,: .... ha [· -- .. --- .. .] /k~+r:.k.I .. a .... ,.:,, 
kUr~11~ ,;,.am [- -- -- .. - l /lcU+r:..:I..,-lt+~ 

" kUr;kirya ,;.~u [ • "'• .. .. · _] /klJ+r~tI+rf+~ 

I 
' • , 0 • 

kUr ~Id~~ I~ ~llA 
I , 

[- "' .. • .. - .... ] /kU+r"a+kI.-duz•w' 

kUrAkis:.ba .~~ha c- ·-- -·- .. 1 
-..;Aiir;:.; , ... ha c- -· -----.1 

.. . , . . 
/kU+ra+k.l+sa11b+a/ 

.. . ~ . . 
/kU+r...-k I+1Ur iz•a/ 

.. • , • 6 "'• "'I , , , 
iv) •w will want it, slowly• kUrac:e~• 1raha 

, , ~ , , , 
[- '" - .. - - ... ] r-'U+r-a+f(11,•'!•i/ 

v) •we will artnd it slowly• kUrak.llya 11raba 
' • J' .L • 

[ - - - • - - .. ] /kU+ra+kl+sLt+a/ 

In (40), the tonal distinction between H-toned and non-H verbs is neu

tralized: all forms have a surface Lon the S.P., Hon the tense pre

fix and the O,P., and L thereafter, In (~1), on the other hand, with 

the exception of (41a iv) and (41b iv) which I will discuss shortly, 

the H vs. non-H distinction surfaces: the root initial syllable of a 

H-toned form is realized lower than the following H-toned syllables, 

whereas in a non-H form, all stem syllables are realized with the same 

pitch as the adverb H. Toe analysis of the NFT forms with o.P. is 

similar to that of the infinitives: The O.P. is characterized by a H 

tone which spreads to the .toneless NFT prefix Ira-I by Tone Spread 

(13). The root H tone of the H-toned forms becomes L after the O.P. 

by Root H tone Lowering (28), and thus blocks the leftward spread of 

the adverb H in all forms in (4 la). Non-H verb stems in (41 b) remain 



toneless after the 0. P., and receive the adverb H as a result of rule 

( 13). The SR of NFT forms in (40) and (41) are then derivable by 
,. , 

rules established before. The derivations of kUraklkaraga "we will 
, , 

cut it", kUraklgUriza "we will sell it", kUr~k~veg~ g~r'aha "we will 
I 

shave it slowly", and kUr~kid~y~ g~raha "we will hit it slowly" illus-

trat~ this <irialysis: 

42a. kU ra t"'. L H H 

kU ra kl karaga 

I I I 
L H H 

kU ra kl karaga 

I I I 
L H L 

k Ur aklkar af! a 

I \J 11 
L H L L 

n 

kU "".r""'. L 

kU ra kl gUriza 

I I 
L H 

kUr aklgUr iza 

I~~ 
L H L 

UR 

MTA (3-11) 

Root H Lowering (28) 

Final L Insertion (10) 
Tone Spread ( 13) 
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42b, .. ,. ., [· ... - kU ra kl f u~ a 1araha Ull 

L H H H L H H 

kU ra kl veaa 1araha kU ra kl duy a &raha Initial Tone bsiirnent 

I I I I l l l (1nclud1n& HTA (3-11)) 

L H H H 

kUraklvqa 1ar•n. 

l U l 
Boo~ H Lower1nB (2B) 

T1T1i kUrakl4~ha Final L Insertion (24) 
Tone Spread ( 13) 

l i J Vowel Lower in& (2-ao) 

✓ '1/A '- O / ., 0 
In the form kUraciita /kU+rat-kI+,7it,+a/, it h not clear if the root H 

tone is lowered or not, since whether Root H Lowering applies or not, 

the same surface representation results. To see this, J.et us consider 

,v" 
the derivation of kUraciita first under the analysis that Root H Low-

ering applies and then the one that Root H Lowering does not apply: 
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43a. If Root H Lowering Applies: 

i) •: " k:t:' • 
ii) kU ra kl yit a 

I I . I 
L H H 

iii) kU ra '! T. I 
L 

iv) kU ra kl ita 

I A 
L H L 

v) kUrahita 

I \A I 
L HL L 

UR 

HTA (3-11) 

Root H Lowering (28) 

Post Vocalic y-Deletion (2-8) 
Syllable Fusicln (2-128) 

Final L Insertion (10) 
Tone Spread ( 13) & other rules 
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43b. If Root H Lowering does not apply: 

1) 

k: " j:• 
ii) kU "kl T I 

L 

iii) kU ra kl i ta 

I A 
L H H 

iv) kU ra kl ita 

I l L 

v) kUrakii ta 

I N 
L H L 

vi) kUra~iita 

I "N 
L H L 

a UR 

MTA (3-11) 

Post Vocalic y-Deletion (2-8) 
Syllable Fusion (2-128) 

Twin Sister Convention 

Final L Insertion (10) 
Penultimate Lowering (16) 

Tone Spread ( 13) Other Rules 

The difference between the two analyses lies in the source of the pe

nultimate falling tone of the word: under the first analysis, the pe

nultimate fallini tone in the SR consists of the O.P. Hand the low

ere:I root tone, whereas under the second analysis, the penultimate 

falling tone is a result of Penultimate Lowerin3 (16). A considera-
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I. 1' 
tion of the tonal realization of kUraciita in non-phrase final posi-

tion (c.f. example (41a iv)) shows that the second analysis is more 

desirable. In (41a iv) ~ii is realized with a H level tone, Under 

" the analysis which treats the penultimate falling tone on ill as a re-

sul t of penultimate lowering, the absence of this falling tone in the 

phrasal context is predictable: in this context, 6ii-- is not in a 

phrase penultimate position and therefore not suceptible to Penul ti

mate Lowering (16). On the contrary, under the analysis that treats 

the penultimate falling tone on i11 as a result of the clustering of 

morphological tones, an additional rule that changes a 'lL sequence to 

H in non-penultimate position would be needed to account for the sur

face tonal melody of the form in citation, 

Having provided evidence for the hypothe:iis that Root H Lowering 

(28) does not apply in the form kUra~iita, one must then explain why 

the rule does not apply in preci:iely this form. Suppose that the 

rules of y-Deletion (2-8) and Syllable Fu:iion (2-128) are ordered cru-

" 
cially before Root H Lowering (28). With this ordering, the O.P. H 

and root H first become tautosyllabic as a result of the Syllable Fu

sion (2-128) which resyllabifies the object prefix with the root ini

tial syllable (see (43b iii)). This tautosyllabic sequence of H tones 

is subsequently reduced to a single H by the "Twin Sister Convention" 

( see (43b iv)). Root H Lowering (28) is then irrelevant ( after stage 

( iv) of (43b) ) since the root H cannot be independently identified. 

PERFECT~ 

Obligatory segmental constituents of the Perfect Tense (PT) in Uogoo

ri are the subject prefix, the root and the F.V, /-1/: 

S,P. +R + i.9 

9 In •n •• a presence of the applied ex tension /-Ir-/, however, the F. v. 
is /-e/, (See examples in (44b viii), (57 vii) below.) 
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4.3.1 ~ Tense Forms without Object Prefix 

44a. H-toned verbs 

1) "I've just bitten" 
"we've just bitten" 
"You ( sg.) 1 ve just bitten" 
"You (pl.)' ve just bitten" 
"He/She's just bitten" 
"They've just bitten" 

ii) "we'vejust cooked" 

iii) "we've just cut" 

iv) "we've just killed" 

v) "we've just eaten" 

vi) "we've just filled" 

4 4 b. !!2!!:::!:!. Verbs 

i) "we've just hit" 

ii) "we've just burned" 

iii) "we've just sold" 

iv) 

v) 

"we've just wanted" 

"we I ve just ground" 

vi) "we've just remembered" 

vii) "we've just swum" 

viii) "we've just loved for" 

ix) "we've just worked" 

/ 

/ 

numi 
kUi;Umi 
UrUmi 
mu!:'..Umi 
arUJ!.li 
varUmi 

kodte~i 

kUk~raJi 
A 

kwii ti 

' , 
/N+rUm+i/ 
/kl.J+r(m;+i/ 
1u+rUnr+i1 ' , /mu+rUm+i/ 
/a+rUm+i/ 
/v~rUm+i/ 

' , /kU+deek+i/ 

/k~+k~rag+i/ 
' , 

/kU+yit+i/ ,. 
I\ ' ,, 

kUrII /kU+rI+i/ 

kwiizurizi /kU+/1zuriz+i/ ,. 

\ . 
kUduyi /kU+duy+i/ 

" 
kUsaarobi 

\ . 
/kU+samb+i/ 

' . 
kUgUrizi /kU+gUriz+i/ 

" kwe1i 
' . 

/kU+yen+i/ 
" " 

kUsye /kU+sTe+i/ 

kw{izurizi /kU+yizuriz+i/ ,. 
' . 

/kU+yeer eem+ i/ ,. 
' . . 

kUyaanzirI /kU+yanz+Ir+e/ 
n ,. 

kUyIInzi 
n 

In the formJ:!!!.!!!! "I've just bitten" (first form in (44a 1)), the 

root initial consonant Ir/ is deleted in the SR by Internasal Conso

nant Deletion (2-78). 
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The F. V, /-1/ palatalizes the root final velars /k/ and /g/ (as 

in (44a ii) and (44a iii)), /y/ (a:, in (44b i)), and Ill" (as in (44b 
n 

iv)) by Palatalization (2-14) and (2-62). Also, the F.V. is deleted 

in (44a v) and (44b v) by 1-Deletion (2-117) as shown below: 

45. kU + s'fe + 1 UR a !U J 

kUs!e 

U!JA 

t!fi 

i-Deletion (2-117) 
Linking Convention (2-95) 

Glide Formation (2-111) 
V-Deletion (2-132) 

In (44), PT forms in isolation have a L tone on the F.V •• The 

tonal realization of the F.V. before g,raha suggests that the Present 

Tense also has no tonal suffix: 

... ! , , , ' , 0 
46a. "we've just bitten slowly" kUrUmi garaha [- - - - - - ] /kU+rUm+i/ 

46b, "we've just hit slowly" kUdG.f1 g~raha 
.._ O 0 

[- - - - - - ] /kU+duy+i/ 
" 

(In (46) and below, where verbs with roots of different canonic shapes 

do not call for different tonal analyses, only those with the -CVC

roots are exemplified in the "-- gfu-,ha" context.) In both examples 

in (46), the F.V. is realized with the same tone as the H-toned sylla

bles of gii'rifoa. This can be best explained as a result of the left

ward spread of the adverb H onto the f. V. which is not assigned any 

morphological tones by an !TAR or Morphological Tone Association 

(3-11). 



With the exception of (a iv) ,(a vi) ,(b iv), (b vi), and (b vii), 

the tonal analysis of the PT forms in (44) and (46) is similar to that 

of the infinitives and the NFT forms seen before: By the principle of 

Morphological Tone Assocation (3-11), the S.P. Lis assigned to the 

subject prefix in all forms, and the root H tone to the root initial 

syllable. In the citation forms in (44), Final L Insertion (10) as

signs L to the F. V. in all forms. In the H-toned forms, Tone Spread 

(13) spreads the final L to the preceding toneless syllables, as in 

(44a iii) and (44a vi). Penultimate Lowering (16) applies in (44a ii) 

and (44a iv). 

Resyllabification occurs in PT forms with Type A y-initial roots, 
" 

namely, (44a iv), (44a vi), (44b iv), (44b vi), and (44b vii), as a 

result of the deletion of the root-initial /y/. Prior to Post Vocalic 
n 

y-Deletion (2-8), tonal associations in the H-toned forms (44a iv) and 
n 

(44a vi) are as follows: 

47. kU 

I 
~ 

I 
L 

xit 

I 
O-

J 

i 

I 
r 

kU yizuriz 

I "\ \ l 
Ir ~a- Ir 

I I 
L H 

i 

l 
tr 

After Initial Syllabification 
(2-125) & HTA (3-11) 

After y-deletion and subsequent resyllabifioation by Syllable Fusion 
n 

(2-128), one would expect a tautosyllabic LH sequence on the word ini
\/ 

tial syllables of these forms: 
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48. a) kUiti 

krrrr1 

Post Vocalic y-Deletion (2-11) 

HL " 

11 Ll Lli 

b) 

lt k'{/iriv 
C-Syllabification (2-127) 

~ ta- Syllable Fusion (2-128) 
Glide Formation (2- 111) 

j ~ 
Lli 

o) •krti 
•k'!'11i 

Final L Insertion (10) 

0- \ 
Tone Spread (lJ) 

A I r~ Lli L 

To correctly derive these two forms, it is proposed th at a tautosylla-

bic LH 
u sequence is levelled to Hin Llogoori: 

Rising Tone Simplification (Preliminary) 

A 
This H tone, in turn, becomes a falling tone in kwf1.tt as a result of 

Penultimate Lowering (16). Under this analysis, the derivations of 
,. / 

~ and kwiizurizi proceed from stage b) of (411) as follows: 
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50. a) kwiiti kwiizurizi stage b) of (48) 

\J/ y l¥11 (S" IS' 

t ~ 
Ui 

b) lV kwii zurizi Rising Tone Simplification (49) 

1i11 0 (j 

I \ 
H H 

c) kwiiti kwiizurizi Final L Insertion (10) 

!~ tttt Tone Spread (13) · 
Penultimate Lowering (16) 

N 11 H L 

The derivations of non-H forms (44b iv), (44b vi) and (44b vii) de

serve further explanation. In the surface representations, all these 

forms have an initial H which is not present in their underlying 
,o. ,o O '0 0 

structures: /kU+le~+i/. /kU+xizuriz+i/. /ku+xeereem+i/. By rules 

postulated so far, one expects these two forms to have a surface L 

melody like the other non-H PT forms in citation: 
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51. kr rr~t l rrrr t kt l"'Vm 1 
Initial Syllabificat.ion (2-125) 

i r ~ HTA (3-11) 
a- r tr 
I 
L L 

WR{ w·~v, wwv Pon-Vocalic rDel1ti0n (2-ij) 
C-Syll1bif1c1 ion (2-127) 

If O'" ir , r 6' r r r Syllable fuaion (2-128) 

l \ I 
L L 

•k~v ·1~ .. r'J Final L lnaertion ( 10) 
Tone SprHd < 13 l 
Glide formation (2-111) rr r Palattl1 .. t1on (2-62) 

11 
L L L L 

Considering these three forms alone, one may hypothesize that L be

comes H when occuring on long syllables. This hypothesis does not 

hold when we consider the following forms: 

52. a) fle,fi 
b) nzizurizi 

' O 0 
/N + ie~ + i/ 

/~ + yizuriz ,, 
0 

+ i/ 

"I've just wanted" 

"I've just remembered" 

In these forms,the H-toned initial syllables are short, suggest

ing that syllable length is irrelevant to the presence of a surface H 

tone in PT forms with the Type A roots. 

Another interestin& observation is that this tonal irregularity 

is confined to non-H PT forms with type A x-initial roots. (PT forms 

with Type By-initial roots (examples (44b viii) & (44b ix)) pattern 
Fl 

with other non-H verbs tonally.) So suppose that in the Perfect 



Tense, toneless Type A roots as a class are subject to tonal reanaly

sis by undergoing a H Insertion Rule wnich inserts a H tone to the 

ver-b root: 

53. H Insertion Rule 

Type 

Ad hoc though it seems, (53) will be shown to have a ieneral applica-

tion in many other tenses. 
,,.. 

With (53), the derivations of kwe~pi and 

kwiizurizi, and kwe"ereemi are as follows: 

54. 
kUten 1 . " 

L 

ICUt•~ 1 
L H 

kl)yeni 

I" l"l rrrr 
11 
L H 

kweeni 

11/ 
ir D" 

A 
LH 

t"'"' 
kU ty 1 zur izi 

L H 

kUyizurizi 
l"l I I I 
rr.-rr 

11 
L H 

kwiizurizi 

'YJ¥t 
\l 
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kveereem1 

~\J/V 
r irr 

l i 

UR 

H Inoertion (53) 

Initial Syllabificat\Qn 
MTA (3-11) 

(2-125) 

~~;1:::trt~.K~~lg:~~1\2-ll l 
Sylllllle Fusion (2-128) 
Glide Fonuatton (2-111 ) 

Rioin& Tone S1iaplif1cat1on (49) 
Finel L Insertion (10) 
Tono Spread (13) 
Other Rules 
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11.3.2 ~ Tense Forms with Object Prefix 

55 a. ~ ~ 

i) "we've just bitten it" 

ii) "We've just cooked it" 

111) "We've just cut it" 

iv) "We've just killed it" 

v) "We've just ate it" 

55b. .!!£!!::.!!. Verbs 

56a. 

1) 

ii) 

"We've just hit it" 

"We've just burned it" 

iii) "We've just sold it" 

iv) "We've just wanted it" 

v) "We've just ground it" 

~~ 

/ 

kllklrUmi 

kllkedeech 

kUk!karaj'i 

kU.!£iti 

kUkirII 

/ 
kUklduyi 

., 
kllklsaambi 

/ 
kllklgUrizi 

" /\ kUcee_pi 
, 

kUkisye 

\ / ,I • 

/kU+kI+rUm+i/ 
\ I' / 0 

/kU+kI+deek+i/ 

' / / 0 
/kU+kI+karag+i/ 

' / , . 
/kU+kI+yit+i/ 

n 
\ / /' 0 

/kU+kI+rI+i/ 

\ .,, 0 0 

/kU+kI+dui+i/ 

' / 0 O 
/kU+kI+samb+i/ 

'\ / 0 0 

/kU+kI+gUriz+i/ 

\ ' 0 • /kU+kl+yen+i/ 
" n 

\ ,' 0 0 

/kU+kI+s!e+i/ 

' ,, ,, . 
"We 1 ve ju.st bitten it slowly" 

, , , / 

kUklrUmi garaha [- -----.J /kU+kI+rUm+i/ 

56b, !l2!!:!!. Y!r.!! 

"W'e'v• juat hit it .slowly• 
, I.,, , , ., ... ,, • • 

kUkidUy! garaha [· - ---·.] /kU+kI+dur•!/ 

In (55), the tonal distinction between H and non-H verbs is neutral

ized. In (56), on the other hand, the distinction is maintained: the 

H-toned form has a surface L on the stem initial syllable whereas the 

entire stem of the non-H form has a surface H tone. The analysis of 

the tonal patterns of PT forms exhibited in (55) and (56) is the same 

as that of the NFT forms discussed before: The O,P. is characterized 

by a H tone and it lowers the root H tone of the H-toned verbs. In 
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citation, Final L Insertion (211) inserts a L to all F.V.'s. Penulti

mate Lowering (30) and Tone Spread (13) then apply unremarkably where 

, , 
applicable. When followed by garaha, the adverb H spreads up to and 

excluding the root initial syllable in a H-toned verb (see example 

(55a)), and through the entire verb stem of a non-H verb by Tone 

Spread (13) (see example (56b)). 

II. 3.2. 1 Perfect Tense Forms with 1st sg, Object Prefix 

In an earlier section on the Near Future Tense, I proposed that a 

sg. subject prefix /N-/ may be underlying

! further argued that the underlying tonal 

properties of such a nasal morpheme are realized on the preceding syl

lable, if any, in the SR due to prenasalization and the syllabifica

tion rules of the language, In support of these claims, in the fol

lowing PT forms with the 1st sg. object prefix /N-/, the tonal 

properties of the O.P. H is found to be manifested on the syllable 

preceding /N-/, viz., the subject prefix /va-/, Furthermore, it is by 

assuming 'the underlying tonal ( as versus toneless) nature of the nasal 

object prefix that the surface tonal characteristics of Iva-/ in these 

forms can be satisfactorily accounted for: 

57a. H-toned Verbs 

1) "They've just shaved me" vaambe.ri 
\ / / 0 

/ va+N+veg+ 1/ 

11) "They've just cut me" v{8jgara)'1 ' / , 0 
/va+N+karag+i/ 

iii) "They've just killed for me" va'anzi tlrl 
' ., ,. • 0 

/va+N+yi t+Ir+e/ 
n 

iv) "They've made me eat" 
,,, , .... ,000 

just vaandIIhi zi /va+N+rl+Ih+iz+i/ 



57b. ~ Verbs 

1) •Toey' ve ju.st hit me" 
; /v;.N+d~x♦i, vaanduyi· 

vtasaambill 
~ , . . . 

11) "They• ve ju:st made me burn" /va.N+samb-t-iz+i/ 

111) "They• ve jU3t sold 1ne11 vila~gUrizi /va.N+gUr1z+i1 

1•,) "They've Just wanted me" va'8~eJ11 
.. " . . 

/v.,.N+yen+U . " 
; .. , .!. • • • 

v) "Toey' ve just .nade me grind" vaa.syeetu.%1 / va+N+.sle+lh• iz.+1/ 
, .. , . . 

vi) "They've just remembered me" vaant.izurizi /va+N+xtzuriz.+1/ 
.. , . . . 

vu) "Tiley• ve just swum for me" vaanzeereemert I va+N•xeeree:n+Ir+e/ 

va&nzavlrizi 
' , . . . 

v111) "They've Ju:st made me bury" lvA+N'1avlr+1z+i/ 

In all forms in (57) above, the s. P. Iva-I (which is lengthened in the 

surface) is realized H, although its underlying tone is L. This sur

face H tone on::'._!!, the lengthened subject prefix, can be accounted 

for if one assumes that the nasal subject prefix /ti-/ is underlying 

H-toned like all other object prefixes seen so far (c.f. example 

(25)). With this assumption, the surface Hon:!!! can be shown to be 

derived from the resyllabification of the S, P, L tone with the 0. P. H 

tone by Syllable Fusion (2-100 ): Resyllabification results in a tau

tosyllabic ~ sequence on the surface initial syllable. By Rising Tone 

Simplification (49), this sequence chani,es to H. The derivations of 

,, V ' , ., o / 
vaambeJi /va+N+veg+i/ "They've just shaved me" and vaanduyi 

\ ~ 0 0 
/va+N+du~+i/ "They've just hit me" illustrate this analysis: 

58. !it"\ !l !f 11 l 
UR 

v eve v 
L H H L H 

va N veji va N tf Initial Syllabifcation (2-125) 

H ! !!ct at cl i HTA (3-11) 

} ~ ! i I I I I r r a-, 
1 ! l l ! 

!! i rnl 
va N duKi C-Syllabification (2-127) 

11 J l!!l Syllable Fusion (2-128) 

'vJ VY 'V vv 
er IS" o- Ir" IS" 15" 

/\ \ /\ 
L H H L H 

n i n6t n tnn 
Rising Tone Simplification (49) 

cv v cv!v 
~ y~ '¥ ~t ti' er 15" 

1 l J 

va N vr;ii 

U! LU 
Root H Lowering (28) 

~¥1 
l \ 
H L 



vambef I 
JA~JJv 
'VV V 
er- a- a-

11 I 
H L L 

vandur 

~~~ci \JI y 
Ir Ii If' 

I ~ 
H L 
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Prenasalization (2-122) 
Linking Convention (2-95) 

Final L Insertion ( 10) 
Tone Spread (13) 
Other Rules 

Without recognizing the underlyingly H-toned nature of the 1st sg. ob

ject prefix /N-/, one would be hard put to account for the source for 

the surface Hon.!!!• For this reason, the surface Hon the subject 

prefix in the forms in (57) motivates the hypothesis that the 1st sg. 

object prefix /N-/, like the other object prefixes exemp:ified so far, 

is underlyinly H-toned. This hypothesis in turn lends support to the 

view that other nasal morphemes like the 1st sg. subject prefix /N-/ 

are also underlyingly tonal. In the case of the first singular sub

ject prefix, the underlying tone is L. This is the view point adopted 

in the analysis of the Near Future Tense forms in section 4.2. 
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4. II FAR ~ mg_ 

Obligatory segmental constituents of the Far Future Tense (FFT) 

in Llogoori are the subject prefix, the tense marker /-rika-/,10 the 

root, and the F:V. /-el. S.P. + rika + Root+ e. 

59a, H-toned Verbs 

i) 

ii) 

"I will bite" 
"we will bite" 
"You (sg.) will bite" 
"You (pl.) will bite• 
"He/She will bite" 
"They will bite" 

"we will cook" 

iii) "we will cut" 

iv) "we will kill" 

v) "we will eat" 

59b. Non-H !!!:.!?! 

1) 

ii) 

"we will hit" 

"we will burn" 

111) "we will sell" 

iv) 

v) 

"we will want" 

"we. will grind" 

ndikarUmI 
kUrikarUmI 
UrfkarfimI 
mur'ikarUmI 
arfk,rUmI 
var1k,r6mI 

kUri~d~ke 

kUr'ikakarage 

/ " kUrikiitI 
,I' , 

kUrikaryI 

kUrikaduyI 
" 

kUrikasaambe 

kUr ikagUr izI 

kUrikeene 
" 

kUrikasyI 

' ,I' /Ntrika+rUm+e/ 
/kU+rika+rUm+e/ 
til+rika+rUIJl+el 
/mu+rika+rUm+e/ ' , /a+rika+rUIJl+el 
/v~rika+rUm+e/ 

' .,. /kU+rika+deek+el 

' ,I' /kU+rika+karag+e/ 
\ ,, 

/kU+rika+ri ~+el 
' ,I' 

/kU+rika+rI+e/ 

' 0 /kU+rika+duy+e/ 
n 

\ 0 
/kU+rika+sambt-e/ 

\ 0 
/kU+rika+gUriz+el 

\ 0 
/kU+rika+xe,q+e/ 

' ,!.. /kU+rika+sie+el 

10 There is a variant form for the FFT tense marker, viz., /-raka-/. 
According to Hs. Kilibwa, the choice between the two forms 
(/-rika-/ and /-raka-/) carries no linguistically significant dif
ference. 
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60a. 
\ ,,,.,,, ' , 

kUru,arU.l iiaraha L---·--- l /kU•rl.Xa+rUa+e/ 

60b. 

Non-H Vowel Deletion (2-114) applies in (59a iv) and (59b iv); 

61. •> kU rika ,;tt e 

nmtmt 
UI 

U UU !H l 
b) KUriKait.e kUr1kae»l Poat-Vooa.Uc x-Deletion (2-b) 

HWHH UU!Hbv 
e) KUrix 1u kUr1k ene Non-H Vowel Deletion (C-11&1) 

b~mjU llbi!/111 L1nk1Df Convention ( a!-Y5) 
CV V VVCV 

d) kUrik itl Vowel Jla111n, (2-89) 

mUjU 

(Note that Palatalization (2-14) cannot apply in the derivation of kU

rikiitl in (61) above or else an incorrect form •kUr1tfitI would re

sult. The inapplicability of Palatalization (2-14) here may be ac

counted for by ordering tnis rule crucially before Post-Vocalic 

y-Deletion (2-b) such that after stage (b) in (61) above, Palataliza
n 
tion (2-14) may not apply, 

Just like the NFT and PT forms without 0,P, given in (30) and 

(44) respectively, H-toned FFT forms in (59) have a surface "L H L" 

melody, while non-H forms have a "L" melody. The surface H in each 

H-toned form is realized on the tense prefix /rika-/ and the root ini-

tial syllable. 
/ I I 

When followed by garaha /garaha/, the F.V. in all 

forms is realized with the same pitch as the following H-toned sylla

bles (see examples in (60)). The tonal an~lysis of the FFT forms here 

is straightforward: The tense prefix /rika-/ is toneless. It has the 

same surface tone as any following· syllable as a result of Tone Spread 

(13). The ITT suffix is also toneless. The F.V. has a surface L 

tone in citation as a result of Final L Insertion (10) and receives 

the initial H tone of g.fr~ha in (60) by Tone Spread ( 13). Other tone 

rules and pitch interpretation rules apply unremarkably to derive the 

surface representations of all forms in (59) and (60). 
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4.4.2 Far Future Ten11e Forms with Object !!:.!!.f.!!. 

62a. ~ Verbs 

i) "wi: will 
,, , , 

/k~+r~ka+kf+rUm+!/ bite it" kUrikaklrUml 
, ✓ , 

11) "we will cook it" kUrikakedeeke 
' 0 / / 0 

/kU+rika+kI+deek+e/ 
/, , 

' 0 ✓ • iii) "we will cut it" k:.Jrikaklkarage /kU+rika+kl+karag+e/ 

iv) 
/' I 'I I\ ' 0 ✓ , 0 

11 we will kill it" kUrikaciitI /kU+rika+kI+yit+e/ 
" 

v) "we will 
, ✓, , 0 / / 0 

eat it" kUrikaklryl /kU+rika+kl+rI+e/ 

62b. Non-H Verbs 
✓ ✓ / ' 0 ✓ 0 0 

i) "we will hit it" kUrikaklduKI /kU+rika+kl+dux+e/ 
✓' , , ' 0 ✓ • 0 

'ii) "we will burn it" kUrikaklsaambe /kU+rika+kI+samb+e/ 
/ , , .... 0 , • • iii) "we will sell it" kUrikaklgUrizI /kU+rika+kl+gUriz+e/ 

iv) 11 we will want it" kUrikacl'ene 
' O / O 0 

" 
/kU+rika+kl+xe~+e/ 

,, , ,, ' 0 ✓ .L 0 
v) "we will grind it" kUrikaklsyI /kU+rika+kl+sle+e/ 

6 :,a. ~ ~ 

"we will bite it slowly" 
, , , , , , 

kUrikaklrUml gar aha [-- - · _ - - . _] 

"we will hit it slowly" kUrik~kld~yl gara'ha [--- -----_] 
II 

The account for the SR of FFT forms given in (62) and (6:,) calls for 

no new analysis of Llogoori verb formatives given before, nor does it 

necessitate the postulation of new tone rules: The O,P. introduces a 

H tone which spreads to the preceding toneless tense prefix. Root H 

is lowered after the O,P. in the H-toned forms. Tone rules estab-

lished so far predict the rest, 
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The Near Past Tense (NPT) in Llogoori is used when speaking of 

events or actions that have taken place some time between several 

hours to about a week ago, Obligatory constituents are the subject 

prefix, the tense marker /-aaku-/, the root, and the F.V. /-a/: S,P, 

+ aakU +ROOT+ a. 

4.5. 1 Near Past Tense Forms~ Object ~ 

64a. H-toned Verb 

i) "I bit" 
"We bit" 
"You ( sg) bit" 
"You (pl) bit" 
"He/She bit" 
"They bit" 

ii) "we cookUd" 

111) "we cut" 

iv) "we killed" 

v) "we ate" 

64b, Non-H Verbs 

1) "we hit" 

ii) "we burned" 

iii) "we sold" 

iv) "we wanted" 

v) "we ground" 

, , 
ndaakUrUma 
kwaakGrOma 
waakUrOma 
mwaakUrOma 
,¥aakgr~a 
vaakUrUma 

; " kwaakodeeka 
, , 

kwaakllkaraga 

" kwaakwiita 

, " kwaakUrya 

kwaakUdu~a 

kwaakUsaamba 

kwaakUgUriza 

kwaakweena 
" 

kwaakUsya 

' , /N+aakU+rUm+a/ 
/kU+aakU+rUm+a/ 

' ✓ /U+aakU+rUm+ a/ 
/mu+ aakU+rGm+ a/ 

\ , 
I 1+aakU+rU~+ al 
/va+aakU+rUm+a/ 

' ,, /kU+aakU+deek+a/ 

' , /kU+aakU+karag+a/ 

' ,, /kU+aakU+iit+a/ 

/kb+aakU+rf+a/ 

\ 0 
/kU+aakU+duy+a/ 

r 
' 0 /kU+aakU+samb+a/ 

' 0 /kU+aakU+gUriz+a/ 

/kU+aakU+ygn+ a/ 
n ~ 

' 0 
/kU+aakU+sTe+a/ 



65a. H-toned verbs 

"we bit slowly" kwaakUrUin~ g~raha 

65b. Non-H Verb 

"we hit slowly" kwaaklJdUy~ g~raha 
n 

[- -----_] 

[------_] 

In the NPT forms above, the S.P. syllabifies with the first tense 

prefix syllable_!,! which is realized L in all forms. The second tense 

prefix syllable klJ and the root initial syllable are both realized H 

in each H-toned form, and L in the non-H forms. The F.V. is realized 

Lin citation, but the same pitch as the following H-toned syllables 

when followed by a word with an initial H tone (examples in (65)). 

Like all the tenses examined so far, the NPT is also analyzed as 

having no tonal suffix since the F. V. is realized L in all forms in 

(64) and susceptible to Tone Spread (13) in (65). 

The tense prefix /aakU-/ is underlyingly L-toned. Evidence for 

such an analysis comes from H-toned NPT forms with 1st sg: subject 

;" / \ \ / 0 

prefix like ndaakUrUma /N+aakU+rUm+a/ in which the 1st tense prefix 

syllable.!,! has a surface L tone. The source of the L tone on.!! here 

cannot be the S.P., because as established before, tonal properties of 

a nasal morpheme surface solely on the syllable preceding it (the na

sal) in the SR. A straightforward account for the L tone on .!! is 

that NPT is characterized by a L tone: 

66. NPT 

I 
L 
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By Morphological Tone Assignment (3-11 ), this L tone is assigned to 

the first syllable of the tense prefix, i.e • .!!· When preceded by a 

' subject prefix other than the 1st sg. /N-/, the NPT L resyllabifies 

with the S.P. L, resulting in a tautosyllabic sequence of L tones 

which in turn simplifies to a single L by the Twin Sister Convention. 

Surface representation of all NPT forms in (64) are then derivable by 
/ I 

rules established before. For example, kwaakUrUma "we bit" derives as 

follows; 



07. rum 

I 
er 

L L H 

kU aakU rum a 

I V I I I 
ro-ira-cr 

I I I 
LL H 

~kU rum a 

(, '!- 'rt 
A I 
L L H 

kU aakU rum a 

~iii 
I ~ I 
L H L 
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After Initial Syllabification 
(2-125) 

HTA (3-11) 

C-Syllabification (2-127) 
Syllable Fusion (2-128) 

Final L Insertion (10) 
Twin Sister Convention 
cl. Tone Spread ( 13) 

Glide Formation (2-111) 
V-Deletion (2-132) 
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68a, H-toned Verbs 

68b. 

69a. 

"we ate it" 
/,, 

kwaakUklrUma 
,, ,, 

1) 

ii) "we cooked it" kwaakUkedeeka 
,, ~ 

iii) "we cut it" kwaakUkikaraga 

iv) "we killed it" kwaakU~i.1.ta 

v) "we ate it" 

i) "we hit it" 

,, ,I 

kwaakUkirya 

,, ,, 
kwaakUkiduya 

" 
ii) "we burned it" kwaak!Jklsaamba 

,, ,, 
iii) "we sold it" kwaakUkigUri za 

iv) "we wanted it" kwaakUie1ma 
n ,, ,, 

v) "we ground it" kwaakUkisya 

\ ' / I' 0 
/kU+aakU+kl+rUm+a/ 

' ' / / 0 /kU+aakU+kl+deek+a/ 

/kU+aakU+kl+k~rag+:t 

/k~+a1kU+kI+yi t+:/ 
n 

' ' " / 0 /kU+aakU+kI+rI+a/ 

\ \ / 0 0 
/kU+aakU+kI+duy+a/ 

" 
/kU+a1kU+kI+s":unb+:/ 

, , / O 0 
/kU+aakU+kI+gUriz+a/ 

\ \ I' 0 0 
/kU+aakU+kI+yen+a/ 

n n 

/kU+a'likU+kl+sTe+;/ 

,, , , ., " 
"we bit it slowly" kwaakUklrUma garaha [ - - - _ ] 

69b. Non-H Verb 
I ,,,,,,.. , ., , .,, 

"we hit it slowly" kwaakUkiduya garaha [ - - - - - - - _ ] 
~ 

Again, the tonal patterns of the forms in (68) and (69) are all pre

dictable: The O.P. introduces a H tone which spreads to the preceding 

toneless syllable, This H tone causes the root H tone to become Lin 

the H-toned forms, Rules of Final L Insertion (10), Tone Spread (13), 

and Penultimate Lowering (16) then apply unremarkably where applicable 

to derive the surface representations of these forms. 



11.6 IMPERATIVE 

11.6.1 Imperative Fonns without Object~ 

Obligatory constituents of the Llogoori imperative are the verb 

root and F.V. /-a/ if the subject is singular, and /-1/ if the subject 

is plural. R + r:}. 

11 

70a. H-toned Verbs , 
1) "You ( sg.) bite!" rUma lr9Jn+al 

"You (pl•) bite!" rUmi /rUm+i/ 

11) "You C sg.) cook!" 
A 

/de'ek+a/ deeka 
"You (pl.) cook!". deell'l /deek+i/ 

111) "You C sg.) cut! 11 
, ;. 

/karag+a/ karaga 
"You (pl.) cut!" kar,Jt /karag+i/ 

iv) ( sg.) 
,, 

"You kill!" yita /~t+a/ 
"You (pl.) kill I" yiti /yit+i/ ,. 

; 
v) "You ( sg.) eat!" rya /r~+a/ 

"You (pl.) eat!" rii /rI+i/ 
; 

vi) "you ( sg.) drink!" .j1Wa /nue+a/ 
"you (pl.) drink! n .r1 1nue+i/ 

" 
vii) ''You ( sg.) stir!" ,; , " C / ~tiUkqJl+ a/ cuuk;a 

"You Cpl•) stir! fuuka t /~uuk~+i/ 

Viii) "You ( sg •) , " /h.fnd iik+a/ write!" haandi}ka 
"You (pl.) write!" haandiicJ /handiik+i/ 

, , " / 0 

ix) "You ( sg) write for! 11 haandiJ.kJrt /handiik+r+a/ 
"You (pl.) write for!" haand11kiri /hand iik+ r+ 1/ 

Unlike the Perfect Tense, the F.V. of the imperative without O.P. 
is invariably /-1/, even when the applied extension is present 
(c,f. footnote (9)), 

11 

-,:1"+-

70b, Non-H ~ 

i) "You ( sg.) hit! II duia /d~y+a/ 
"You (pl.) hit! H duyi /d6y+i/ 

n 

ii) "You C sg •) burn!" saamba /s:mb+a/ 
"You (pl.) burn!" saambi /slmb+i/ 

0 

iii) C sg.) "You sell!" gUriza /gUriz+a/ 
"You ( pl.) sell!" gUrizi /gOriz+i/ 

iv) ''You ( sg.) want!" xeiia ixe11+a1 
"You (pl.) want!" ~11 /~~~+ii 

• 
v) "You C sg.) grind!" sya /sie+a/ 

"You (pl.) grind!" sii /sie+i/ 

vi) ''You ( sg .) • remember!" yizuriza 111 zuriz+a/ 
"You (pl.) remember!" yizurizi /yi zuriz+i/ 

n 

vii) "You ( sg.) swim!" 
0 

ieereema IJ;reem+a/ 
"You (pl.) swim!" yeereemi /yereem+i/ 

" " 

The unrounded root vowel(s) of a -CV(V)- root delete in front of 

the imperative F. V. /-1/ by a morphologically conditioned vowel dele-

tion rule 12 stated as follows: 

12 The deletion of root vowels preceding the imperative F.V. /-1/ is a 
special phenomenon which contradicts the predictions of the more 
general rules of the language. Firstly, in other tenses where the 
F.V. is /-1/, namely, the Perfect Tense (discussed in section 11.3) 
and the Middle Past Tense ( to be discussed later), /-i/ deletes af
ter a -CV(V)- root instead. Also, by the general rule of Glide 
Formation (2-111), the underlying root vowels /I/ and ifl of rii 
/rl+i/ and sii /sTe+i/ (see 70a v) and (70b v)) would have becom-;
[ y] instead of being deleted. In order to correctly derive forms 
like rii and sii, Unrounded Root Vowel Deletion (71) to be postu
lated below must be ordered before both Glide Formation (2-111) and 
i-Deletion (2-117). 



71. 

Thus, 

72. 
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Unrounded Root Vowel Deletion 

(iterative) 

st = stem 
rt = root 

rI i a I 
V 

I 
~~p] 

r i 

LJ 
r i 

~~ 

sie i 
11 \ I cvv V 

\ [ ~~p j 
s i 

I I cvvv 

s i 

J~ 

nue i 

ri1 I 
C V V 

I 
[ ~~p1 

nu i 

'ii I cvvv 

_f.U i 
V I 
C V 

UR 

Unrounded Root 
Vowel Deletion (71) 

Linking Convention (2-95) 
Glide Formation (2-111) 
V-Deletion (2-132) 
Palatalization (62) 

In (70), the H vs. non-H distinction is neutralized in forms with 

"monomoraic" roots (i.e. roots that contain one V-unit): there is no 
,, 0 

:surface tonal distinction between rUma /rUm+a/ and duya /duy+a/, yita 
11 " 
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0 _, D 

/yit+a/ and ye~a /yen+a/, m /rI+a/ and .!Y! /s!e+a/. Disregarding 
" " ,.. n 

these forms for the moment, H-toned imperative forms in (70) are Lon 

the word initial syllable, and H thereafter. (The final syllable is 

realized HL due to Final L Insertion ( 10).) All non-H forms in (70b) 
V 

are realized L. 

In the H-toned forms, the surface H must have come from the un

derlying root H, since no H tone surfaces in the non-H forms. But un

like in tenses examined so far, the root H in the plain imperative 

forms is realized on the F,V. and all preceding syllables but the word 

initial one. The most straightforward analysis here is that the root 

H is aassigned to the final syllable in the plain imperatives by a 

tone assignment rule stated as follows: 

73. Root H Assignment in the Imperative without 0, P. (Preliminary) 

1 ········;;" l 
.,,,,,"".,, 

H 
s . IMP 

(As we will see, (73) will be replaced by a much more general rule to 

be motivated in section (II. 7).) 



The preceding toneless syllables then receive the root H by Tone 

Spread (13). That the initial syllable is Lis due to the presence of 

a L prefix which characterizes the imperative: 

74. 
L 

I 
IMP 

This L prefix is assigned to the root initial syllable13 by the fol

lowing rule: 

75. Imperative L Prefix Assignment 

" ,,.. 'v' With rules (73) and (75), the derivation of cuuk:J1a / cuuk1+a/ 

' 0 (70a vii) and yeereema / yereem+a/ (70b vii) are as follows: 
.::: fl ,.,, 

---------------
13 Although at this point, one cannot be sure whether it is the ini

tial syllable of the word or the root that the imperative L prefix 
is assigned to (because the root is the initial constituent of the 
plain imperative), imperative forms with O.P. to be presented later 
suggests that it is the root initial syllable that is assigned the 
L prefix. --

76. 

(7 
ti yeereema ~, V 

L L 
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UR 

Imperative L Prefix Assignment (75) 
Root H Assig1111ent (73) 

Final L Insertion (10) 
Tone Spread ( 13) 
Glide Formation (2-111) 

\ ., ' ,,, ' , 
In ruma / rUm+a/, m / rI+a/, & yita / yit+a/, the root H 

" 
tone does not surface. Note that in each of these forms, the root 

contains only one V-unit. (It is the number of ~ or !.2!!! in 

the root, not syllables, that conditions the absence of the root H, 

since the root H does surface in forms with monosyllabic roots with 

long root syllables: e.g. deek~ / 'de~k+a/ in example (70a ii).) 

So suppose that the root Hin Llogoori imperative without O.P. is de

leted followi~s the ITAR's just in case that the root is monomoraic: 
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77. H Deletion (?rel iminary) 

L 
st 

IMP 

As we will see later, the H suffix of the Indefinte Future Tense also 

deletes in the plain forms with monomoraic roots (c.f. section 4.9,1), 
' ,, 

With rule (77), the derivation of rUma / rllm+a/ "bite!" and 

' I m I rI+a/ "eat!" are as follows: 

7/S, 
rum a 

111 I 
eve v 

L H 

I 
IMP 

fli i 
eve v 

~ l-
1/ 

L H 

r/m a 

Jv! t 
I 
L 

rUma 
1111 
cvcv 
\JV 

1S" a-
I I 
L L 

I a 
11 \ 
CV V 

H 

IrP 

rI a 
11 I 
CV V 

~~ 
L I 
rI a 

i1 I r. 
L 

vi 
C V 

y_ 
I 
L 
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UR 

Initial Syllabification (2-125) 
ITAR's (73) and (75) 

H Deletion (T() 

Other Rules 

Another interesting feature of the behavior of the root H tone in 

the plain imperative is that it deletes also when in non-phrase-final 

position. 
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79a. H-toned Plai,,n ,ImperatiJes followed by a H-toned word: 
( __ garaha /garaha/ "slowly") 

Gloss: 
/ / __ garaha 

i) "cook slowly" 
/ I / 

deeka garaha [- --- - ] 

ii) "cut slowly" 
/ f I I 

karaisa garaha [- ---- - ] 

iii) "stir slowly" I! I I I I 
uukra garaha [------ ] 

79b. H-toned Plain Imperatives followed by a non-H word; 
( __ vwaa~gu /vwangu/ "quickly") 

i) "cook quickly" deeka vwaa~gu 
[ ____ 

] 

ii) "cut quickly" karaga vwaa~gu 
( _____ ] 

iii) "stir quickly" " cuuk~a vwaa3gu [- - -- _] 

Citation: 

deek~ 

/ I\ karaga 

" / I\, cuuk1a 

deek~ 

kar,3~ 

V I I\ 

cuukja 

In (79a), non-initial syllables of the imperatives are realized with 

the same pitch as the initial Hof garaha, and in (79b), all verb syl

lables have a L tone. These facts suggest that the non-inital sylla

bles of the verb units in ('(9) must have all become toneless at an in

termediate stage of derivation. Being toneless, they can receive the 

tone of the following adverb by Tone Spread (13). If these (the non

initial) syllables were H-toned in ('(9), as they are in the citation 

forms in (70), one would expect them to be realized higher than the 

following adverbs. (So in (79a), the root H should have caused the 

initial Hof garaha to become !H.) Based on these observations, it is 

proposed that the root Hin the plain imperative is deleted in non

phrase-final position by the following rule, thus neutralizing the 

tonal distinction between Hand non-H plain imperative forms: 

80. Verb Final H Deletion 

As will be shown later, H tonal suffixes that mark tense/aspect in 

general undergo rule (80). Not.e also that in order to prevent (80) 

from incorrectly deleting the root H in the plain forms with CV- roots 
,, ,-. 0 ,- 0 

seen in sections 4.1 to 4.5 (e.g. kUrya /kU+rl+a/ "to eat"), it is 

necessary to order (80) immediately after initial tone assignment and 

before Syllable Fusion (2-128). In so doing, it can be ensured that 

only H tones that are assigned to the F.V. by ITAR's will be deleted, 

not those that are linked to the final syllable as a result of Sylla

ble Fusion (2-128). By rule (80), the derivation of karaga ga°raha and 

guriz~ ga'raha are as follows: 
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81. l 1 ·-~ ·1 lw~l l ; .... t:l · 
I:IP IHP 

l7'"T" ;•iu 1ar-1ha Initial Tone Assi1nment 
includini ITU'• (73) 

L ! and (75) 

L H H 

k1ra1a gar ■ rnl 
Verb Final H Deletion 

I I (80) 

L H 

T~hi 
gUr~h• Tone Spread ( 13 l 

final L lnaertion ( 10) 

l J L L 

(Bracket.s dm■rcate word unit:i) 

4.6.2 Imperative E2!:!!!! ~ Object Prefix 

With the O.P., the F.V. of a Llogoori imperative with a singular 

subject prefix is /-e/ instead of /-a/. &It like in the plain impera-
,;, 

tive, the F. v. is /-i/ if the subject prefix is plural. In the fol-

lowing, only imperative forms with singular subject prefix are exem-

plified: 
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82a. H-toned Y!ill 
' " 

, ,, 
1) "bite it!" kirUmI I kI+rUm+e/ 

I\ ' 
,, 

ii) "cook itl" kedeeke I kI+deek+e/ 

iii) "cut itl" kikarage 
' ,, , 

I kI-tkarag+e/ 

iv) "kill itl" ~11t1 
' ,, ,, 

/ kI+yit+e/ 
• J\ ' ,, ,,. v) "eat it!" kiryI I kI+rI+e/ 

vi) "stir it!" 
'{ I 

kicuuka_re 
' ; ., / 

/ kI+cuukay+e/ 

82b. !!2!!::!i Verbs 

" ' , . 
i) "hit itl" kidUyI I kI+dUx+e/ 

~ 

11) "burn itl" 
... 

kisaambe 
' , . 

/ kI+samb+e/ 

I ' / . 
iii) "sell itl" kigUrizI / kI+gUriz+e/ 

iv) "want itl" 
V I\ \. ,I • 
ceene I kI+yen+e/ 

n ft " 

v) "grind itl" 
I\ 

kisyI 
\ ; .!-

I kI+sie+e/ 

/ 
I' k'I+y;nz+Ir+e/ vi) "love for it" kiyaanzirI 

" • 

In the imperative forms above, the final vowel /-e/ assimilates to the 

last root vowel by Vowel Raising (2-89). 

In (82), the distinction between Hand non-H forms is neutral

ized: both the H and non-H verbs have a "L H L" aurface tone melody. 

"'/" /I With the exceptions of kiryI / kI+rI+e/ "eat it!" and kI:syI 
\ ,, .!!. 

/ kI+sie+I/ "grind it!" which will be examined later, the H tone 

falls on the 2nd stem syllable (s2), 

Unlike in the plain imperative, the surface Hin the examples in 

(82) is~ attributed to the underlying root H, since imperative 

forms with toneless root:, also have a surface H (see example:, in (82 



bl), The common source of the surface H tone here is the is O.P. H, 

which surfaces on s2 in all forms. 

Suppose that the imperative L prefix is assigned to the first 

root syllable by the Imperative L Prefix Assigrvuent rule (75 l postu

lated previously for the plain imperative forms. Assuming that (75) 

applies first, then by the left-to-right mapping convention stated in 

(1-11), the O.P. His automatically mapped onto s2 • Under this analy-

A ' , 0 sis, the derivation of a non-H form like kiduyI / kl+duy+e/ proceeds 

as follows: 

83. 

L 

I 
IMP 

kl duy e ,, 

H 
s 

kI}u; 

/.{ 
kiduyI 

\J ~ 
L HL 

" n 

UR 

Imperative L Assigrvuent (75) 
Convention (1-11) 

Other Rules 

At this point, I would like to point out that the assignment of the 

O.P. H just discussed will be the only association which can be natu

rally accounted for by the Association Convention stated in (1-11). 

In all other tenses to be discussed, the initial assignment of morpho

logical tones always requires individual ITAR•s specific to the gram

mar of Llogoori. For comparison, let us consider the assignment of 

the O.P. Hin the Far Past Tense, to be discussed in 4.11.2. In this 

tense, the O.P. His linked to the penultimate syllable. Such a link

ing cannot be accounted for by any association convention but rather 

requires an independent !TAR (c.f. (3-10)). Given this fact (that 

initial tone assignment is predominantly accountable for by ITAR's in

stead of Association Conventions), one might wonder if--for the sake 

of consistency- the linking of the O.P. H to s2 in the imperative 

should also be accounted for by an !TAR instead of Convention (1-11). 

At this stage of the research, there is no definitive evidence for ad

vocating either one of the two hypotheses. 

The analysis of the H-toned forms is not as straightforward. On 

the underlying tonal tier of a H-toned imperative form with O.P., 

there are three morphological tones, namely, the imperative L prefix, 

the O.P. H, and the root H. Having establtshed that the Imperative L 

prefix is linked to the root initial syllable by (751 and the O.P. H 

to the second stem syllable by Convention (1-11), one may wonder what 

happens to the root Hin the H-toned forms (see examples in (82a)). 

Note that the root H tone cannot be assigned to the stem initial syl

lable by MTA ( 3-11) because such a 1 inkage would result in the cross

ing of association lines, 14 nor can it be assigned to the next free 

14 If the root His allowed to link to the root initial syllable, the 
following ill-formed configuration would result: 
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syllable, i.e. s3 of the verb unit by convention since there is.!!..!:! 

other H-toned syllables ( in the SR l after s2 in all the forms in 

(82a). Finally, it can't be lowered after the O,P., as it is in the 

tenses examined so far. This can be shown by considering the tonal 

realization of the H-toned imperatives with O.P. in front of ga'r~ha 

/gar~ha/: 

I 
'V /." , ; ; 

84. al "make it stir slowly" klcuuk~izl garaha (--·····.] 

_,l,,,,, ,, ., 
[---bl "make it cut slowly" kikaragizI garaha ---·.] 

In each form in (811), all syllables after s2 are realized with the 

~ pitch as the adverb H, suggesting that these syllables are tone

~. not L-toned, and receive the adverb Has a result of Tone Spread 

( 13). An alternative analysis which may account for all these facts 

would be that the root His deleted in the imperative if the O.P. His 

present by the following rule: 

85. H Deletion (Preliminary) 

:~ ; I st 

IMP O.P. 

Imperative L Prefix Assignment (75) 
Convention (1-11) 
HTA (3-11) 
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As we will see later, the root H tone deletes also in the FPT (c.f. 

section 4.11 ). Under this analysis, the derivations of kiiuuk,ne ... , 
"stir it" (8~a vi) and kiyaanzlrI "love for it!" (82b vi) are as fol

~ 

lows: 

kl[• uuk~ e 

L H H 

I 
IHP 

L 

I 
IHP 

kI~/Ire 

!tY 
kl yanzire 

\/ I I 
L H L 

ldyaanzirI 

'V f I 
L H L 

Ir e UR 

Root H Deletion (85) 

Imperative L Prefix Assign
ment (75) and (;onvention 
(1-11) 

Final L Insertion (10) 
Tone Spread ( 13) 

Vowel Raising (2-89) 
Prenasalization (2-122) 



In the imperative forms with -CV(V)- roots, the O.P. H is as

signed to the F.V., which constitutes the second stem syllable in the 

U. R. The derivation of the two forms is given as follows: 

87. 

C 

a) 

L 

I 
IMP 

b) 

L 

c) 

le! rl 

11 11 
CV CV 
I I 
T I, 

H H 

kl rI e 

11 ui CV 

I I I 
1r r 1r 

H 

kl rI e 

!I ,! 1 I I 
G'" ,r 

// 
L H 
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e kl sie e after Initial 

½ 
11 !W i Syllabification 
CV 

I ~ t ~ (2-125) 
D'" 

L H 

It 

Root H Deletion (85) 

kl sTe e Imperative L Prefix 

!! !V l Assigmient (75) 

I I Convention (1-11) 

? 



d) kl rl e 

HU! ~r 
~ 

e) kl rl e 
11 11 I 
CV CV V 

it 
\t 

f) kl rl e 

UH! 
Y\V 
Ir 0-

\ I 
L Ii 

g) klrII 

HY! vv 
0-- tr 

I A 
L HL 
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kl sie e 
f I 11 I I 
CV CVV V 

V \lJI 
rr r-

A 
LH 

kl sle e 

U HJ J 
1'f 
\j\ 

LH 

kl sI~ e 

11 111 J 
CV CVV 

V'V 
r- G"' 

l J 

klsII 

qv1 
C C V 

t'i 
I ~ 

L HL 

C-syllabification (127) 
Syllable Fusion (120) 

Tone Spread ( 13) 

Rising Tone Simplification 
(49) 

Other Rules 

(Note that the ordering of Tone Spread (13) before Rising Tone Simpli

fication (49) is crucial here, or else the latter rule would delink 
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the imperative L after sta~e d) before this L tone can spread onto the 

object prefix /kI-/. The object prefix would subsequently receive the 

derived Has a result of H Spread (18), resultins in the incorrect 

surface tone melody *H HL.) 
v 
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II. 7 PRESENT CONTINUOUS~ 

The present continuous tense (PCT) consists of the subject pre-

fix, the root, the extension /-iz-/ if the root has a -CV(V)- canonic 

shape, and the long F.V. /-aa/: S,P, +ROOT(+ iz) + aa. 

II, 7. 1 Present Continuous.!!!!.:.!:.~ without Object !!:!f!! 

88a. H-toned ~ 

" ' 
, 

i) "lam biting" nUmaa,.. /N+rUm+aa/ ' , 
"we are biting" kUrUmaa /kU+rUm+aa/ 
"you (sg.) are biting" UrUma'a 1il+ruraa1 
"you (pl.) are biting" murUmaa /mu+r m+aa/ 
"he/she is biting" arUmG'a /a\.rUm+aa/ 
"they are biting" varum.Gt tva+rum+aat 

kodeekta ' , 
ii) "we are cooking" /kU+deek+aa/ 

,, ,.. 
/kll+k~rag+aa/ iii) 11 we are cutting" kUkaragaa 

" 
... , • 

iv) "we are eating" kUrIIzaa /kU+rI+iz+aa/ 

" , ,. ' V, 
v) "we are stirring" kUcuukraa /kU+cuuk'!f'+aa/ 

"' " ' , 
vi) "we are writing" kUhaandiikaa /kU+handiik+aa/ 

,, I ,._ ' I o 
vii) 11 we are cutting for" kUkaraglraa /kU+karag+Ir+aa/ 

stirring for" 
V I I I' 'V / 0 

viii) "we are kUcuukaplraa /kU+cuukj+Ir+aa/ 

88b. Non-H !!!.!?! 

i) "we are hitting" 

ii) "we are burning" 

iii) "we are selling" 

iv) "we are grinding" 
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v) "we are loving for" 

vi) "we are thinking" 

vii) "we are continuing" 

viii) "we are selling for" 

kUsa'ambaa 
., , 

kUgUrizaa 
,, 

kUsyeezaa 
,, 

kUlaanzlraa 
., ,, 

kUganag1aa 
,, 

kUziizagllaa 
,, ,. 

kUgUrizlraa 

... 0 
/kU+duy+aa/ 

" 
' 0 /kU+samb+aa/ 

' 0 /kU+gUriz+aa/ 
, 0 0 

/kU+sTe+iz+a/ 

' 0 0 
/kU+yanz+Ir+aa/ 

n 
' 0 /kU+ganag,+aa/ 

' 0 /kU+ziizagll+aa/ 

' 0 0 /kU+gUriz+Ir+aa/ 

In (88) above, PCT forms with type A y-initial roots are delib
" 

erately left out. They will be discussed later. 

The H-toned PCT forms in (88) are Lon the subject prefix and the 

root initial syllables, and H thereafter. The non-H forms, on the 

other hand, exhibit two different surface tonal patterns: some forms 

are Hon the stem initial syllable only, while the others are Hon 

~ the first and second stem syllables: 

89. Non-H PCT Forms: 

.!! .2.!!. both ~, and ~ 

, " kU-duyaa 
n 

(88b i) 

kU-gUrizaa (81lb iii) 
,, , 

kU-ganag1aa (88b vi) 

kU-gUrizlraa (88b viii) 

!! .2.!!. ~, only 
,, 

kU-saambaa (88b ii) 
,, 

kU-syeezaa (88b iv) 

,. 
kU-Kaanzlraa (88b v) 

.,, 
kU-ziizagllaa (88b vii) 

I will show later that initial tone assignment in both groups is 

determined by the same !TAR. Only a subsequent tonal process causes 

the surface tonal difference between the two, 
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The fact that the PCT forms of non-H verbs in (88) also contain a 

H tone in the surface tone melody suggests that the source of H tone 

is the tense itself. Thus: 

90. 
H 

I 
PCT 

Like the root Hof a plain imperative form (c.f. data in (70)), the 

PCT Hin the plain PCT forms with H-toned stems is assigned to the 

verb final syllable (see rule (73)). As we will see, the tense H suf

fix of the Indefinite Future Tense (IFT), for instance, is also as

signed to the stem final syllable in the H-toned plain forms. To ac

count for these data, one may propose that given any "stem H tone"-

informally defined as •a H tone that constitutes part of the morpholo

gical stem under lyingly", this H tone is assigned to the stem final 

syllable if the root initial syllable is linked to a preceding tone: 

91. Stem H Assignment I 

st 

(This rule is numbered as the first of the stem H assignment rules 

since, as we will see, more stem H assignment rules will be needed to 

account for certain tonal data to be presented later. Also, the 

brackets "l \11 indicate that the root initial syllable is linked to a 

tone "T" which may or may not be part of the verb stem,) 
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Rule (91) accounts for the placement of the root Hin the plain 

imperative forms (c.f, data in (70)) in which the stem initial sylla

ble is assigned the imperative L tone by (7~). Assuming that (75) is 

ordered~ (91), The result of applying (75) to a plain imperative 

form with a H-toned root is a configuration that satisfies the SD of 

(91). By the latter rule, the root His then linked to the stem final 

V IA '-V' syllable. The derivation of cuukaya / cuuk~+a/ "stir!" illustrates 

this analysis (c.f. derivation of the same form in (76)): 

92. 

t""gf 
a 

L H 

It 

UR 

f.··~· L 

Imperative L Assignment (75) 

f7 Stem H Assignment I (91) 

• cuukapa 

I~ 
Tone Spread ( 13) 
Final L Insertion (10) 

L HL 
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Under this analysis, the assignment of the root H tone in the plain 

imperative can be predicted by a general rule i.e. (91) instead of a 

highly morphologically conditioned Root H Assignment rule stated in 

(73). Rule (91) replaces (73). 

Rule (~1) can account for the placement of the PCT Hin the H

toned PCT forms if one assumes that it applies crucially after HTA 

(3-11). With this assumption, one can explain why it is always in the 

~ verbs, not the non-H verbs, that the H tonal suffix is as

signed to the stem final syllable: a H-toned verb has a lexical root 

tone that by HTA (3-11) is assigned to the root initial syllable, thus 

giving rise to a configuration that satisfies the SD of (91). The 

derivation of kUkar~gaa /kU+karag+aa" I "we are cutting" (88a iii) il-

lustrates this analysis: 

kUtarag aa 

L H H 

I 

krtr:= 
L H H 

krf rag T 
L H H 
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UR 

HTA (3-11) 

Stem H Assignment I (91) 

Root H Lowering (To be formulated in 
(96) below) 
Tone Spread (13) 
Final L Insertion (10) 

(Note that here the F.V. and the H tonal suffix are considered two in

dependent formatives and therefore are not linked to each other by HTA 

(j-11) (c.f. Introduction of Chapter 3).) 

There is a problem with the analysis proposed so far: In the HPT 

forms with toneless roots (to be presented later in section (4.8)), 

the tense H suffix is found to be always assigned to the stem final 

syllable, regardless of the association status of the root initial 

syllable after the application of all other relevant tone assignment 

rules. I will address this problem in the section on the HPT. 

In each H-toned form in (88), the root initial syllable is real

ized L, whereas in each non-H form, this syllable is realized H. The 
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most straighforward explanation is that in the H-toned forms, the root 

H tone is lowered in the presence of the PCT H suffix. (Again, as we 

will see, there are other tenses with a H tense suffix, namely, the 

MPT and IFT, in which the root initial syllable also has a surface L 

tone in the H-toned forms.) The lowering of the root H tone can be 

accounted for by a general rule of Root H Lowering stated as follows: 

94. Root H Lowering (Preliminary) 

l,, .... , 
root , 

Earlier in the study, we have seen cases in which the root H lowers 

also after the O.P. H tone (c.f, Root H Lowering (28)). It will be 

shown later that in case~ a tense H suffix and O.P. Hare pres

ent, it is the O,P. H, .!!,£! the root H, that lowers. 

/ ;,,.,. ' , / 
The derivation of kUhaandiikaa /kU+handiik+aa / illustrates the 

analysis provided for the plain H-toned PCT forms so far: 
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95. +,odlik aa UR 

L H H 

I 
PCT 

•1trik 'j MTA (3-11) 
Stem H Assignment I (91) 

L H H 

kUhaand iikaa Root H Lowering (94) 

I I \;1 Tone Spread ( 13) 
Final L Insertion (10) 

L L H L Prenasalization (2-122) 

As far as the non-H forms in (88) are concerned, at first 

glance, no single rule stated in terms of the syllable can account for 

the placement of this H suffix in all forms (see (89)). On the con

trary, the.simplest analysis seems to be that the PCT H suffix is as

signed to the second V-unit of the stem. This analysis challenges the 

assumption that the tone bearing unit of the language is the sylla

ble, Examining the forms in (89) more carefully, however, one will 

notice that in every form where His realized on the s 1 only, s1 is 

long, whereas in the other cases, s1 is short. Tonal data on the Mid

dle Future Tense illuminates the surface tonal patterns of the PCT 

data in (89): 



96, Examples of Plain MFT forms: 

_!) H-toned ~ 

1) "we will cut for" 

ii) "we will stir for" 

iii) "we will write for" 

i) "we will think" 

ii) "we will love for" 

iii) "we will swim for" 

/ / , 
nakUkaragirI 

'ti .,. / , 

nakUcuuka,rirI 

nakUhafrnd iikir I 

/ / , 
nakUganaga,pe 

/' , 
nakUyaanzlrI ,, 
nakweereemere 

D ' / 0 /na+kU+karag+Ir+e 'I 

• .. " 0 ' /na+kU+~uukay+Ir+e I 

O ' ,; 0 ... 
I /na+kU+handiik+Ir+e 

• .... 0 ' 
/na+kU+ganag,+e / . ... . . ' 
/na+kU+yanz+lr+e I 

n 

/n:+kU+ye'reem+ir+e 'I 

According to my analysis of the MFT (to be detailed in 4.11), the 

source of the surface Hin the examples in (96) is the root H, which 

is inserted by rule to the underlyingly toneless forms in (96b). 

Like in the non-H PCT forms in (88), the forms in (96) show two 

surface tonal patterns: in examples (96a 1-ii) and (96b i-ii), the 

stem is H up to the third syllable (S3)-- not the third mora (see (96a 

ii) and (96b ii~, whereas in examples (96a 111) and (96b iii) where 

the syllable preceding s3, i.e. s2, is long, the stem is H up to only 

S2• Note that no single tone assignment rule can be stated in terms 

of the syllable .2!. the V-unit to account for the surface tonal pat

terns of all MFT forms in (96) in a direct manner. 

Considering the data in (96) in conjuction with those in (89), 

one may make the generalization that in both sets of data, the verb 

stem is H up to the nth stem syllable unless the (n-1) th syllable is 

long, in which case, the stem is H only up to the (n-1l th syllable; n 
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= 2 in (89) and n = 3 in (96). Now suppose that in the MFT, the root 

His assigned to the third stem syllable by a rule stated as follows: 

97. Stem H Assignment II 

s 

rr 6" (f .... 

I 
I 

I 

H 

I 
I 

I 

HFT 

This H tone spreads leftwards to all preceding toneless syllables. In 

stems where the second syllable is long, however, the tense H dissoci

ates from the designated syllable (i.e. s3i by the following rule: 

98. Stem H Dissociation 

V V 

V 
Ur) If' CJ 

.~ 
st H 

(It should be pointed out that in any single verb form, if the stem H 

is assigned by (91), this H tone is never found to subsequently become 

dissociated by (98). Thus, the PCT H suffix in a H-toned PCT form 

like kUhaandiik;a /k~+h~ndiik+aa' / "we are writing" (88a vi) does 

not under~o Stem H Dissociation (98) to derive an incorrect form 
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/ •kUhaandiikaa. This fact can be easily accounted for by comparing the 

SD's of (91) and (98): the SD of (91) specifies that the stem initial 

syllable must be~ whereas that of (98) implies that the stem ini

tial syllable must be free after the application of all tone assisn

ment rules, since this syllable is susceptible to Tone Spread (13), 

No single H tone can be found to occur in an environment that satis

fies the SD of both rules. 

With rule (98), one can then account for the data in (89) by pos-

tulating an ITAH that assigns a free H tone in the stem to the~ 

stem syllable, Further, this rule is ordered crucially after Stem H 

Assignment I {91) and Stem H Assignment II (97), Such a rule repre

sents the default case of Stem H Assignment: 

99. Stem H Assignment Ill 

l? 
st: 

The initial tone assignment rules postulated so far and their correct 

orderin6s are summarized as follows: 

100, Summary of Initial Tone Assignment Rules 

(75) Imperative L Prefix Assignment 

(3-11) Horpbological Tone Aaaociatiou 

lr ·····J 
(Brackets demarcate morpheme boundaries) 

(91) Stem H Assignment I 

{97) Stem H Assignment II 

(Y9) Stem H Assignment III 

r-. G 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
H 

at 
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In the non-H PCT forms, after the application of (99), in cases 

where the syllable preceding s 2 is long, the PCT His dissociated from 

S2 by H Dissociation (9B). This hypothesis accounts for the surface 

tonal contrast between the forms in the left and right hand columns in 

., ., ' 0 ,,,, 
(B9). Under this analysis, kUganag~aa /kU+ganaga,r+aa / "we are 

thinking• (88b vi) and kUs;ambaa /kU+s:mb+aa" / "we are burning" (88b 

ii) are derived as follows: 

101. 

a) tr ttUIH h 

L H 
I 

PCT 

b) kU 

!ffflf ~ u tr c v l- er rr c( 

I"\ 
L H 

c) 

d) ·r rrr~m h ij eve eve 

0- i rr'rt 
I~ \l 
L H L 

UR 

L H 

P!T 

rr ivi ~ 
Initial Syllabification 
(2-125) 

CV HTA C:s-11) 

I ~ i Stem H Assignment III 
IS' (99) 

I \j 
Tone Spread (1]) 

L H 

n rnr t 
Stem H Dissociation 

(98) 

i i i 
I ~ 
L H 

~f~ 
Final L Insertion (10) 
Tone Spread (11) 
Other Rules 

a- er rJ' 

I I \ 
L H L 
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As one may have noticed, in the last stage of the derivation in 
,,. 

(101), the autosegmental structure of kUsaamba meets the SD of Penul-

timate Lowering (16), which if applied to the form would derive an in

correct surface representation *kUstamba. One possible explanation is 

that Stem H Dissociation (98) is crucially ordered after Penultimate 

Lowering (16). This solution is problematic, however, in accounting 

for certain data in the HFT which I will present in section 4.10. An 

alternative hypothesis would be that grammatical H tones (i.e. H tones 

characterizing grammatical as opposed to lexical formatives) do not 

undergo Penultimate Lowering (16). It will be demonstrated in the 

section on the HFT that this latter hypothesis is the correct one. 

4.7.1.1 Plain PCT forms with Type A y-initial roots 
~ 

Plain PCT forms with type A y-initial roots present an interest,. 
ing problem for the tonal analysis of Llogoori verbs. Consider the 

following data: 

102. 
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Plain PCT Forms with Type A y-initial roots: ,. 

i) "I am killing for" 

,,. "' nzitlraa 

ii) "I am filling" 

nziz6r1z~a 

_£) Non-H ~ 

i) "l am wanting for" 
_,, A , _, 

neneraa"' neneraa 
n II n n 

ii) "I am swimming for" 
,,,,,,,,.. .,,,, 

nzereemeraa ... nzereemeraa 

iii) "I am remembering" 
.,,,. ,, ,A ,,, , 

nzizurizaa "'nzizurizaa 

1N+yi.t+ir+aa " / 
" 

. , 
/N+yizuriz+aa .,. / 

" 

' 0 0 , 
/N+yen+Ir+aa I ,. " 

' . . , 
/N+yereem+Ir+aa I .. 

' 0 , 
/N+,rizuriz+aa / 

The surface tonal pattern of the H-toned forms in (102) is consistent 

with the analysis provided for the H-toned PCT forms in (88): The 

root His lowered in the presence of the PCT H suffix. The root ini

tial syllable resyllabifies with the nasal subject prefix (whose un

derlying tonal properties are inconsequential to the surface tonal 

melody of the verb form because these properties are not realized in 

the surface. (c.f. discussion on the tonal realization of nasal mor

phemes in section 4.2). The PCT H suffix is assigned to the F.V., 

which spreads leftwards up to but excluding the L-toned initial sylla

ble. 



The non-H forms, however, have interesting variations. 15 Each 

non-H form in (102) has two possible surface tonal patterns, one being 

characteristic of the H-toned plain PCT forms examined before, and the 

other one the non-H forms. Take (102b i), viz,, nen~r~a ~ neneraa as -,.-n-- ;;-ir-

an example. The first tonal pattern consists of a L tone on the stem 

initial syllable, and H thereafter, which is the same as that of the 

H-toned form nzitlr:.i. The second surface tonal pattern, on the other 

hand, is predictable under the analysis provided for other non-H 

forms; the second stem syllable is assigned the PCT H, which spreads 

leftwards to the stem initial syllable. The final syllable is L due 

to final L Insertion (10). The analysis of the tonal variations in 

the other examples in (102b) is analogous. 

What the tonal data in (102b) suggest is that in Llogoori, there 

is an optional neutralization of Hand non-H plain PCT forms with 

type Ax-initial roots. The surface tonal pattern of the H-toned 

forms is the neutralized case. Recall that in the Perfect Tense also, 

non-H verbs with a type A x-in}tial root are tonally the same as H

toned verbs in the SR, without any obvious phonological explanation. 

The difference is that in the Perfect Tense, non-H forms with type A 

~-initial roots are always pronounced with a melody characteristic of 

the H-tone forms. There is no variations between a Hand non-H treat

ment as there is in the PCT forms. 

15 The variations are recorded during different elicitation sessions. 
It should be pointed out that within each single session, the 
speaker was consistent as to which tonal melody she used. (In oth
er words, during each session, only one of the two possible tone 
melodies was recorded for each verb.) 

In view of these observations, perhaps the tonal neutralization 

of verb forms with type Ax-initial is better explained at the lexical 

level. Apparently, all non-H Type Ax-initial roots are lexically 

marked for H Insertion (53). In the Perfect Tense, rule (53) is an 

obligatory rule, whereas in the Present Continuous Tense and other 

tenses to be examined later, it is an optional rule. Of course, more 

data consisting of verb forms with non-Hy-initial roots are needed 
n 

for a final conclusion to be drawn. 
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4.7.2 Present Continuous Tense~ with Object Prefix 

103a, H-toned ~ 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

•we are biting it" 

•we are cooking it" 

"we are cutting it" 

•we are eating it" 

v) "we are killing it" 

vi) •we are gathering 
them together• 

vii) •we are writing it" 

viii) •we are filling it" 

ix) •we are cutting for 
it" 

.,. ~ A 

kUklrUmaa 
, I A 

kUkedee'kaa 

.I'~/ A 
kUklkaragaa 

., ~ I' 

kUklrIIzaa 

V , ! " kUciitaa 
, I_ , ,., 

kUvivUUngizaa 

,, ! , " 
kUklhaandiikaa 

I 
V / • , .I' A 

kUciizurizaa 
,! ., ., ,;,,,. 

kUklkaraglraa 

i) "we are hitting it" kUklduyaa 
r 

ii) "we are burning it" kUklsaambaa 

iii) we are selling it" kUklgUrizaa 

iv) "we are grinding it" kUklsy~ezaa 

v) 

vii) 

"we are loving for 
it" 

"we are thinking of 
it" 

kUklya'anzlraa ,. 
, ,, 

kUklganag1aa 

/kU+kl+rUm+aa / / 

' / ., , 
/kU+kl+deek+aa / 

/kU+kl+k~rag+aa' / 

/klJ+kI+rl+iz+aa "' / 

' / , , 
/kU+kI+yit+aa / ,. 

' , , , 
/kU+vi+vUngiz+aa / 

' / ; ., 
/kU+kl+handiik+aa / 

/kll+kf+yizuriz+aa "' / ,. 
' / , 0 , 

/kU+kl+karag+Ir+aa / 

' , 0 /kU+kl+dux+aa / 

' I O ; /kU+kl+samb+aa / 

' I O _, 
/kU+kI+gUriz+aa / 

\ I .!., 0 / 
/kU+kl+sle+iz+aa / 

' , 0 0 
/kU+kl+yanz+Ir+aa' / 

" - ,, . 
/kU+kl+ganag1+aa I 
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104, PCT forms with Q.f.. that have toneless !.i'.£! ! y-initial ~ 
n 

i) Hwe are wanting it" 
., .,1.,.. b , o , 

kUcee~aa /k +kl+Je11+aa I 

ii) "we are remembering kUc'ii~ur1z~ /kU+k1+yizuriz+aa ~ I 
it" ,. 

iii) "we are swimming for 
V , ~ / / h , ,- 0 0 / 

kUceereemeraa /kU+kl+yereem+Ir+aa / 
it" ,. 

The surface tonal pattern of the non-H PCT forms with O.P. in 

(103b) above is the same as that of the non-H plain PCT forms seen in 

(88b): Hon the stem initial syllable only if this syllable is long, 

and Hon the first two stem syllable otherwise. Other syllables are 

L-toned. 

The surface tone melody of the H-toned PCT forms in (103a) is L H 

IH L, with the first L tone on the object and subject prefixes, Hon 

the first stem syllable, and downstepped H thereafter. (The final 

syllables are 119- duet~ the insertion of a final L tone.) The forms 

in (104), though underlyingly consisting of toneless roots, have the 

same surface tone melody as the H-toned forms in (103). I will dis

cuss these forms later. 

Underlyingly, the tone melody of a H-toned PCT form with O.P. is 

composed of four morphological tones: the S.P. L, the O.P. H, the root 

H, and the PCT H. On the surface, however, both the subject and ob

ject prefixes have a L tone. To account for the surface L tone on the 

object prefix, one may argue that in the presence of a tense H suffix, 

the O.P. H becomes L. (Justification for such a claim comes from the 



observation that in all other tenses with a H tense suffix, namely, 

the IFT and HPT, the O.P. has a surface L tone.) An interesting point 

to note is that it is the O.P. in the H-toned forms (as well as the 

non-H forms)--not the root H--that lowers. This is contradictory to 

the _prediction of both of the Root H Lowering rules (28) and ( 94). To 

account for all the different cases of H tone lowering seen so far, it 

is proposed that there is a rule in Llogoori that changes the leftmost 

H tone of a tonal sequence consisting of a tense H suffix to L, and 

that this rule is crucially ordered before Root H Lowering (26): 

105. H Tone Lowering 

r 

l 
a) 

bl 

H 

ll ••••.••• H 
-- I 

'\_ TNS 

1 is maximal 

(same as rule (26)) 

(Note: " [ " between a) and b) indicates crucial ordering) 

(105a) replaces (94) as its scope encompasses that of the latter: 

(105a) correctly predicts that in a verb form with a H tense suffix 

but no O.P., it is the root H--which is the leftmost H tone--that de-

letes (same prediction as (94)). In addition, it correctly predicts 

that should the O.P. H be present, it would be the O.P. H instead of 

the root H that deletes, since the O.P. H will in this case be the 

leftmost H tone, not the root H. 

Like in the H-toned plain PCT forms, the PCT H suffix is assigned 

by rule (91) in the H-toned forms in (103), This H suffix spreads 

leftwards up to and excluding the stem initial syllable which is 

linked to the root H. Being immediately preceded by the root H, the 

PCT H suffix is realized IH on the surface. The derivation of kUkI-
.,!, A ' / / , 

karagaa /kU+kI+karag+aa I "we are cutting it" ( 10:!a iii) illustrates 

the analysis provided for the H-toned PCT forms in (103a) so far: 

106. 
kU kl lkarag aa 

L HlH H 

I 
PCT 

kl ki ~rag aa 

L L l H H 

k! ttr· 1 
kUkikaragaa 
11 I 'V\ 
L L H H L 

UR 

H Tone Lowering (105a) 
HTA (3-11) 

Stem H Assignment I (91) 

Final L Insertion (10) 
Tone Spread (13) 

In the case of the PCT forms with y-initial roots (see examples 
n 

(103a v) and (103a viii), the root H resyllabifies with the O.P. L 
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(derived from the underlying H by rule (105a)). Then by Rising Tone 

Simplification (49), the tautosyllabic LH sequence becomes H. This 
V 

accounts for the fact that in both (103a v) and (103a viii), the stem 

initial syllable is H-toned in the SR. 

The analysis of the non-H PCT forms with O.P. is the same as that 

of the non-H plain PCT forms: the PCT H suffix is assigned to the 

second stem syllable by Stem H Assignment III (99), Just in case that 

the stem initial syllable is long, the H suffix dissociates from the 

designated syllable, i.e. s2, by Stem H Dissociation (98) (c,f. (103b 

ii), (103b iv),and (103b v). Rules established before then account 

/ 

for the rest. For example, the derivations of kUklsaambaa 
\ ~ 0 .,,. .,, ,, 

/kU+kl+samb+aa / "we are burning it" (103b ii) and kUklgUrizaa 
' / 0 ,,,, 

/kU+kl+gUriz+aa / "we are selling it" (103b iii) are as follows: 

107, 

4.7.2.1 
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H 
I 

PCT 

kU kl samb aa 

II~ 
L L H 

kU kl gUriz aa 

II~ 
L L H 

kUklsaambaa 

11 I I 
L L H L 

kUklgUrizaa 

I I~ \ 
L L H L 

UR 

H Tone Lowering (105a) 
HTA (3-11) 
Stem H Assignment III 
(99) 

Tone Spread (13) 

Stem H Dissociation (98) 

Final L Insertion (10) 
Prenasalization (2-122) 

PCT Forms with O,P, that Have Toneless Type A y-intial Roots ,, 
Data in (104) shows that the H vs. non-H distinction is obligato

rily neutralized in PCT forms with O,P. that have Type A y-initial ,, 
roots, with the tonal melody of the H-toned forms appearing in the 

neutralized case. 



4,7,3 

As in the plain imperative, tt,e H suffix in the !'CT forms deletes 

in non-phrase-final position. 

In 

Gloss: 

a) i) •we are cut.tin" slowly" 

ii) •we are cuttinM quie1kly• 

b) 1) "we are sellin¥ slowly• 

11) •we are aellinK quickly• 

1) 1) •we are cutting it alowly" 

ii) "we are cuttinK it quickly" 

b) i) •we are aellinli it slowly• 

--gar aha = VWBBIJiU 

/ ,, .,. , 
kUkaragaa garana 

kUkaragaa vwaa~gu 
..... ,,. I',· 

kUgUrizH1 aarana 

,I , - - -kUklkai-agaa gilraha 

kUklk~ragaa vwa■!}KU 

Citation: 

, ,.. 
kUkaraH,aa 

kUg\Jrizaa 

I 
kUklk~i-'aKU 

kUklglJriza~ g~raha kUkislJri'zaa 

the examples above, syllables on which the H suffix 

citation are all realized the same as the initial tone 

adverb. This shows that these syllables are toneless 

UR: 

' , , 
/kU+kl+kara11,+aa ' / 

.. I' • , 

/kU+kl+gUriz+aa / 

is realized in 

of a following 

in non-final po-

sition, or else·, one would expect them to be realized higher than the 

following adverb. 16 

16 / / 
Note that in the"--- garaha" context, if the PCT H su~f;x were 
present in the verb, one would expect the initial Hof garaha to 
downstep. 
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4. 8 ~ f!2! mg_ 

The Middle Past Tense (MPT) is used when speaking of events that have 

taken place between several days to about a week ago. Obligatory seg

mental constituents are the subject prefix, the tense prefix /-aa-/, 

the root, and the final vowel /-1/: S,P, + aa +Root+ i. 17 

4.8.1 ~ Past !!!!!! f.2!:!!! ~ Object Prefix 

17 

1O9a. ~ ~ 

1) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

vi) 

vii) 

viii) 

ix) 

"I bit" 
"we bit" 
"you (sg.) bit" 
•you (pl.) bit• 
"He/she bit" 
"They bit" 

"we cooked" 

•we cut" 

"we killed" 

•we ate" 

"we stirred" 

"we wrote" 

"we cut for" 

•we filled for• 

,. 
ndaarllmi 
kwaarUmi 
waarUm'1 
mwaaru~! 
yaarUmi 
~aarum1' 

kwaadee~1 

kwaakaraJ'f 
,. 

kwaayiti 

" kwaarII 

V , 1' 
kwaacuuk'!/11 

, ,. 
kwaahaandiici 

, , ,., 
kwaakaragirI 

/ ✓ , A 
kwaayi:wrizirI 

' / 
/N+aa+r~+i/ 
/kU+aa+rUm+i/ 
;l)+aa+rUm+i/ 
1111u+aa+r;Om+11 
/y+aa+rUm+i/ 
/v~+aa+rUm+i/ 

' ; /kU+aa+deek+i/ 

' , /kU+aa+karag+i/ 

' , /kU+aa+yit+i/ 
n 

' / 
/kU+aa+rI+i/ c 

' ., , 
/kU+aa+cuukay+i/ 

\ ; 
/kU+aa+handiik+i/ 

\ ,. 0 

/kU+aa+karag+Ir+e/ 
\ / 0 

/kU+aa+yizuriz+Ir+e/ 

" 

Note that as in the Perfect Tense, the F.V. is /-e/ instead of /-1/ 
ic the presence of the applied extension /-Ir/ (see examples (1O9a 
viii) (1O9a ix), (11Oa 11), (11Oa 111), and the examples in (11Ob). 



109b. 

110. 
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!!.e!!.:!!. Verbs 

1) "we hit" 
,, ,.. ' • kwaadUyi /kU+aa+dU~+i/ 

11) "we burnt• kwaasa'amb1 ' /kU+aa+samb+i/ 

111) 11 we sold" 
,, , "" ' • kwaagUrizi.- /kU+aa+gUriz+i/ 

iv) •we ground" kwaas~ ' !.. /kU+aa+sle+i/ 

v) "we thought" 
,, / / I\ ' kwaaganag'Ti /kU+aa+g,nas~,i+i/ 

vi) "we continued" 
,, ✓ , " ' 0 

kwaaziizaglli /kU+aa+ziizagll+i/ 

f.!!1!!. MPT forms ~ toneless ~tinitial ~ 

.!,l Ile!!. y-initial Roots 
n 

i) •we wanted 11 

,. , ,. 
kwaaie.f i ~ kwaa xepi 

11) •we remembered for• 
.,,. ,,,. ,, ,.. ,,,. ,,,. ., ~ .... 

kwaayizUrizlrl ~ kwaayizUrizlrl 

iii) •we swam for" 

kwaayeere'eme're ~kwaaye°ereemere 
" ,, 

_E) Ile!~ Y-initial Roots 

" 
i) "we loved for• 

;- A , ,,,, ,,._ 

kwaaxaanzlrl ~ kwaaxaanzlrl 

ii) "we buried" 
,.. ,,... ., ,,, " 

kwaayavlrl ~ kwaayavlrl 
" ,. 

/kll+aa+y:n+i/ 
" " 

... • 0 

/kU+aa+yizuriz+lr+e/ 
" 

... 0 • 

/kU+aa+yereem+Ir+e/ 
" 

' 0 0 /kU+aa+yanz+lr+e/ 
" 

Toe Middle Past Tense is the only tense in which the initial /y/ ,. 

of~ Type A and Type B roots does not delete after the tense prefix 
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vowel (see examples (109a iv), (109a ix), and examples in (110)). 18 

Unlike the Imperative F.V. /-1/, the Middle Past Tense F.V. /-1/ de-

" letes When preceded by a -CV(V)- root. The derivations of kwaarll 

' / I\ :"\ 0 
/kU+aa+rl+i/ "we ate" (109a v) and kwaasye /ku+aa+sle+i/ "we ground" 

(109b iv) are given as follows: 

111. 
kU a sle i kU a r\ i 

UJ L ~ 
kUa rl 

Ut~t 
kUarI 

VAi~ 
CVVCVV 

l! ~lU ! 

1M1 
kUasYe 

VAV\ 
CVVC V 

UR 

1-Deletion (2-117) 
Convention (2-94) 
Linking Convention 
(2-95) 

Glide Formation (2-111) 
Convention (2-94) 
Linking Convention 
(2-95) 
V-Deletion (2-132) 

Note also that the root final velar and interdental consonants 

palatalize in front of the HPT F.V. /-i/ (see (109a ii), (109a iii), 

(109a vii), (109b i) and (110a 1)) by the palatalization rules (2-14) 

and (2-62). 

ln the examples in (109), the H-toned forms are Lon the tense 

prefix syllable and root initial syllable, and H thereafter. The 

non-H forms, on the other hand, are Lon only the tense prefix, and H 

on the entire stem. 

18 The initial /y/ of Type A roots deletes after the the Near Future 
Tense prefix ?ra-/, the Far Future Tense prefix /raka-/, and the 
Remote Past Tense prefix /aa-/ (c.f. data in 4.2, 4.4, and 4. 11), 
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That the HPT is characterized by a H tone can be inferred from 

the presence of a surface Hin the non-H HPT forms in (109b). Thus, 

112. 
H 

I 
HPT 

Unlike the PCT H which is assigned differently in the H-toned and 

non-H verbs (by (91) and (99) respectively), the HPT His always as

signed to the stem final syllable regardless of the underlying tonal 

structure of the root. Furthermore, this H tone never undergoes Stem 

H Dissociation (98), even when the SD of the rule is met. So for in

stance, the form for "we burnt" is kwaasaambi and not •kwaasa'ambi 

(kwaasa,mbi ------> •kwaasa'ambi). So far I have not found any phono-
(98) 

logical explanation for the exceptional behavior of the HPT H. For 

the purpose of this study, I will account for the special phonological 

status of the HPT H suffix in morphological terms. Thus, the HPT H 

suffix is assigned by a morphologically conditioned ITAR which is or

dered crucially before Stem H Assignment (91): 

113. HPT H Suffix Assignment 

r 
I 
I 
I 

~ 

\ 
HPT 

vu 

VU= Verb Unit 
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Furthermore, in order to avoid the HPT H suffix from undergoing Stem H 

Dissociation (98), (98) is restated as follows: 

114. Stem H Dissociation (Final Version) 

vv 
V 

(o) o o 

\1/4 
H 

st 

lJPT] 
(114) replaces (98). 

In the H-toned forms, this suffix spreads leftwards up to but ex

cluding the root inital syllable which is linked to the lexical root 

tone. In the non-H forms, it spreads through the entire stem since 

all stem syllables are toneless. 

Considering the data in (109) alone, the underlying tonal status 

of the tense marker is ambiguous: it (the tense prefix) could be ana

lyzed as a toneless morpheme which obtains the L tone of the S.P. as a 

result of resyllabification, or, alternatively, it could be analyzed 

as underlyingly L-toned. A non-H MPT form with the 1st sg. subject 

prefix shows that the tense prefix is in fact L-toned: 

115. 111 bit" 
, A 

ndaaduyi 
' I) ,, 

/N+aa+duy+i / 
" 

As pointed out before, the tonal properties of a nasal morpheme 

in word initial position do not surface (c.f. discussion in 4.2). 

/ A ' 0 "' Thus, the surface Lon the tense prefix in ndaaduyi /N+aa+duj+i / 
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cannot be attributed to the S.P. L tone. The simplest explanation for 

the surface L here is that the tense prefix itself is L-toned: 

116. 

/ A ' ' / _, 

The derivation of kwaakaraJi /kU+aa+karag+i / "we cut" (109a 
.,,. \' 0 ., 

iii) and kwaaduyi /kU+aa+duy+i / "we hit" ( 109b i) illustrate the ,, 
analysis so far: 

117. kU aa karag i 

L L H H 

I 
MPT 

kU u rcag 1 

L L L H 

kl V karag i 

i ~ t 5" Ii 

l l I ! L 

kU v karag i 

~ 0- } i i 
l l l \l 
V karag i 

~ ¥'!-i 
/\\~ 
L L L H 

vv~\f 
[I'I 
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kU ti' L L H 

I 
MPT 

kU aa uy i 

t¥ I" I 
6'" tr 

I I ! L L 

kU aa duy i 

t Y r i 
l l \l 

x~ 
L L H 

Vi'i 
I \j 
L H 

UR 

H Tone Lowering (105a) 

Initial Syllabification 
(2-125) 
HTA (3-11) 
MPT H Suffix Assignment 
( 113) 

Tone Spread (13) 

C-Syllabification (2-127) 
Syllable Fusion (2-128) 

Twin Sister Convention 
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Glide Formation (2-111) 
V-Deletion (2-132) 
Palatalization (2-14) & 
(2-62) 
Final L Insertion (10) 

With respect to MPT forms with toneless y-initial roots, data in 
" 

(110) show that both plain MPT forms with Type A roots and those with 

Type B roots are subject to tonal reanalysis. l9 

19 
This is not like in the Perfect Tense, the Present Continuous 
Tense, and other tenses to be examined later where only verb forms 
with Type Ai-initial roots may be treated as H-toned verbs. It 
should be noEed, however, that at a later session, the speaker 
judged that the "L L H L• melody (the surface tone melody charac
teristic of the H-toned forms) "is better" in the Type A plain MPT 
forms in (110), and "L H L" (the melody characteristic of the non-I! 
forms) in the Type B forms, although both melodies are acceptible 
in both types of verbs. What this seems to suggest is that the 
tonal neutralization of they-initial roots by H Insertion (53) is 
an on going process in Llogo8ri, beginning with the Type A toneless 
roots, and only gradually "diffusing" to the Type B roots. The 
questions remain, however: 1) Why should tonal neutralization take 
place in the Type A roots in the first place; 2) Why should this 
"diffusion" of change to Type B roots take place in the MPT first? 
These are questions that await further study on the language to ad
dress. 
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4.8.2 ~ Past I!!!!!~ .!!llh Object Prefix 

118a. 

i) 

ii) 

"we bit it" 

•we cooked it" 

iii) "we cut it" 

iv) "we killed it" 

v) •we ate it" 

vi) •we stirred it" 

vii) "we wrote it" 

viii) •we filled it" 

ix) "we cut for it" 

118b. ~ Verbs 

i) "we hit it" 

ii) •we burnt it" 

iii) "we sold it" 

iv) "we ground it" 

v) "we thought of 
it" 

vi) "we loved it" 

vii) "we worked for 
it" 

viii) •we buried it" 

, ! " kwaaklrUmi 
,., i\ 

kwaakedee~i 

,I , t"' 
kwaakikai"aJi 

y ,. ! ,. 
kwaaciiti 

i\ 
kwaakiryi 

,., ✓ ! / A 

kwaakicuuk1i 
,,. I , " 

kwaakihaahd 11~ 1 

v"I,," 
kwaaciizurizi 

I ,,. , , A.. 
kwaakikaragirI 

kwaakidGyi 
,. ,. 

kwaakisaambi 
, , /I 

kwaakigUrizi 

kUaakisye 

,,. , / " 
kwaakiganaga,ri 

,. ,. 
kwaakIKaanzi 

I' ,- A 

kwaakiyIInzlli 
" 

, , ... 
kwaakiyavirI ,. 

.. ' ,, / , 
/kU+aa+kI+rUm+i I 

/kU+aa+kI+deek+i , / 

' ' / ,,. , 
/kU+aa+kI+karag+i / 

' ' / ,, , 
/kU+aa+kI+yit+i / ,. 

' ' ,, , / 
/kU+aa+kI+rI+i / 

' ' / .,, , , 
/kU+aa+kI+cuuka,p+i / 

' ' , , , 
/kU+aa+kI+handiik+i / 

' \ / ,I' 

/kU+aa+kI+yizuriz+i '/ ,. 
' ' ,,. ,, 0 .,,. 

/kU+aa+kI+karag+Ir+e / 

/kU+;a+kl+d~x+i / 

' ' , 0 ,,. 
/kU+aa+kI+samb+i / 

' .. , . , 
/kU+aa+kI+gUriz+i / 

.. ' , !.. ,. 
/kU+aa+kI+sie+i / 

.. ... / 0 ,, 

/kU+aa+kI+yanz+i / 
• 

, / o 0 

/kU+aa+kl+ylnzlr+Ir+e '/ 
' 

' ... , 0 
/kU+aa+kl+yavlr+e '/ 

" 



119. 
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MPT forms with O.P. That Have Toneless Type A y-Initial Roots 

a) "we wanted it" 
I 

",/'•" kwaaceej1i 

b) "we remembered it" 

v , ! I I f). 
kwaaciizurizl 

c) "we swam for it" 

• /\. ,/ I ~ kwaaceereemere 

" 

' ... / 0 , 
/kU+aa+kI+yen+i / 

,. n 

' ' ~ 0 ., 
/kU+aa+kI+yizuriz+i / 

n 

' ... , 0 0 

/kU+aa+kI+yereem+Ir+e •1 
n 

Like in the plain MPT forms, the MPT His assigned to the stem 

final syllable in the MPT forms with O.P. 

The surface tonal pattern of the H-toned MPT forms in (118) is 

the same as that of the PCT forms seen in (103): The prefixes have a 

surface L tone, the root initial syllable is H, and IH thereafter. 

The tonal analysis of the H-toned MPT forms with O.P. and that of the 

H-toned PCT forms without O.P. are also the same: The O.P. is low

ered by rule (105a). In the forms with Type A y-initial roots (c.f. ,. 
(118a iv) and (118a viii)), the object prefix /kl-/ induces Post-Vo

calic i-Deletion (2-8). The O.P. L (derived from H) consequently re

syllabifies with the root initial H tone. By Rising Tone Simplifica

tion (49), a H tone results on the surface, Thus, the derivation of 
I 

kwaacifti "we killed it" ( 118a iv) is as follows: 

120. 

kU aa kl yit i 

I ~ I "I I 

II [ I I 
kU aa kl it i 

V'V\J 
i ~ \ 
L L H H 
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UR 

H Tone Lowering (105a) 

Initial Syllabification (2-125) 
HTA (3-11) 
HPT H Suffix Assignment (113) 

Post-Vocalic y-Deletion (2-8) 
C-Syllabification (2-127) 
Syllable Fusion (2-128) 
Twin Sister Convention 

Rising Tone Simplification (49) 

Palatalization (2-14) 
Glide Formation (2-111) 
V-Deletion (2-132) 
Final L Insertion (10) 

C 



The H suffix is downstepped as it is preceded by another H, viz., the 

root H. 

In the non-H MPT forms with o.P., the 0,P. His lowered also by 

rule (105a). Then like in the plain non-H HPT forms, the H suffix 

spreads leftwards through the entire toneless stem • 

.,. ! .,, y'/\ ' \ / / / 
The derivations of kwaakikaraJi /kU+aa+kI+karag+i / "we cut it" 

.,, ; A \ \ / 0 / 1· tll 
(118a iii) and kwaakigUrizi /kU+aa+kI+gUriz+i / "we sold 

(118b iii) illustrate the analysis of the HPT forms with 0.P. provided 

above: 

121. 
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kU aa kl karag i kU aa kl gUriz i 

L L H H H L L H H 

I I 
HPT HPT 

kU aa kl karag 1 kU aa kl gUriz 1 

L L L H H L L L H 

UR 

H Tone Lowering (105al 

Initial Syllabification 
(2-125) 
HTA (3-11) 
HPT H Suffix Assignment 
(113) 

C-Syllabification 
(2-127) 
Syllable Fusion (2-128) 
Twin Sister Convention 
Tone Spread (13) 

Final L Insertion (10) 
Glide Formation (2-111) 
Palatalization (2-14) 
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4.8.2.1 HPT Forms with Toneless y-initial Roots ,. 

Comparing examples (118b vi-viii) with those in (119), one sees 

that in the presence of the O.P., only HPT forms with Type A y-initial 
" 

roots are treated as lexically H-toned. But note also that in the 

presence of the O.P., the distinction between Type A and Type B forms 

surface: Type A roots undergo Post-Vocalic ~-Deletion (2-8) and Type 

B roots do not. This shows that the exceptionality of Type A roots to 

Post-Vocalic y-Deletion (2-8) is due to a property of the formative 
" 

element /-aa-/ and not the morphosyntactic category "Middle Past 

Tense• itself. 

4.8.3 HPT !!. ~ Deletion 

Like the root Hin plain imperative forms and the PCT H suffix, 

the HPT H suffix deletes in non-phrase-final position: 

122. Cilou: 

a) 1) •we cut al owly• 

11} •we cut quickly" 

b) 1) •we sold slowly" 

i1) •we sold quickly" 

J!!!. FORMS llil!. Q..f.. 

a) 1) •we cut it slowly• 

11) •we cut it quickly" 

b) 1) "we sold it slowly" 
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kw■a1Urizi alirlna 

I 
kwaaklk8'r1Jf 1ar■11a 

kwaaklklraJi vwaa31u 

kwaakiaUri.%1 ,arana 
11) •we sold it '-.quickly• kwaaklgUrizi VWH,&U 

Cit.ation: 

kwaakar~J1 

, , ,. 
kwaagUr1z1 

, , . 
kwaakl1Urizi 

UR: 

... ' . , 
/kU+aa+1Uriz+i / 

' ... , " , 
/kU+aa+kl4'kar■&•i / 

.. ... , . ,,, 
/kU+aa4-kl+1Uriz+i / 

Again, in the examples above, syllables that receive the H suffix in 

citation are realized the same as the initial tone of a following ad

verb, suggesting that these syllables are toneless in non-final posi

tion, 



c 

INDEFINITE FUTURE TENSE 

Obli~atory constituents of the Indefinite Future Tense are the 

subject prefix, the tense prefix /ri-/, the root, and the F.V. /-a/: 

S.P. + ri +Root+ a. 

4.9.1 Indefinite Future Tense Forms without Object~ 

123a. H-toned Verbs 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

vi) 

vii) 

1) 

ii) 

"I will bite" 
"we will bite" 
"You (sg.) will bite" 
"You (pl.) will bite" 
"He/She will bite" 
"They will bite" 

"we will cook" 

"we Will cut" 

11 we will kill" 

"we will eat" 

"we will stir" 

"we will cut for" 

"we will hit" 

"we will burn 

iii) "we will sell" 

iv) 

v) 

v) 

vi) 

"we will grind" 

"we will sell for" 

"we will love for" 

"we will work" 

ndirUma 
kUrirUma 
UrirUma 
murirUma 
arirUma 
varirUma 

,. 
kUrideeka 

/,.. 
kUrikaraga 

I\ 
kUriita 

kUrirya 

v ✓ I' 
kUricuuk1a 

kUrikar~gfr~ 

,I' i\ 
kUriduya 

r 

kUrisa~mba 

kUrigUriza 

" kUrisya 

,I' / 

kUrigUrizira 

kUriya~nzlra 
" 

kUriyllnzlra 
II 

' ,-
/N+ri+rUm+a/ 
/kU+ri+rUm+a/ 
/U+ri+rllm+a/ 
/mlJ+ri+fum+a/ 
I a'+ri+rUm+a/ 
1va+r1+rum+a1 

' ,I' /kU+ri+deek+a/ 

' / 
/kU+ri+karag+a/ 

' ,I' /kU+ri+yit+a/ 
" .... , 

/kU+ri+rl+a/ 

' v ✓ 
/kU+ri+cuuk'!J1+a/ 

' / 0 /kU+ri+karag+lr+a/ 

' . 
/kU+ri+duy+a/ 

" 
/kU+ri+s~mb+a/ 

' . 
/kU+ri+gUriz+a/ 

- !.. /kU+ri+sle+a/ 

' 0 • 
/kU+ri+gUriz+Ir+a/ 

' O 0 /kU+ri+xanz+!r+a/ 

/kU+ri+xinzlr+a/ 

124. 
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Plain !FT Forms with Toneless Type Ax-initial Roots 

al 

b) 

c) 

"we will want" 

"we will swim for" 

"we will remember" 

A 
kUryee11a 

kUryeereemera 

kUriizur!za 

' 0 0 /kU+ri+yereem+lr+a/ ,. 
/kU+r i+y1 zur iz+a/ ,. 

The Indefinite Future Tense (IFT) is characterized by a H tone, 

since non-H IFT forms also have a surface H tone: 

125. 

With the exception of the examples in (123a i) and (123a v), all 

H-toned forms in (123) are L up to and including the root initial syl

lable, and H thereafter. The non-H forms, on the other hand, are Lon 

the prefixes, Hon the stem initial syllable if this syllable is long, 

or else, Hon both the first and the second stem syllables, and L 

thereafter. The IFT forms with toneless Type A y-initial roots have 
" 

the same surface tone pattern as the H-toned forms (see data in 

(124)). 

Like other H tense suffixes seen before, the IFT His assigned to 

the second stem syllable in the non-H plain IFT forms by (99). In the 

cases where the stem initial syllable is long, by Stem H Dissociation 

(114), the IFT H suffix is dissociated from the second stem syllable. 

/ This accounts for the location of the surface Hin kUrisaamba 

'0 / 'oO I" 
/kU+ri+samb+a '/ (12Jb ii), kUriyaanzlra /kU+ri+xanz+Ir+a I 

II 
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,,, ' • ✓ 
(123b v), and kUriyIInzlra /kU+ri+yinzir+a / (12jb vi). That the 

n n 
tense prefix /ri-/ blocks the leftward spread of the IFT Hin the non-

H forms suggests that /ri-/ is L-toned. Thus, 

126. 

The derivations of kUrisa"amba /klJ+r'i+s:mb+a,,, / "we will burn" 

// ' ... 0 ✓ 
( 123b ii) and kUrigUriza /kU+ri+gUriz+a / "we will sell" (123b iii) 

illustrate the analysis provided for the non-H IFT forms in (12J) so 

far: 

12T. 

kU ri samb a 

I I ""-
L L H 

krrrmbi 

L L H L 
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UR 

HTA (3-11) 
Stem H Assignment III 
l!l!ll 

Tone Spread (13) 

Stem H Dissociation 
(114) 

Final L Insertion (10) 
Prenasalization (2-122) 

Note also that in the last stage of derivation of kuristamba above, 

the autosegmental configuration of the form meets the SD of Penulti

mate Lowering (16), which, if applied, would derive an incorrect sur

face form: *kUris£'amba. (A similar observation was made about the 

derivation of the PCT form kUsaambaa (c.f. (101))). The inapplicabil
,, 

ity of Penultimate Lowering (16) in kUrisaamba will be accounted for 

in section 4. 10 on the Middle Future Tense. 



In the H-toned IFT forms, the IFT His assigned to the stem final 

syllable by Stem H Assignment I (91). The surface Lon the root Hof 

the H-toned verbs is predictable by H Tone Lowering (105a). Disre

garding the examples in (123a i) and (123a v) for the moment, tonal 

derivations of all forms in (123a) are straightforward. For example, 

V , I\ ' ' v"~ / kUricuukapa /kU+ri+cuukan+a / "we will stir" (123a vi) derives as 
0 J 

follows: 

128. ·: t:'~; UR 

IFT 

kU r i 0 cuuka.J1 a 

l l J l 
HTA (3-11) 
Stem H Assignment I (91) 

lSuukap a 

I I 
H Tone Lowering (105a) 

L H 

krtur\!\ Tone Spread ( 13) 
Final L Insertion (10) 

L L L HL 

Surprisingly, the IFT H suffix does.!!£!:. surface in the SR of kU-

' ' , rirUma /kU+ri+rUm+a' / "we will bite" (123a 1), and·kUrirya 

/k~+ri+ri+a .,, I "we will eat" ( 123a v). Note that both forms have a 

-CV(C)- root structure underlyingly. This reminds us of the deletion 
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of root Hin the plain imperative forms with -CV(C)- roots discussed 

in section 4.6 before. The deletion of the root Hin the IFT forms 

just cited can be accounted for by revising H Deletion (77) as fol

lows: 

129. H Deletion (Final Version) 

CV(C)V 

V \J 
a- Ir 

I 
H 

IMP 
IFT 

(In (129) above, the pair of brackets"{\" indicates that the first 

stem syllable may be linked to a L tone inside the stem or preceding 

the stem.) Rule (129) replaces (77). 

Assuming that (129) applies after Stem H Assignment I (91) and H 

Tone Lowering (105a), and before Syllable Fusion (2-128), the surface 

tone melodies of kUrirUma and kUrirya will then be accounted for: 



130. kU t·· L L H H 

I 
!FT 

kU r i rUm a 

I I I I 
Ir Ir Ir 0-

1 I I I 
L L L H 

kU ri rUm a 

t t t ~ 
i l ! 
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kU t a 

L L H H 

I 
!FT 

kU ri rl a 

t t l l 
I I I I 
L L L H 

kU ri rl a 

I I I I 
tr CT CT <r 

I I I 
L L L 

UR 

Initial Syllabification 
(2-125) 
HTA (3-11) 
Stem H Assi6nment I (91) 

H Tone Lowering (105a) 

H Deletion (129) 

e-Syllabification (2-127) 
Syllable Fusion (2-128) 
Final L Insertion (10) 
& Other Rules 

A ' ' _,. The derivation of the form kUriita /kU+ri+yit+a "/ "we will kill" ,. 
deserves further explanation. Underlyingly, the root of this form has 
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a -eve- canonic shape. If this underlying canonic structure were 

maintained at the stage of derivation at which H-Deletion (129) ap-

plies, one would expect the !FT H suffix to be deleted, resulting in 

an incorrect form *kUriita. To correctly account for the derivation 

A of kUriita, I propose that Post-Vocalic y-deletion (2-8) is ordered 
" 

crucially before H Deletion (129) to change the canonic shape of the 

root from -eve- to -ve-, and thus bleeds H-Deletion (129): 



131. 11 rt ~n i 
CV CV tvc V 

L L H 

I 
IFT 

kU ri yit a 
I I 11 711 I 
CV CV eve V 

I I I I 
L L H H 

ru ri yit a 

JU H! J 
I I I I 
L L L H 

kU ri it a 
I I 11 I! I d CV V V 

I 11 I 
L L L H 

kUr Jra 

Hbvvb! 
I I ~ 
LL HL 
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UR 

MTA (3-11) 
Stem H Association I (91) 

H Tone Lowering (105a) 

Post-Vocalic y-Deletion (2-8) 
p 

H Deletion (129) N/A 

other Rules 
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Data in (12ij) show that in the IFT, non-H forms with Type A y-
n 

initial roots undergo H Insertion (53) obligatorily. Their treatment 

is the same as that of the ff-toned forms given above. 

Indefinite Future I!!!!! f2!:!! with Object Prefix 

132a. H-toned !!!:.l!,! 
I 

, •I\ ' ' I I 
'1 i) •we will bite it• kUriklrUma /kU+ri+kl+rUm+a 

ii) •we will cook it" 
,. ! I\ 

kUrikedeeka ' ' , / , 
/kU+ri+kl+deek+a / 

I ' ' / , .,,, iii) •we will cut it" kUriklk,r~g'a /kU+ri+kl+karag+a / 
V ,( I\ ' ' , , 

iv) "we will kill it" kUriciita /kU+ri+kl+yit+a '/ ,, 
v) "we will eat it" " '- ' / / I 

kUriklrya /kU+ri+kl+rl+a / 
I 

' .... '"'' / ,, "· / " vi) •we will stir it" kUriklcu~ltifa /kU+ri+kl+cuuk~+a / 

kUriklk~r~gir"a 
.... ' / , 0 ,. 

vii) "we will cut for /kU+ri+kl+karag+Ir+a I 
it" 

132b. Non-H Verbs 

, " ' ... / . 
i) •we will hit it" kUriklduya /kU+ri+kl+duy+a ' / 

" " 
ii) "we will burn it" 

/ 
kUriklsaamba 

.... ' I' 0 ;I' /kU+ri+kl+samb+a / 

iii) "we will grind it• kUrikls~ 
........ ,,,,,,. .!L ,, 

/kU+ri+kl+sle+a / 

iv) "we will sell it" 
,, 

' ' / 0 ,. kUriklgUriza /kU+ri+kl+gUriz+a I 
,. ,\ ✓ 0 O , 

v) "we will love for it" kUriklyaanzlra /kU+ri+kl+yanz+Ir+a / 
ti p 

vi) "we will bury it" 
I' I 

kUriklyavlra ' ' , 0 ., /kU+ri+kI+yavlr+a / ,, 
" , 

' \ I O O , 
vii) 11 we will work for kUrikiyllnzlra /kU+ri+kI+ylnz+Ir+a / 

it" n " 



133. 

a) "we 

b) •we 
for 

c) •we 
it" 
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IFT Forms with O,P, That Have Type A y-initial Roots 
n 

., _!," ... ... ,, 0 
will want it" kUriceena /kU+ri+kl+yen+a "/ • ft ,. 

will swim .v..-!,, '" kUric;,eereemera ' ' , D • ✓ /kU+ri+kl+yereem+Ir+a / 
it" " I 

,, , .... , I\ ' ... ,, 0 will remember kUriciizuriza /kU+ri+kl+yizuriz+a' / 
" 

The tonal analysis of the IFT forms with O.P. is the same as that 

of the PCT forms with O.P.: In both the H-toned and non-H IFT forms, 

the object prefix is lowered by H Tone Lowering (105a). In the H

toned forms, the IFT His assigned by Stem H Assignment I (91). It 

spreads leftwards up to but excluding the stem initial syllable which 

is associated with the root H tone, and it is realized as IH since it 

is preceded by another H tone, viz., the lexical root H. In the non-H 

forms, the IFT His assigned to the second stem syllable by Stem H As-

signment III (99). Stem H Dissociation (1111) applies where the stem 

initial syllable is long (c.f. examples (132b ii), (132b v), and (132b 

vii)). Other general tone rules account for the rest. 

Finally, the toneless IFT forms with Type Ax-initial roots also 

undergo H Insertion (53) (see data in (133)). They are accounted for 

by the same analysis provided for the H-toned forms in (132). 
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IFT .!! Suffix Deletion 

Like the PCT and MPT H suffix, the IFT H suffix deletes in non

phrase-final position: 

1311. 

Ciloa.s; 

!J:!!.!!lf'T!!!J!!!:l 
. :,) 1) •we wilJ. cut slowly" 

11) •we will cu, quickly• 

b) 1) "we will sell slowly" 

h) •we will sell quickly• 

ill~ill!!.!!·!• 
a) i) •we will cut 1t slowly• 

__ ,ar~n. 
__ YWH~IU 

kUr1karll,a "■r'an. 

kUr~kar•&• vwa,,u 

-,, , , , 
kUritiUriu 1araha 

kUriaUriza wa■,,u 

I 
kUriklk;;.a,~ a'araha 

11) •we will cut it quicuc.ly• kUriklk8raaa vwu~KU 

b) 1) •we will ■ell it slowly• 

Ci;.ation: 

kUrikar~"~ 

,..I, ,. 
kUriklxai-a"■ 

, , 
kUriklgUriz.a 

UR 

' .. , , 
/kU•ri+kar•~•• / 

' ' ., .,, , 
/kU+ri+kl+kar1&11+a / 

' ... , . 
/kU+ri+kl+1Urii.+a '/ 
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II • 1 0 MIDDLE ~ !fil!g 

11. 10.1 Middle Future~ Forms~ Object Prefix 

The Middle Fu~ure Tense (MFT) is used when speaking of events 

that are to take place sometime between tomorrow and several years 

later. Unlike the other tenses where the SP occupies a word-initial 

position, the tense marker /na-/ in the MFT is the word initial ele

ment: na + s.P. +Root+ e. 

135a. ~~ 

1) 

ii) 

"I will bite" 
"we will bite" 
"You (sg.) will bite" 
"You (pl.) will bite" 
"He/She will bite" 
"They wili bite" 

"we will cook" 

iii) "we will cut" 

iv) "we will eat• 

v) "we will stir" 

vi) "we will cut for• 

vii) "we will stir for" 

viii) •we will write" 

ix) "we will write for" 

., ,. 
naanUmI 
nakUrU!R-1 
nUUrGmI,,_ 
namui;6JJtI 
naarU91I,_ 
navarUmI 

, A. 
nakodeeke 

, I I\ 
nakUkarage 

" nakUryI 

y , , " 
nakUcuukaJle 

, , , 
nakUkaragirI 

~, , , 
nakUcuukaf Ir I 

nakUhaand i'.'1kI 

/na+N+rUm+e/ 
/na+kU+rUm+e/ 
/na+U+r619+e/ 
/na+mO+rUm+e/ 
/na+a+rlhp+e/ 
/na+v~+rUm+e/ 

' , /na+kU+deek+e/ 

' , /na+kU+karag+e/ 

' / 
/na+kU+rI+e/ 

' ~ / /na+kU+cuuka,r+e/ 

' / . /na+kU+karag+Ir+e/ 

' y I O 
/na+kU+cuuk'!r+Ir+e/ 

/na+kU+handiik+e/ 

/ , ' , 0 
nakUhaandiikirI /na+kU+handiik+Ir+e/ 
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135b. ~~ 

1) "we will hit" 

11) "we will burn" 

111) "we will sell" 

"we will grind" 

,A 
nakUduyI 

, ,. 
nakUsaambe 

, , ,,. 
nakUgUrizI 

" nakUsyI 
iv) 

v) 

vi) 

vii) 

"we will love for" nakUya'anz!r f' 
"we will think" 

"we will continue• 

n 
, , , 

nakUganag~e 
,, , , 

nakUziizagilI 

viii) "we will sell for" nakUgUrizlrI 

' 0 /na+kU+dux+e/ 

/ na+k U+s,mb+e/ 

' . /na+kU+gUriz+e/ 
' . 

/na+kU+sTe+e/ 

' • 0 
/na+kU+yanz+Ir+e/ ,. 

' 0 /na+kU+ganag-,i+e/ 
' 0 

/na+kU+ziizagil+e/ 
' . . 

/na+kU+gUriz+Ir+e/ 

136. Plain HFT Forms with Type A y•initial roots 

i) 

ii) 

"we will kill" 

•we Will fill for" 

_£)~~ 

1) "we will want" 

ii) "we Will remember 
for• 

111) "we Will swim" 

iv) "we will swim for" 

,, 

,.. 
nakwiitI 

, , 
nakwiizurizirI 

I\ 
nakweene ,. 

., , 
nakwiizurizirI 

nakweerfeme 

nakweere'emere 

' , 
/na+kU+yit+e/ 

" ' , 0 
/na+kU+yizuriz+Ir+e/ ,. 

' . /na+kU+yen+e/ 
,. n 

' 0 • 
/na+kU+yizuriz+Ir+e/ ,, 

' D /na+kU+yereem+e/ ,. 
' 0 • 

/na+kU+yereem+Ir+e/ 
n 
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137, 
, , , 

Plain HFT Forms Followed by~ /garaha/ 

Gloss: 
, , 

__ aarana Ci tat.ion: UR 

nakUrUal 18r'ina 
, . 

a) •we will bite slowly• nilkUrUmI ' , /na-.ieU+rum .. , 

bl •we will c:ook slowly• 
,. , ' , , 

nakodeeke ·aiaraha 
, A 

nakodeeke /na+kll4'<1ffat+e/ 

cl •we will c::ut slowly• nakUka'r81I ! a'ar■na nakUkarAa'e ' , tna+kU-tkaraa+e/ 

dl "we will fill slowly• nakwUzUr'"izI ,arana nakwiizUr'i.zI ' , 
/na41<U+ztzur1z.,./ 

nakUCu~k,:Ir I ,a,.ana y , , 1 o) •we will stir tor• nakUouuka,r r 1 
slowly• 

... y , • 

/na+kU+ouuk!J'+Ir+e/ 

f) •we will think for 
, , , , ~ , , ,I 

slowly" 
na1<U1■nagjirI 11 ■rana nakU&•••a~IrI 

' . . 
/na+kU+ganaiij•lr+e/ 

&) •we will write 1lowly11 nakUha8ndi1kl ,8rllna nak.Uba"anc1fikl ' , 
/na.w.U+Randiik+e/ 

Let us first consider the data in (135). In the examples in 

(135), the distinction between Hand non-H verbs is neutralized; In 

the HFT forms with stems containing less than three syllables ( •short 

stems• hereafter), viz. examples (1, 11, iv)) of (135a) and (135b), 

the entire stem is H. In forms with stems containing three or more 

syllables ("long stems• hereafter), viz., examples (135a 111, v-ix) 

and (135b 111, v-viii), the stem is H up to the third syllable in all 

forms except nakUhfandiikI (135a viii), and nakUh/andiikirI (135a ix) 

where the stems are H up to the second syllable. The generalizations 

just made about the data in (135) apply to the data in (136), except 

that in the latter the root initial syllable (which resyllabifies with 

the subject prefix /kU-/) in each form is L-toned on the surface. The 

surface L tone on the root initial syllable of these forms will be 

discussed later. Meanwhile, note that like the stems in the forms_!!!-
,, ... / , 

kUhaandiikI (135a viii) and nakUhaandiikirI (lj5a ix), the stems in 
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nakweere~me (136b 111) and nakweerlemere (136b iv) are also H only up 

to the second stem syllable instead of the third, The following dis

play of the Kr, data seen in (135) and (136) summarizes the surface 

tonal generalizations Just made;•-• marks the beginning of the verb 

stem in each form; 

138a. KFT forms with long stems in which 

1) the verb stem is ff Up to the third syllable in the SR: 

~!m! .!!5!!!:::!!.!m! 
nakU-karag~ ( 135• 111) ,, , " 

nakU-gUrizI (135b 111) 
" , , t nakU-cuukaf (135• v) , , :1 

nakU'"Kaanzir (135b v) 

nakU-ka'ragirI (135a vi) nakU-g•nag~e (135b Vi) 
ti, , , , , , 

nakU-cuuk'!f Ir I (135• vii) nakU-z11zagilI ( 135b vii) 
, ,. , 

nakU-g6r !zir I nakw-iizurizlri ( 136a 11)• (135b Viii) 

nakw-iizur'izirI (136b ii)• 

11) the stem is H up to the second syllable in the SR; 

~~ .!!5!!!:::!!.!!!:2 
nakU-lla~nd 11kI (135a viii) "' nakw-eereeme (136b 111)• 

nakU-tia,nd iikir I ( 135a ix) 
, 

nakw-eereemere (136b iv)• 

138b. HFT forms with short stems; the verb stem is Hon all syllables 

~!m! !!m::.!i!m! , .. 
, " nakU-rUmI (135a 1) nakU-duxI (135b 1) 

nako-d/ek~ (135a 11) nakU-saamb~ ( 135b 11) 

" " nakU-ryI (135a iv) nakU-syI (135b iv) 

" nakw-iitl (136a 1)• nakw-een: n ( 136b i)• 

C 



(The surface L tone on the stem initial syllables of the forms with an 

asterisk will be accounted for later.) 

In all the forms presented above, the prefixes are realized L. As 

established before, the S.P. is L-toned underlyingly. That it surfac

es as Lis totally predictable. The underlying tonal structure of the 

HFT prefix /na-/, on the contrary, is unclear: It could be underly

ingly toneless and receive the S.P. Las a result of Tone Spread 

(13). Alternatively, it could be underlyingly L-toned. While there 

is no direct evidence for or against either hypothesis, data on the 

Far Past Tense (FPT) to be presented in the next section motivate the 

hypothesis that the prefix /na-/ is toneless. I will discuss this 

point in greater detail in the section on the FPT. 

As far as the surface tonal patterns exhibited in the verb stems 

are concerned, in the following paragraphs, I will first provide an 

analysis which is similar to those of the PCT and IFT and show how 

this analysis results in a contradiction in the tonal phonology of 

Llogoori verbs. I will then present t~ alternative hypothesis which 

calls for a more idiosyncratic treatment of the HFT but accounts for 

the widest range of tonal facts about the tense without contradicting 

the analyses of data of the other tenses. 

Let us now consider the first hypothesis (or "Hypothesis I"). 

Considering the data in (135), one may say that the HFT is char

acterized by a H tone since there is a surface H tone present in the 

non-H forms (see data in (135b) and (136b)) as well. (The same line 

of reasoning was followed in the analyses of the IFT and PCT in which 

the tense H suffixes are inferred also on the basis of the presence of 

a surface H tone in the non-H forms.) Thus: 
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139. H 

I 
HFT 

Furthermore, based on the surface tonal pattern of the long HFT forms 

(see (138a 1)) alone, the most straightforward analysis seems to be 

that the HFT H tone in both the H-toned and non-H forms is assigned to 

the third stem syllable by a rule like the following: 

140. Stem H Assignment in the HFT 

~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
HFT 

Note that in both the H-toned and non-H forms, the HFT H tone 

spreads leftwards to up to and including the root initial syllable. 

Under this analysis, the fact that the HFT H suffix can spread to the 

root initial syllable of even the H-toned forms must be due to the de

letion of the root H tone:20 

20 Other alternative tonal treatments of the root that we have seen 
before will give an incorrect surface tone melody in the H-toned 
HFT forms: If the root H were lowered by Root H Lowering (105a), 
as it is in other tenses with a H tense suffix, one would expect it 
to block the leftward spread of the HFT H. Or, if the root His 
preserved without lowering, then one would expect it to trigger the 
downstepping of the HFT H. 



141. 
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Root H Deletion in the MFT 

J H 
I 

' I 
,J,.. 

__g. 
I 

MFT 

/A 0\/ // 

In nakUhaandiikI /na+kU+handiik+e/ "we will write", nakUhaandiik-

0 ' , 0 ,.,_ 1!:l. /na+kU+handiik+Ir+e/ "we will write for", nakweereeme 
o'O / 0'-0 O 

/na+kU+yereem+e/ "we will swim", and nakweereemere /na+kU+yereem+Ir+e/ 
" " 

"we will swim for" (see data in (Ulla ii)), the stems are H only up to 

the second syllable instead of the third. Under this analysis, one 

could say that the root His first deleted in the H-toned forms~-
, A / ~ 

haandiikl and nakUhaandiiklrI by Root H Deletion (141). Then like in 

the MFT forms in (138a i), the MFT Hin each form is assigned to the 

" ,I' / / third stem syllable-- kl and~ in nakUhaandiikl/nakUhaandiiklrl and 

" , nakweereeme/nakweereemere respectively. Tone Spread (13) then applies 

to spread the MFT H leftwards through the entire stem. The fact that 

the second syllable is long in each of these forms triggers the stem H 

Dissociation rule (114) which delinks the MFT H from kl and~• caus

ing the stem of each form to be H only up to the second syllable on 

the surface. 

The analysis proposed so far runs into a major problem, however, 
, ,. 

in accounting for the penultimate falling tones on nakUhaandiikl 

0 ' , " 
/na+kU+handiik+e/ "we will write" ( 135a viii) and nakweereeme 

0 , 0 
/na+kU+yereem+e/ "we will swim" ( 136b iii). To see this, let us look 

n 
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at the derivations necessary to derive the correct SR of these two 

forms: 
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142. a) na 

:'[:'""; 
HFT 

b) na kU handiik e 

I I 
na kl ~ereem i 

L H L H 

c) --

d) na kU handiik e 

\J ~ 
L H 

e) na kU handiik e na kU ereem e 

\j ~ V\ 
L H L H 

f) na kU handiik e na kU ereem e 

\I ~ / V \ ~ L L 

g) na kU handiik e na kU ereem e 

\j \N \) \\1 
L H L L H L 

UR 

Root H Deletion 
( 141) 
Stem H Assignment 
( 140) 

HTA (3-11) 

Post-Vocalic x
Deletion (2-8)" 
~yllable Fusion (2-128) 

Tone Spread ( 11) 

Stem H Dissociation 
c(114) 

Final L Insertion (10) 

Penultimate Lowering 
( 16) 
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Other Rules 

In the derivations given in (142) above, the surface penultimate fall

ing tone on each form is attributed to Penultimate Lowering (16) (see 

stage (g)). Such an account is inconsistent with the account for the 

IFT and PCT data provided before: Earlier in the discussion of the 

PCT and IFT forms, I have shown that a H-toned penultimate long sylla

ble does~ undergo Penultimate Lowering in these tenses. Thus, 

kUs{ambaa (kUsa~mbaa <--- kUsa~mba"a 
,, 

<--- kUsaambaa <--

/kU+s~mb+aa .,. I) "we are burning" and kUrisa'amba (kUrisa"amba <--

kUrisa"amb~ ;' ' ' 0 , <-- kUrisaamba <- /kU+ri+samb+a /) •we will burn" 

(see derivations in (101) and (127)). The two possible explanations 

proposed before to account for the inapplicability of Penultimate Low

ering (16) in these two tenses are recapitulated as follows: 

14Ja. that Penultimate Lowering (16) applies crucially before 
Stem H Dissociation (114) such that the output of Stem 

or, 

H Dissociation (114) may not undergo Penultimate Lowering 
( 16); 

143b. that grammatical H tones block Penultimate Lowering (16) 

Note here that solution (143a) contradicts the rule ordering require

ments in (142) (see stages (142e) to 142g)), and the alternative solu

tion (143b) also makes the incorrect prediction that the HFT H tone-

being a~ H suffix--would not undergo Penultimate Lowering (16). 
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So in sum, either solution proposed to account for the lack of penul

timate lowering in the PCT and IFT would incorrectly predict the syl

lable dii in nakUha£ndiikI and~ in nakweer~me to be a high level 

instead of falling tone. There is no simple way to resolve this con

tradiction under the present analysis of the HFT forms. 

Now let us consider an alternative analysis of the HFT data seen 

in ( 135) and ( 136). This hypothesis will be referred to as "Hypothe

sis II", 

Suppose that unlike in the PCT and IFT, the source of the surface 

H tone in the MFT forms in (135) and (136) is not the morphosyntactic 

category HFT, but rather, the root, which, if toneless underlyingly, 

acquires a H tone by a H Insertion Rule stated as follows: 

144. HFT H Insertion 

(It should be noted that root H insertion in the HFT is a necessarily 

different phenomenon than the insertion of a root H to the Type A y-,, 
initial roots in the PT, PCT, IFT, and HPT seen before. I will return 

to this point later.) The main advantage of Hypothesis II just pro

posed is that since the H tone is not a grammatical H tone, one can 

account for the susceptibility of this H tone to Penultimate Lowering 

(16) in nakUha~ndiikI and nakweere"eme (as opposed to the PCT and IFT H 

which blocks Penultimate Lowering (16)) by adopting analysis (143b), 

viz., that only grammatical H tones block penultimate Lowering (16). 
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(FPT data to be presented in the next section further confirms the 

correctness of this analysis.) Under Hypothesis II, there is no need 

for a Root Stem H Deletion rule like the one in (141), since the root 

H tone is the surface Hin each form. The placement of the root Hun

der this hypothesis is predicted by an !TAR similar to the one in 

(140). This rule has been presented earlier in (97) and is recapitu

lated as follows: 

145. MFT Root H Assignment (same as Stem H Assignment II (97)) 

tr G'" 15" 
/ ,, ,, 

~ ,, 
/ 

H 
st HFT 

Tone Spread (13) and Stem H Dissociation (114), among other rules, 

then apply to derive the correct surface form:::. The derivations of 

/ A A 
nakUhaandiikI and nakweereeme given below illustrate this hypothesis: 

(The MFT L suffix given in the derivation below will be motivated lat

er.) 



1116. a) na t~"'' L H L 
I 

HFT 

bl ---

c) na 

kU '-•7 
L H L 

d) ---

el na kU handiik e 
c 

~ \j/ 
L H L 

f) na kU handiik e 

~ V 
L H L 

g) nakUhaandiikI 

~~ 
L H L 
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na ·t- e 

L 
I 

HFT 

nakU l~ereem e 

LlH L 

"'t7 

-~T· 
L H L 

UR 

H Insertion (11111) 

HFT Root H Assignment 
( 1115) 
HFT L Suffix Assignment 
(to be formulated in 
( 151 )) blocked 
HTA (3-11) 

Post-Vocalic x-Deletion 
(2-8) 
Syllable Fusion (2-128) 

Tone Spread (13) 

Stem H Dissociation 
( l l 11) 

HFT L Suffix Assignment 
(to be postulated in 
(151)) 
Penultimate Lowering 
(16) 
Other Rules 

Notice that in (146) above, the MFT L suffix is first blocked from 

linking to the F.V.(see stage (c)), but then assigned at a later stage 

(see stage (g)) once the F.V. is freed by Stem H Dissociation (1111) 

(see stage {f)). Such an analysis suggests that the surface final L 

tone in nakUha~ndfike and nakweer:eme is the MFT L, not the phrase fi

nal L tone, Motivation for such an analysis will be presented short-

ly. 

Concerning the MFT forms with short stems (see data under 

(l38b)), since the stems of these forms have less than three sylla

bles, MFT Root H Assignment (145) as stated will not be applicable. 

One possible way to accomodate these short MFT forms is to reformulate 

the MFT Root H Assignment Rule as follows: 

1117. 

The major problem of treating root H assignment as a unitary process 

predicted by rule (147) in both the long and short forms is that Stem 

H Dissociation applies in only the long forms but not the short 

forms: Consider the surface tonal pattern of nakUsa"amb~ 
0 \ 0 

/na+kU+samb+e/. By rule (147), the root His assigned to the second 

stem syllable mbe, which spreads leftwards to the long stem initial 

syllable~- At this stage of derivation, the SD of Stem H Dissocia

tion (114) is met. One would then expect the root H to be dissociated 
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from ,!!!2!, just the way it dissociates from the third stem syllable kl 

of nakUha~ndi1.kI (see the derivation of nakUha'andiikI in (146)). Such 

a derivation would parallel that in the PCT or IFT froms with -CVVCV 

stems which undergo Stem H Dissociation (114) as the tense H Suffix is 

assigned to the second stem syllable: 

148. 
/ ,,. ,, ... 0 , 

kU5aambH <- kU5aamba1 .•• <- /kU+aamb+aa / "we are burning" 
/ ,,.., ... ,. , 

kUriaaamba <- kUrisaamba ... <- /kU+ri+a•b+• I "we will burn" 

An alternative analysis assumes that the speaker uses Stem H As

signment rule (145) in both the long and short forms, with the short 

forms being reanalyzed as having three syllables in the stem prior to 

tone assignment. Such a reanalysis is due to a syllable insertion 

rule stated as follows: 

149, Empty Syllable Insertion 

With this •empty syllable" (i.e. a syllable node that is linked to no 

segmental elements), one can account for the inapplicability of Stem H 

A 
Dissociation (114) in a form like nakUsaambe, as the following partial 

derivation of the form illustrates: 

150. a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 
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na kU samb e 

L L 

I 
HFT 

nakU samb e 

I I ¥ I 
a- er D'" 

I 
L H L 

na kU samb e 

t 1 t ~ ~ 
I/ 
L H L 

UR 

H Insertion (144) 
Initial Syllabification (2-125) 

Empty Syllable Insertion ( 149) 

MFT Root H Assignment (145) 
HFT L Suffix Assignment (to be 
formulated in (151)) blocked 
MTA (3-11) 

Tone Spread ( 13) 



f) Stem H Dissociation (114) N/A 

As one can see from the partial derivation above, Empty Syllable In-
/ A 

sertion (149) alters the autosegmental structure of nakUsaambe such 

that after tone assignment and Tone Spread (13), the structural de

scription of Stem H Dissociation (114) is not met (see stage (e)). 

The latter is therefore not applicable (see stage (f)). 21 

Data in (137) show that the MFT is characterized also by a L tone 

suffix: In examples (137d) to (137g), the syllable sequence after the 

Root Hin each form is realized lower than the initial H tone of the 

adverb gar~ha, suggesting that this sequence of syllable(s) is L

toned. Based on the SR of these long MFT forms, the following rule 

can be formulated to account for the assignment of the MFT L tone: 

21 While the idea of introducing an "empty" syllable node an autoseg
mental display may seem novel, the presence of other kinds of empty 
prosodic elements like the C unit, for instance, has been argued 
for in Turkish and Finnish (Clements and Keyser 1983). Other inde
pendent evidence for the notion of empty syllable node within Llo
goori itself would of course strengthen the claim of a rule like 
(149). But such evidence may have to await further research on the 
language to provide. 
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151. MFT L Assignment 

~1. 
HFT 

VU= Verb Unit 

Having established a L suffix for the HFT, the question arises as to 

whether the final falling tones in the HFT forms with three stem syl

lables is made up of the root Hand the phrase final L tone or the HFT 

L tone assigned to the same syllable. There are at least two reasons 

to analyze the final Lin these forms as the phrase final L instead of 

the HFT L. Firstly, considering the contextual forms of these verbs 

(c.f. example (137c)), the word final syllable is realized H level. 

If the final L of these verbs in citation is the phrase final L, the 

absence of this L tone in non-final position is totally predictable. 

No further explanation is needed. On the contrary, if the verb final 

L tone in citation is analyzed as the HFT L, one must postulate a rule 

that deletes the final L tone assigned by (151) in non-final position 

just in case that this L tone is preceded by a tautosyllabic H tone. 

This is an additional rule of the tonal grammar of Llogoori that does 

not have any independent motivation. Furthermore, this latter analy

sis implies that a tautosyllabic sequence of morphological Hand L 

tones surfaces as a falling tone (since in citation, nakUk~r~g~ has a 

final falling tone). This prediction contradicts the data in the FPT 

to be shown later in which a tautosyllabic sequence of lexical/gram

matical Hand L tones changes to Lin the SR. 
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Having shown Why it is better to analyze the final falling tones 

in the MFT forms with three stem syllables as consisting of the lexi

cal Hand phrase final L tones, one must explain why the MFT L tone is 

not realized in these forms. This can be easily accounted for with an 

assumption stated earlier in the introduction of Chapter 3, viz., that 

morphological tones can be assigned only to free syllables in Llogoo

ri. By assuming that morphological tones can be assigned to free or 

unbound syllables only, if MFT Root H Assignment (145) is ordered be

fore MFT L Suffix Assignment (151), one can then explain why in verbs 

with three syllables, the final syllable cannot be assigned the MFT L 

suffix, since in these forms, the stem final syllable would be first 

assigned the root H by (145) and not be available for the MFT L suf

fix. The MFT L suffix might be assigned at a later stage of deriva

tion, however, should the verb final syllable be freed from the root H 

by another rule, e.g., Stem H Dissociation (114). To see this, let us 
/ A 

consider the derivation of nakUhaandiikI in (146) again. In this 

form, MFT L Suffix Assignment (151) is first bloct~d in stage (146c), 

and then applies in (146g) after Stem H Dissociation (114) has freed 

the verb final syllable (see (146f)). What this analysis implies is 
✓ A 

that the surface final Lin the form nakUhaandiikI is the MFT L suf-

fix, not the phrase final L, The motivation for such an analysis 

comes from the surface tone melody of nakUha~ndilkI in the "---

g~r~ha" context Where the verb final syllable .!i!_ is realized with a L 

tone (see (137g)): 

/ / / , 
152. "we will write slowly" nakUhaandiikI garaha [-
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If kl were linked to the phrase final Lin citation--which would fol

low if kl is not linked to any lexical/grammatical tone, one would ex-

pect it to receive the 

producing an incorrect 

, , ,,. , 
H of garaha in the "-- garaha" context, thus 

.,, ,.. ~ / , , 
surface form •nakUhaandiikI garaha. 

The analysis of the surface final L tone in the MFT forms pro

posed above can be summarized as follows: a) the final L tone that 

constitutes a falling tone """ in an MFT form is the phrase final L 

tone, since this L tone does not surface When followed by another H

toned sequence, e.g. g;r~ha; b) the final L tone that is associated 

singly (that is, preceded by no tautosyllabic H) to the final syllable 

is the MFT L suffix, since such a L tone surfaces in the "--- gar-

~ 

aha" context, 

Another interesting question to ask is what happens to the MFT L 

suffix in the SR in cases Where it cannot be assigned in the course of 

the derivation. As suggested in the section on the Near Future Tense 

(c,f, section 4.2) before, prosodic elements that cannot be linked to 

any segmental elements are deleted from the display altogether. By 

this principle, the empty syllable node as well as the final L tone in 

stage (e) of the derivation given for nakUsfamb~ in (150) are deleted, 

The derivation of the form continues from (150) as follows: 



153. 

na kU samb e 

~ } t ~ 

1V 
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last stage of (150) 

Deletion of floating prosodic 
elements 

Final L Insertion (10) 
Other Rules 

It should be emphasized at this point that the deletion of floating 

prosodic elements is a very late process which occurs after many other 

tone rules including Verb Final H Deletion (80). Let us take nako-

✓ A O ' ,, , 
~ /na+kU+deek+e I "we will cook" (137b) as an example. In the 

"--- garaha" context, nakode'ek~ causes the adverb to be downstepped: 

I 
154. "we will cook slowly" 

,, I' • , , 
nakodeeke garaha [ - -- - - - ] 

Should the deletion of the MFT L occur before Verb Final H Deletion 

(80), the root H would have become the last H tone of the verb unit 

and be subject to deletion by the latter rule (i.e. Verb Final H Dele

tion (80)), thus deriving an incorrect surface form •nakode~k~ gar~ha. 

MFT forms with type A y-initial roots deserve further comment. 
11 

Based on what has been established so far, the most straightforward 

analysis to correctly derive the surface L tone on the 1st stem sylla

ble of these forms seems to be to order Syllable Fusion (2-128) cru

cially~ Tone Spread (13), since the reversed ordering of the two 

rules will derive a H instead of Lon the stem initial syllable. Take 

;,, , 0 ' / 0 
the derivation of nakwiizurizirI /na+kU+yizuriz+Ir+e' / "we will fill ,. 
for" as an example: 



155. 
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,, , 
Derivation of nakwiizurizirI following the rule ordering 
Tone Spread (13) -- Syllable Fusion (2-128) 

a) na kU t•w,i, 1, , 

L H 

i 
MFT 

L H L 

c) na kU izuriz Ire 

t t ~~l l ~ 
l I ! 

d) na kU izuriz Ire 

I I I 11 I I 

~f'{ 
e) na kU izuriz Ir e 

I V I \ I I 
nn~ WI, 

UR 

Initial Syllabification 
(2-125) 
MFT Root H Assignment (145) 
MFT L Suffix Assignment (151) 
HTA (3-11) 

Post-Vocalic y-Deletion (2-8) 
" 

Tone Spread (13) 

Syllable Fusion (2-128) 

f) na kU izuriz Ir e 

I V I I I I 

i V'V 
L H L 

g) *nakwiizurizirI 

iil~~~ 
l\V~ 
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Rising Tone Simplification 
(49) 

Other Rules 

In (155) above, by ordering Tone Spread (13) before Syllable Fusion 

(2-128), the Root His allowed to spread to the root initial syllable 

(stage (155d)) which subsequently resyllabifies with the L-toned sub

ject prefix to constitute a single syllable kUi with a rising tone 

(see stage (155e). By Rising Tone Simplification (49), this rising 

tone would surface as a H tone, thus resulting in an incorrect surface 

tone on the syllable kwii in this form. 

If Syllable Fusion (2-128) applies~ Tone Spread (13), how

ever, the toneless root initial syllable of stage (155c) resyllabifies 

with the L-toned subject prefix first and is then blocked from the 

leftward spreading of the MFT H. Under this analysis, the derivation 
, , 

of nakwiizurizirI would proceed from stage (155c) as follows: 



156. a) na kU izUriz Ire stage (155c) 

it11~~~ 
I/ I 
L H L 

b) na kVzlriz Ir e Syllable Fusion (2-128) 

L~ 0~1~ 
I/ I 
L H L 

c) na kU izuriz Ir e 

t ~ t ~ ~ ~ 
\J V \J 

Tone Spread (13) 

L H L 

Other Rules 

L H L 

While the Syllable Fusion (2-128) -- Tone Spread (13) ordering suc

ceeds in accounting for the surface L tone on the stem initial sylla

bles of the plain MFT forms with Type A roots, it contradicts the data 

on the FPT to be presented later which calls for precisely the oppo

site ordering of the two rules. I will return to this paradox of rule 

ordering in the section on the FPT, and show how this contradiction 

can be advoided by postulating an independent tonal simplification 

rule (different from Rising Tone Simplification (49)). 
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4.10.2 ~ ~ '.!!!!!!. ~ ~ Object f!:.!f!.! 

157a. ~~ 

1) "we will bite it" 

ii) "we will cook it" 

iii) "we will cut it" 

iv) "we will eat it" 

v) "we will stir it" 

157b. ~ Verbs 

i) "we will hit it" 

ii) "we will burn it" 

iii) •we will sell it" 

iv) "we will grind it" 

v) 

vi) 

•we will love for it" 

"we will bury it" 

,, 
nakUkirUmI 

/I 
nakUkedeeke 

, 
nakUklkarage 

" nakUklryl 

V I 
nakUklcuuka,re 

,, ,. 
nakUkiduyI 

" 
nakUkisa"ambe 

nalcUkigUrizI 
,., 

nakUkisyl 

nakUkiyaanzirI 
n ., ,, 

nakUkiyavirI 
n 

' 
,, , 

' /n~+kU+kI+rUm+e I . . ' , , ' 
/na+kU+kI+deek+e / 

0 "" I , \ 
/na+kU+kI+karag+e / 

0 ' ,,. , '\ 
/na+kU+kl+rl+e / 

0\/,1( ' 
/na+kU+kI+cuuk:fl+e / 

0 ' / 0 \ 

/na+kU+kI+dui+e / 
0 , / O , 

/na+kU+l<I+samb+e / 

0 ' ' 0 , 
/na+kU+kI+gUriz+e / 

e , ✓ .!. ' 
/na+kU+kI+sie+e / 

O ' ✓ o O '-/na+kU+kl+yanz+Ir+e / 
~ 

0 ' ✓ 0 ' /na+kU+kI+yavir+e / 
n 

158. MFT Forms with O.P. That Have Type A y-initial Roots 
" 

i) •we will kill it" 

ii) "we will fill it" 

i) 

ii) 

"we will want it" 

"we will remember it" 

y/'- 0 ' ✓ / ' nakUciitl /na+kU+kl+yit+e / 
" v.,,,. 0 ' ' / , 

nakUciizurizI /na+kU+kI+yizuriz+e / ,, 

. " nakUceene ,, . , 
nakUciizurizl 

O , r O 

/na+kU+kI+yen+e / 
" n 

/n~+kU+kI+yizuriz+e '/ ,. 
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159. HFT Forma with O.P. followed by g~:na; 

,!_) ~~ 

i) "we will bite it slowly" / , ' 
nilkUldrUml garahl 

11) •we will cook 1 t slowly• nakUkede'eke giraha 

111) "we will cut. 1 t 3lowl y• nakUklkiraaie 1&raha 

1v) •we will kill it slowly" nakUC1it1 1.iraha 

V) •we will eat it slowly" nakUklry'i ! g'araha 

1) •we will hit it alowly" 
, , I , , 

nakUkldU!l 11raba 

11) •we will burn it slowly" nakUklaa"aaabe 1af"aha 

111) "we will .sell it slowly" nakU.:I11Ur'°1:d ,aran. 
1V) "we will want it slowly" naxu!e~~· ,arana 
V) •we will grind it slowly" 

, I , , 
nakUkbyI ·,araha 

0 ' , ., ' 
/na+kU+kl+deek•e / . .. ., , ' 
/na+kU+kl-tkarag+e / . ... ,. , ' 
/nl+ICU+ICl+~1t+e / 

0 .. ,,. , 

/na+kU1'k.l+r-I .. '/ 

. ' ., . ' 
/na+kU+kl+du?.. / 

/n:+ku+ki+s:mb+e' / 

/n:+ku+ki•x•ii•• '/ 
/n\+kli+ki•sl"e+e 'I 

In both the H-toned and toneless MFT forms in (157) above, the 

prefixes are Lon the surface. The tonal distinction between the two 

tone classes, however, surfaces in the stems: In each H-toned form, 

the stem is Hon the first syllable, and L thereafter. In the non-H 

forms, on the other hand, with the exception of nakUkis~mbe 
0 ' ✓ O 

/na+kU+kI+samb+e '/ ( 157b 11) and nakUkiya~nzirI 
0 ' ' 0 0 ft 

/na+kU+kI+lanz+Ir+e '; (157b v), the stems of all forms are H up to 

the second syllable. 

The surface L tone on the O.P. is not predictable by the set of H 

tone lowering rules established in (105) before. These rules are re

capitulated below: 
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160. H Tone Lowering Rules Recapitulated: 

( 105a) 

( 105b) 

H 

H 
I 
I 

~ 
L 

H 

l 
TNS 

" •••• " is maximal 

The H Lowering Rule (105a) is not applicable in the MFT since the MFT 

suffix is L, not H. (105b), on the other hand, is applicable but 

makes the wrong predictions that the O.P. H would stay H whereas the 

root H would change to Lin the SR. At first glance, a simple way to 

account for the surface Lon the O.P. would be to reformulate (105a) 

as follows: 

161. 
H : . ,., 
L 

(161) makes incorrect predictions, however, about the plain MFT forms 

seen before in which the root H does not change to Lin the SR (c.f. 

derivations in ( 146)). The FPT data to be presented in the next sec-

tion further contradict a rule like (161). Based on these observa-



tions, a rule like the following is postulated to account for the HFT 

data at hand (as well as the FPT data to be seen later): 

162. O.P. H Lowering 

,H l H 
L ~/\ 

Tls L O.P. 

Note that O.P. H Lowering Rule (162) must have precedence over H Low

ering (105b). Furthermore, it must apply crucially after H Insertion 

(144) in order to account for the fact that the O.P. H lowers in both 

the underlyingly H-toned and toneless HFT forms. 

The surface L tone on the subject prefix is predictable, since it 

is underlyingly L-toned. This L tone spreads leftwards to the tone

less tense prefix /n;-/. 

The surface tonal patterns of the stems are i~teresting: unlike 

the plain HFT forms in Which the tonal contrast between the underly

ingl.y H and non-H verbs is neutralized in the SR, the MFT forms with 

O.P. manifest such a distinction in the stems. Note that the root H 

tone in the MFT with O.P. falls on different verb syllables than that 

in the plain HFT forms: Generally speaking, in the H-toned MFT forms 

with O.P., only the stem initial syllable is H, and in the non-H forms 

with O.P., the first two stem syllables are H. In the plain forms, on 

the other hand, the first three stems syllables are H. In view of 

these observations, a satisfactory analysis of the MFT forms with O.P. 

must be able to account for the three-way surface tonal contrast among 

-,J .... -

the plain MFT forms, the H-toned HFT forms with O.P., and the toneless 

HFT forms with O.P. 

The source of the three-way tonal distinction just mentioned lies 

in the placements of the Root H: In the plain HFT forms, the root H 

is assigned to the third stem syllable by (145). In the MFT forms 

with O.P., the root His assigned to the first stem syllable in the 

H-toned forms, and the second stem syllable in the toneless forms. 

Let's say that the ITAR that assigns the root Hof the underly

ingly H-toned HFT forms with O.P. is "H 111 and the one that assigns 

the acquired root Hof the underlyingly toneless HFT form with O.P. 

"H.! 11 • To account for the different placements of the root H in the 

two tone classes, one must assume that H1 is crucially ordered before 

H Insertion (144). This is because once H Insertion (144) applies, 

the underlyingly toneless forms will have the same tonal structure as 

the H-toned forms. If H1 applies after the underlying tonal distinc

tion between the two groups is neutralized, H1 would apply to both 

tone classes, not only the underlyingly H-toned forms. 

Suppose that the H-toned HFT forms with O.P. is assigned by a 

rule stated as follows: 

Root H assignment in the H-toned HFT forms with O.P. 

H 



, 
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Note that rule (163) has as part of its SD the O,P. H tone (the H pre

ceding the root bracket). This specification serves to distinguish 

the SD of (163) from that of (145). Then, by ordering (163) before 

(145), one can account for the different placements of the root Hin 

the H-toned HFT forms with O.P. and the plain MFT forms. 22 Further

more, as mentioned before, (163) should be ordered crucially before H 

Insertion (144) such that the non-H HFT forms with underlyingly tone

less stems will not undergo (163) after they have acquired the root 

H. 

To account for the placement of the acquired root H of the tone

less HFT forms with O.P., the following rule is postulated: 

164. H Assignment in the Toneless MFT Forms w.ith O.P. 

Note that as far as the SD is concerned, (164) and (163) are identi

cal. The difference is in the Structural Change (SC). To ensure that 

(163) affects only the H-toned forms with O.P. and (164) the toneless 

forms, (164) is ordered after H Insertion (144). The fact that nakUk-

" o\/o' / 0\I0O' 
Isaambe /na+kU+kI+samb+e I and nakUkiyaanzir! /na+kU+kI+yanz+Ir+e / 

~ n 
are H only on the first stem syllable can be easily accounted for by 

Stem H Dissociation (114) which delinks the root H from the second 

stem syllable of each form. Note also that like (163), (164) is also 

22 
Such a rule ordering is in fact implied by other rule ordering re
lations (see the summary of rule orderings in (165) below). 
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ordered before (145) to make sure that the toneless HFT forms with 

O.P. do not under6o (145). 

The rules and their correct ordering as required by the HFT data 

analyzed so far can be summarized as follows: 



165. [, .. ,, ~: rt, ~::·r · 
st HFT 

( 144) H Insertion 

.,l'. ___ L 
'!$ 

in the H-toned MfT forms with O.P. 

164) Root H Assignment in the Toneless HFT forms with O.P. 

(162) O.P. H Lowering 

( 105b) Root H Lowering 

( 145) Root H Assignment in Plain HFT forms 
(same as Stem H Assignment II (97)) 

( 151) MFT L Assignment 

l 1 vu 

\ 

Earlier in the discussion of the pi~~n HFT forms, I pointed out 

that the process of Root H Insertion in the HFT (c.f. (144)) is a dif

ferent process than Root H Insertion in the toneless.type A J-initial 

roots in selected tenses (c.f. rule (53)), The forms in (156) il~us

trate this point. 

In (156), the underlyingly tonal distinction between the toneless 

and ff-toned HFT forms is neutralized. The surface tonal pattern of 

the toneless forms is predictable under the analysis provided for the 

~ MfT forms with O,P •• Notice that only toneless~! y-ini-
n 

!.!!!. ~ undergo Root H Assignment (161), and not toneless forms of 

any other root type, This shows that: a) H Insertion (5j) must have 

applied before Root H Assignment (16j) such that the acquired H tone 

of the Type A y-initial roots (by (53)) may undergo (163); b) H Inser-
n 

tion (144) must be ordered after Root H Assignment (163) (as estab

lished before) to block the other toneless MFT forms (with non-Type A 

roots) from undergoing (163). Thus: 

166, 
[

H-Insertion (53) 

Root H Assignment (163) 

[H-Insertion (144) 
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In view of the rule ordering relations shown in (166) above, the two 

Root H Insertion rules must be treated as two independent processes 

and may not be collapsed as one. The derivations of nakU~i'\tI 
o,/,, " o,/o, 

/na+kU+kI+yit+e / "we will kill it", nakU~eene /na+kU+kI+yen+e / "we 
~ n ~ ~ 

// 0 , ' 0 , 
will want it", and nakUkiyavirI /na+kU+kI+yavir+e / "we will bury 

q ~ 

it" illustrate the rule orderings just discussed: 

167. 01 kU kl[~it 1 

, ·!· l 
·1 kt kif Ct 

L HlH L 

L H H L 
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.... "t~. 
L ". 1 

NFT 

"':t-~ t 
NFT 

L H H L 

UR 

ln1t11l Syllabi• 
f1c1t1on (2-125) 

H lnaert1on (5;1) 

Root H ua11na.eot 
(163) 



-.J'-•-

na V kl it e 

ia-'¥1 
\l A l 

ftoot H A.sai1nment ( 161.i) 

HTA (3-13) 
HFT L USiilllHDt ( 151) 

O,P. H Lowerin& (162) 
Tone Spread ( l;j) 

J-l>el etion (2-6) 
C-Syllabific■tion 
(2-127) 
Syllable Fusion (2-128) 
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Riain& Tone 
S1mplif1cat1on ( ~ 9) 

Penultimate Lowel"'ing 
(16) 
Other RulH 



II. 11 

11.11.1 Far Past Tense Forms without Object~ 

The Far Past Tense (FPT) in Llogoori consists of the subject pre

fix, the tense marker /-aa-/, the root, and the final vowel /-a /: 

S.P. + aa + R + a, 

168a. H-toned Verbs 

i) "I bit" 
"we bit" 
"You (sg.) bit" 
"You (pl.) bit" 
"He bit" 
"They bit" 

1 i) "we cooked 11 

iii) "we cut" 

iv) "we killed" 

v) "we ate" 

161ib. Non-H verbs 

i) "we hit" 

ii) "we burnt" 

iii) "we sold" 

iv) "we wanted" 

v) "we ground" 

/ , 
ndaarUma 
kwa'ar'uma 
waarGma 
mwa'ar'Uma 
xaJif~ma 
vaarUma 

, / 

kwaadeeka 

/ I 
kwaakarat1;a 

, 
kwiita 

/ 
kwaarya 

-kwa'ad~ya 

" 
kwaasaamba 

, 
kwaasya 

/Ntaa+rUIJJ+a/ 
/~U+aa+~Um+a/ 
/U+aa+rUm+a/ 
I mu+aa+rUm+a/ 
I ~+aa+r!Jrg+a/ 
I va+aa+rOm+a/ 

' ,I /kU+aa+deek+a/ 

' , /kU+aa+karag+a/ 

/k~+aa+yft+a/ 
" ' , 

/kU+aa+rI+a/ 

' 0 /kU+aa+duy+a/ 
" 

' 0 /kU+aa+samb+a/ 

' 0 
/kU+aa+gUriz+a/ 

' 0 /kU+aa+yen+a/ 
,.. n 

' .2.. /kU+aa+sie+a/ 
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169. 
, , 

FPT Forms Followed by garaha 

~) H-toned Verbs 
/ I I , ' 

, 
1) "we bit slowly" kwaarUma garaha /kU+aa+rUm+a/ 

ii) "we cooked slowly• 
, , ., / 

kwaadeeka garaha ' , /kU+aa+deek+a/ 

111) "we cut slowly" 
, ~ , I 

kwaakaraga garaha /kU+aa+karag+a/ 

,I I , ' I 
iv) "we killed slowly" kwiita garaha /kU+aa+xi t+a/ 

, ,I I ' 
, 

v) "we ate slowly" kwaarya garaha /kU+aa+rI+a/ 

£) Non-H ~ 
, , , , ' 0 

1) "we hit slowly" kwaaduya garaha /kU+aa+duy+a/ .. ., 
11) "we burnt slowly" kwaastamba gar aha ' 0 /kU+aa+samb+a/ 

/ 

garaha ' 0 
iii) "we sold slowly" kwaagUriza /kU+aa+gUriz+a/ 

/ , , ' 0 iv) "we wanted slowly" kwee~a garaha /kU+aa+yen+a/ ,. ., 
I / I ' !.. v) "we ground slowly" kwaasya garaha /kU+aa+sie+a/ 

In all forms above, the distinction between Hand non-H verbs is 

neutralized: In both the citation forms in (168) and contextual forms 

in (169), all verbs have a surface H tone up to the first stem sylla

ble, and L thereafter. 

The surface tonal realization of the FPT forms in (169) shows 

that all syllables after the stem initial syllable are linked to a L 

tone since the adverb His blocked from spreading across these sylla

bles. To account for the·source of this L tone, it is proposed that 

the FPT is characterized by a L tonal suffix: 



170. 
L 

I 
FPT 

Furthermore, this FPT L tone is assigned to the verb final syllable by 

the following rule: 

171. FPT L Suffix Assignment 

rL 
I 

FPT 

This L tone spreads leftwards to any preceding free syllables, 

causing these syllables to have a surface L tone. 

Besides a L tonal suffix, the FPT is characterized also by a H 

tone, since non-H FPT forms also have a surface H tone (see data in 

(168b) and (169b)). Suppose that the FPT tense prefix /aa-/ is H

toned, its morphological properties can be expressed as follows: 

172. 

FPT 

This H tone is assigned to the syllable following /aa-/ by a rule like 

the following: 

173. FPT H Assignment 

1 0 
I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
H 

FPT 

Only subsequently does the FPT H spread leftwards back onto the FPT 

prefix /-aa-/. 

Having established that the FPT prefix is H-toned, one expects 

that in the UR of a H-toned FPT form, there are two H tones: the FPT H 

and the root H. But based on the data in (168a) and (169a), one can 

see that the root H tone does not surface in these forms: there is 

only one H tone in the SR of each form, and as established before, 

this H tone is the FPT H prefix. So suppose that as in the impera

tives with O.P. (c.f. section 4.6.2), the root H deletes in the FPT 

also. The deletion of the root Hin the FPT can be accounted for by 

revising H Deletion (85) postulated for the imperatives before: 
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1711. H Deletion (Final Version) 

H ( ... ) fH )IMP _t,, FPT 
st ', 

23 

' :jjd' 

Earlier in my discussion of the MFT, I showed how one can account 

for the stem initial Hin a plain HFT form like nakwiiztirfziri 

/n~+kU+y!zuriz+Ir+e 'I "we will fill for" by ordering Syllable Fu.sion 
" 

(2-128) before Tone Spread (13) (c.f. derivations in (155) and (156)). 

I al.so pointed out, however, that this rule ordering 1.s contradicted 

by the FPT data. 
,, / 

To .see this, consider the derivation of kwaaduya 

" ' / 0 \. /kU+aa+dux+a / "we hit": 

23 
At first glance, the optional contextual element"·••" in the SD 
of (1711) .seems superfluou.s. I will account for its crucial pres
ence in the next section (4.11.2). (c.f. footnote (26)) 

175. a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

el kU aa duy a 

~ i't-
V \ 

L H L 
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UR 

Initial Syllabification 
(2-125) 
FPT L As.signment (171) 
FPT H Assignment (173) 
MTA (3-11) 

Tone Spread (13) 

C-Syllabification (2-127) 
Syllable Fu.sion (2-128) 

Rising Tone Simplification 
(49) 



f) Other Rules 

Crucial in the derivation above is the ordering of Tone Spread (13) 

~ Syllable Fusion (2-128). Such an ordering ensures that the 

verb initial syllable in stage (d) is linked to both a Land H tone 

and thus subject to Rising Tone Simplification (49) in stage (e). 

Should Syllable Fusion (2-128) be ordered before Tone Spread (13), the 

verb initial syllable kwaa would have been realized with a L tone: 

176. kU aa 

ti 
uy a 
I" I 

G" 

Stage (b) in (175) 

I I 
L H L 

kUaaduxa 

'tit 
I \ I 

Syllable Fusion (2-128) 

L H L 

Tone Spread N/A 

Other Rules 

To resolve this rule ordering paradox, I maintain that Tone Spread 

(13) -- Syllable Fusion (2-128) is the correct ordering, and that 

there is an independent tonal simplification rule that accounts for 

the MFT data. This rule is stated as follows: 
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177. Trisyllabic Tone Absorption 

w~ 
L H 24 

Furthermore, this rule is ordered crucially before Rising Tone Simpli

fication (49l so that it bleeds the latter. With rule (177l, the der-
,,,.,, 0 '/ 0 , 

ivation of the HFT form nakwiizurizirI /na+kU+yizuriz+Ir+e / "we will .. 
fill for" is as follows: 

24 
So far, we have already seen that Rising Tone Simplification (49l 
applies in all three of the configurations shown below: 

al 

(c.f. stages (d) through (e) of (175)l 

(c.f. stages (e) through (fl of (87)l 

c) IS" 

A 
L H (c.f. stages (a) through (bl of (50)) 

178. a) na 
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kU r~izuriz Ir e 

LlH L 

I 
HFT 

b) na kU yizuriz Ir e 

I I "I I l I I 
~ 0- G"" IT' lr G' 

I I l L H 

c) na kU izuriz Ir e 

I 111 I I I ·r1 ~ r 
L H L 

d) na kU izrriz Ir e 

tt~~~~t 
\lr 'i 

e) na kU izuriz Ir e 

L Y LJ ~ t w ~ 
L H L 

UR 

Initial Syllabification 
(2-125) 
HFT Root H Assignment (145) 
HFT L Suffix Assignment (151l 
HTA (3-11 l 

Post-Vocalic y-Deletion (2-8) ,. 

Tone Spread (13) 

Syllable Fusion (2-128) 



fl na kU izuriz Ire Trisyllabic Tone Absorption 

I V 11 I I (177) 

vv~ 
g) nakwi izur izir I Other Rules 

¥in~ 
\1 V L 

Earlier in my analysis of the HFT in 4.10, I pointed out that 

there is no direct.evidence for postulating the HFT prefix /na-/ as 

being underlyingly L-toned or toneless. In the derivation given in 

(178), however, the underlyingly toneless status of Ina-/ is crucial: 

Should /na-/ be underlyingly L toned, the SD of Trisyllabic Tone Ab

sorption (177) would have never been met. To see this, let us consider 
/ ~ C 

the derivation of nakwiizurizlrI as though /na-/ is underlyingly L 

toned: 

179. 
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a) na kU yizuriz Ir e 
r 

L L H L 

JT 

b) na kU yizuriz Ir e 
I I "I t I I I 
a-eto- (T'IJ" rr 

I I I I 
L L H L 

c) na kU izurtz Ir e 

it ~~CT 
I I 
CT' 0-

i l HI I 
L 

d) na kU izuriz Ire 

t t ~t~ i t 
I r ~ 
L L H L 

e) na kU izuriz Ir e 

t ~ ! h ~ t 
I JV! ~ 
L L H L 

UR 

Initial Syllabification 
(2-125) 
HFT Root H Assignment (145) 
HFT L Suffix Assignment (151) 
HTA (3-11) 

Post-Vocalic y-Deletion (2-8) ,, 

Tone Spread (13) 

Syllable Fusion (2-128) 
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Trisyllabic Tone Absorption 
N/A 
Rising Tone Simplification 
(49) 

g) 1 nakwiizurizirI 

tw11 
Other Rules 

L H L 

As one can see from the derivation given in (179) above, the SD of 

(177) is not met at stage (e), and thus the rule does not apply at 

stage (f). (In fact, the tonal configuration of the contour tone at 

stage (e) is the same as the one mentioned in a) of footnote (24).) 

As a result, Rising Tone Simplification (49) applies instead, thus de-
,, , / 

riving the incorrect surface form *nakwiizurizirI. 

So in sum, the analysis of the tonal simplification processes in 

Llogoori proposed so far motivates the hypothesis that the MFT prefix 

/na-/ is toneless. 

The derivation of the Plain FPT forms with CV(V) roots deserves 

comment (see examples (168a v) and (168b v). On the surface, the fi

nal syllable of each of these verbs has a L tone. At an intermediate 

stage of derivation, however, this syllable is linked to a sequence of 

H and L tones. 
\ / !. \ 

,, 
Consider the partial derivation of kwaasya 

/kU+aa+sie+a I "we ground" in the following: 

180. kU 

L 

L H L 

kU aa sie a 

l ¥ ¥ t 
IV I 
L H L 

'Y'V 
V\ 

L H L 

a 

L 
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UR 

Initial Syllabification (2-125) 
FPT L Assignment (171) 
FPT H Assignment (173) 
MTA (3-11) 

Tone Spread (13) 

Syllable Fusion (2-128) 

Rising Tone Simplification (49) 

At the last stage of derivation in (180), the verb final syllable is 

linked to both a Hand L tone. The fact that this syllable has a sur

face L shows that a tautosyllabic sequence of Hand L tones changes to 

L: 



181. if" 

A 
H L 

Rule (181) just postulated can in fact be collapsed with Rising Tone 

Simplification (49) as follows: 

182. Contour Tone Levelling 

Of course, Contour Tone Levelling (182) must be ordered after Trisyl

labic Tone Absorption ( 177), and before Final L Insertion ( 10) and Pe

nultimate Lowering (16) such that falling tones that results from the 

two rules are not simplified to a surface L tone. 

-:-Finally, in my account of the penultimate lowering falling tone 

~ 0 ' ~ 0 \ 
on the MFT forms like nakUklsaambe /na+kU+kl+samb+e / "we will burn 

,, " 0 ' ,,,,, ' it", nakUhaandiikl /na+kU+handiik+e / "we will write", and nakweer-

"' 0 ' 0 '\ 
~ /na+kU+xereem+e I "we will swim" , I adopted the crucial hy-

pothesis that only grammatical H tones fail to undergo Penultimate 

Lowering (16) (c.f. discussion in section (4.10.1). (That means, a H 

tone linked to a penultimate long syllable does not surface as a ~L 

just in case that this H tone characterizes an affix.) This hypothe

sis is born out in the FPT data: the FPT H prefix, as a grammatical 

tone marking the FPT, does not undergo Penultimate Lowering (16). 

' " ' ' ' '\ k d" k (1t ' / / 'I (Thus, kwaadeeka /kU+aa+deek+a / "we coo e , ~ /kU+aa+xit+a 

/ ~ /kU'+a'a+sa0mb+a'/ "we burnt", and kwe"ena "we killed", kwaasaamba -,-

, ✓ o' '" I\ /I\ d /kU+aa+yen+a /, but not *kwaadeeka, *kwiita, *kwaasaamba, an 
~ n 

*kwtena.) ---"-



183a, H-toned Verbs 

i) 

ii) 

"we bit it" 

"we cooked it" 

iii) "we cut it" 

iv) 

v) 

"we killed it" 

"we ate it" 

183b, .!!.2.!!::!!. Verbs 

i) •we hit it" 

ii) "we burnt it" 

iii) "we sold it" 

iv) "we wanted it" 

v) "we ground it" 
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,, , 
kwaakirUma 

,, , 
kwaakedeeka 

,, , 
kwaakikaraga 

,, ~,. 
kwaaciita 

/ ,, 
kwaakirya 

,. , I' 
kwaakiauya 

., "': kwaakillaamba 
/., , .... ., 

kwaakigUriza 

kwaactena n 
/ ; 

kwaakisya 

' ., / .,, \ 
/kU+aa+kI+rUm+a / 

... / .,, ., ' 
/kU+aa+kI+deek+a / 

tk'u+a~+kf +ka'rag+a' / 

/klJ+aa+kI+y1t+a ' / 
" 

/kU+a~+kI+rf +a '/ 

' / ,,, 0 
/kU+aa+kI+dux+a '; 

' I' ,. 0 ' /kU+aa+kI+samb+a / 

tkU+a~+kl+sUriz+a' I 

' / / 0 ' /kU+aa+kI+yen+a / 
- ~ n 

tkU+a~+kl+sTe+a 't 

Disregarding (183a iv-v) and (183b iv-v) for the moment, in the data 

in (183) above, H-toned verbs and non-H verbs have distinctive surface 

tonal patterns: H-toned forms are H up to the object prefix and L 

thereafter, whereas the non-H forms all have a H tone on the prefixes, 

and a IH L melody on the stem. The surface H tone on the prefixes of 

both the H-toned and non-H forms can be accounted for easily: it 

comes from the FPT H which is assigned to the O,P, /kl-/ by FPT H As

signment (173). This H tone subsequently spreads leftwards to the 

prefix /aa-/, The S.P. Lis assigned to the subject prefix /kU-/ and 

is later delinked by Contour Tone Levelling (182) after resyllabifying 

with the FPT marker /aa-/. The surface final L can also be accounted 
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for in a straightforward manner: it is the result of assigning the 

FPT L tone to the word final syllable by FPT L Assignment ( 171). The 

major point of interest of the data given in (183) lies in the surface 

tonal contrast between the underlyingly H-toned and toneless roots 

(compare (1b3a 1-111) against (183b 1-111)): in the H-toned forms, 

all root syllables are realized L, whereas in the toneless forms, all 

roots syllables are realized H (with downstepping). Based on the 

rules established so far, it is not immediately clear why there is 

such a surface tonal distinction between the two groups. Below I will 

provide an account for such a surface tonal distinction, using the 
,,, ; ' / , ; 

derivations kwaaklkaraga /kU+aa+kI+karag+a '/ "we cut it", a H-toned 
,,, ... !.,, ,,/0 ' 

form, and kwaakigUriza /kU+aa+kI+gUriz+a / "we sold it", a toneless 

form, as examples for illustration. Now let us first consider the un

derlying representations of these two forms: 

184. kU .. t"•. kU .. t'''. UR 

-;- L H H H L L H H L 

'\J V 
FPT FPT 

As proposed above, the FPT H tone in both forms in (184) is assigned 

to the object prefix /kI-/ by FPT H Assignment (173) and the FPT L to 

the final vowel /-a/ by FPT L Assignment (171). The autosegmental 

configurations of these two forms after the application of these rules 

are given below: 



rn5. 
kU ••;f k,cag i 
L H HlH L 

FPT H Assignment (173) 
FPT L Assignment (171) 

From the autosegmental configurations given in (185), one can see that 

at this stage of derivation, there is only one remaining free H tone, 
/ ,! ✓ , 

in the underlyingly non-H form kwaakigUriza, viz., the O.P. H. It 

follows that this H tone is the only possible source for the surface H 

tone on root syllables of this form. The placement of the O.P. Hin 
.,. ,. I ,. ' 

kwaakibUriza is predicted by the following O,P. H assignment rule: 

186. O.P. H Assignment 

••• O" 

lPT 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

H 

I 
O.P. 

By O.P. H Assignment (186) and then Tone Spread (13), the surface ton
,,,. I,.,. 

al pattern of kwaakigUriza can be derived: 

187. kU '?[""' i same as in ( 185) 

L H H L 

'1 ?f" i o.P. H Assignment ( 186) 
HTA (3-11) 

L H H L 

TVP'i Tone Spread ( 13) 

L H H L 

k•yr Other Rules 

H H L 

Now let us consider the derivation of the H-toned form. Going back to 
,,, ,, 

(185), one can see that in kwaakikaraga, there are two remaining free 

tones, namely, the O.P. Hand the root Hafter the assignment of the 

FPT Hand L tones. To derive the surface!:. tone on the root sylla

bles, one logical hypothesis is that one of these two H tones changes 

to L, becomes linked to the penultimate syllable, and then spreads 

leftwards. Based on the rules established so far, the most straight

forward analysis is that the .Q_.f_. ~ is such a tone: its assginment to 

the penultimate syllable is predictable by O.P. H Assignment (186), a 
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rule that is already motivated for the toneless form, and its lowering 

(from H to L) is predictable by O.P. H Lowering (162), 25 also a rule 

that has been independently motivated before for the HFT. The root H 

is then deleted by H Deletion (174). 

proceeds from (185) as follows: 

/ ✓ 

The derivation of kwaakikaraga 

25 Notice that o.P. H Lowering (162) is not applicable in the toneless 
form, since there is no root H tone in the toneless form and the SD 
of (162) is thus not met. 

188. al 

kU ?["~" I 
L H H H L 

bl kU a/1/ag 
a 

I 
L H H H L 

c) kl aa kl karag a 

L ( /. t 
d) kU ?l.'' a 

I l L 

e) kU aa kl karag a 

1// I 
L H L L 

f) kU 
aVPag 

a 

I I 
L H L L 

g) kwaaklkaraga 

VYI 
H L L 
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same as in ( 185 ) 

O.P, H Assignment (186) 

HTA (3-11) 

O.P. H Lowering (162) 

H Deletion ( 174) 

Tone Spread (13) 

Other Rules 



Notice that the analysis of the H-toned form just given calls for the 

crucial ordering of O.P. H Lowering (162) before H Deletion (174) 

since the latter bleeds the former. 26 Also, it assumes that O.P. H As

signment (186) is ordered before Morphological Tone Association (3-11) 

to avoid the root H from being assigned to the root initial syllable 

by the latter rule. (The output of O.P. H Assignment (186) blocks the 

application of MTA (3-11) to the root H tone (see the autosegmental 

configuration in (188b)),) 

The H versus non-H distinction is neutralized in the surface tone 
/y{' ,,,.,,.,.' 

melodies of kwaacilta /kU+aa+kl+xit+a / "we killed it" ((183a iv)) 

and kwaa~:ena /kU+aa"+kl+ygn+a' I "we wanted it" (( 183b iv)), kwtakirya 
---.;nc- r, r, 
'///f ,, '-//~' 

/kU+aa+kI+rl+a '/ "we ate it" ( 183a v) and kwaaklsya /kU+aa+kl+sle+a / 

"we ground it" (183b v). 
/., ; 

While the surface tonal pattern of kwaaceena can be readily de-
11 /., ,. 

rived by rules established before, that of kwaaciita is not. Based on 

the analysis of the FPT forms with O.P. proposed so far, the surface 

syllable ~ii of kwia~iita is derived from a falling tone at an inter-

mediate level of derivation: 

26 Earlier in footnote (23), I pointed out that the optional "· •• " 
context is essential to the SD of H Deletion (174). The 11 0.P. H 
Lowering (162) -- H Deletion (174) 11 rule ordering requirement just 
mentioned motivates the postulation of this optional contextual el
ement. To see this, let us consider the derivation given in (188) 
again: After the application of O.P. H Lowering (162) in staged), 
the verb root is preceded by a L, not H tone. Without the optional 
"····" context in the SD of H Deletion (174), the root H will fail 
to delete since its immediately preceding tone is not H. The pres
ence of the"····" element, on the contrary, allows the FPT H pre
fix to condition the lowering of the root H tone. 

189. a) 

b) 

c) kU aa kl yit a 

I V I "I I r~ ~ r 
d) 

UR 

Initial Syllabification 
(2-125) 
FPT H Assignment (173) 
FPT L Assignment (171) 
O.P. H Assignment (186) 
MTA (3-11) 

O.P. H Lowering (162) 
H Deletion ( 174) 
Tone Spread (13) 

Post-Vocalic y-Deletion 
(2-8) " 
Syllable Fusion 
(2-128) 

At the last stage of derivation in (189) above, the syllable kli 

(which gives rise to the surface syllable ~ii) is linked to both a H 

and a L. By the Contour Tone Levelling rule (182) established earli

er, one would expect the!! tone of the sequence to delink, incorrectly 

predicting a surface L instead of H tone on the surface syllable ~ii. 
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To correctly derive the surface H tone on ~ii, the following tonal 

dissimilation rule is proposed: 

190. Tonal Dissimilation 

C, r5 

Al 
J. H -,m -.tH 

Rule {190) must have precedence over Contour Tone Levelling {182) such 

that it is the former rule that applies to (189d) and not the latter. 

With Tonal Dissimilation (190), the derivation of kw;a~iita proceeds 

from (189d) as follows: 

191. kU aa kvt a 

\JI ~ ~ 

Ml 
L H L L 

kU aa kl it a 

\JJ V I 

L \/ I 
V 

Kwaaciita 

'V'V~ 

V' 
H l 
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(189d) 

Tonal Dissimilation (190) 

Contour Tone Levelling (182) 

Other Rules 

The tonal simplification rules postulated in this section and their 

correct orderings are summarized below: 



192 Trisyllabic Tone Absorption (177) 

Tonal Dissimilation (190) 

Contour Tone Levelling (182) 

,,,. / ,,, ,,, 
The surface tonal neutralization between kwaaklrya and kwaaklsya 

can be accounted for easily: The fact that there is no downstepped H 

in the SR of kw:aklsya can be explained as a result of Contour Tone 

Levelling ( Ul2). 
,,. ,, 

Given below are the derivations of kwaaklrya and 
,,. ,, 

kwaaklsya under this analysis: 

193. 

L H L L 

kU aa kl\sTe a 

L H Hl L 

V 
FPT 

kU aa kl sle a 

Lt J ~ 1 
I I I 
L H H L 

UR 

Initial Syllabification 
(2-125) 
FPT H Assignment (173) 
FPT L Assignment (171) 
O.P. H Assignment (186) 
MTA (3-11) 

O.P. H Lowering (162) 
H Deletion (174) 

Tone Spread ( 13) 

C-Syllabification 
(2-127) 
Syllable Fusion 
(2-128) 
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kw aa kl sy a 

\ft\£ 
\j \ 

H L 

Contour Tone Levelling 
(190) 
Other Rules 
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4.12 OTHER TENSES 

As mentiont:d in the beginning of this chaptt:r ( c .f. footnot" 

(1)), thert: are couple Llogoori tenses that are not studied in this 

thesis. These are t'.le ":;till" Tens'e and the Subjunctives. Tonally 

speaking, the ":;till" l'ense is identical to the Present Continuous 

Tense, and the SubJuntives are the same as tne Middle future Tense 

forms. Al though the data of these two tenses are not presented in 

this thesis due to time and space limiations, tht:y will certainly be 

included in the future expanded version of this work. 
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TABLE 5a 

Summary of Tone Rules 

{A) Initial. Ton~ Assignment Rules 

~ Name of Rule 

(3-11) Morphological Tone Association 

(75) Imperative L Prefix Assignment 

(91) Stem H Assignment I 

(99) Stem H Assignment III 

Formulation of Rule 

where "[ ]" demarcates 
morpheme boundaries 

([ 
IMP 

r~r-----
st lH 

(113) 

(145) 

( 151) 

(163) 

(164) 

MPT H Suffix Assignment 

Stem H Assignment in the 
Plain MFT Forms (Stem H 
Assignment II) 

MFT L Assignment 

Root H Assignment in the 
ff-toned MFT Forms with O.P. 

Root H Assignment in the 
Toneless MFT Forms with O.P. 

IL 
I 

MPT 

VU• Verb Unit 

l~?"----J 
st H MFT 

rL 
I 

MFT 

r ~/~······] 
stlfi MFT 
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(171) FPT L Suffix Assignment fL (B) Insertion Rules !' 

I (10) Final L Insertion JI'---> L I II 

I 
FPT 

(53) H Insertion l~-(173) FPT H Prefix Assignment 

V Type A ',,V 
0- ,-, 

, , 
FPT ✓ 

where "[1" demarcates morpheme (1.44) MFT H Insertion j R ] boundaries I'", ,, 
)y MFT 

(186) O.P. H Assignment •••• Ci"O"" 
I c· ~/[n-L I 

I (149) Empty Syllable Insertion A'------> I 
I 
H FPT 

I 
O.P. 
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(C) Tone Change Rules 

(BO) Verb Final H Deletion 

r_ ). ... 
(162) O.P. H Lowering l \ vu 

H L ~ 

r/1 l 
O.P. TNS 

(105) H Lowering a) H •.••• H 
I 

\ I 
I 

it-
L TNS 

" is maximal 
(174) Root H Deletion H ( ... ) ~ .... Ju. 

"-., FPT b) H t st 'l ' 
Jo' 

\ 
~ 

st L 

(114) Stem H Dissociation 
V V (177) Trisyllabic Tone Absorption 

\/\/ (o-)~ er-
L H 

st ~ 
Q H 

/\ I (182) Contour Tone Levelling 
[-MPT] 

H H 

(129) Root H Deletion CV (C\J (190) Tonal Dissimilation 
(J" er 

{L 

'!-J r A J L l cl H -.ui 
st \ IMP 

, IFT 
\ 
::J 
ft 
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(D) Tone Spread Rules 

(13) Tone Spread 
cf 1 6 

\j 
T 

(iterative) 

(16) Penultimate Lowering 
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TABLE Sb 

Summary of Crucial Rule Orderings* 
(Tone Rules) 

(53) H Insertion 

(75) 

r (::::, 
lL91) 
r (163) 

Ul44) r [,164) 

L (162) 

CBO) 

2-128) 

Imperative L Prefix Assignment 

MPT B Suffix Assignment 

O.P. H Auignment 

Morphological Tone Auociation 

Stem H Assignment I 

Root H Assignment in the B-tonod HFT Forms vith O .P. 

MFT H Insertion 

Root H Assignment in the Toneless HFT Forms with O.P. 

O.P. H Lowering (in ~he llPT) 

Empey Syllable Insertion 

Root B Assignment in tho Plain HFT Forms (Stem H Assignment 
11) 

Stea B Assignment III 

MFT L Assignment 

H Deletion (in the IMP & RPT) 

H Tone Lowering 

Post-Vocalic y-Deletion 

" 
H Deletion (in the IMP & IFT) 

Tone Spread 

Trisyllabic Tone Absorption 

Tonal Diuimilation 

Contour Tona Levellina 

Final L InHrtion 

Penultimate Lowering 

Verb Final H Deletion 

Syllable Fusion 

* ln all rule numbers that have I numeral prefix, the prefix 
indicates the chapter in which the rule is found. All nrh,r rnl .. 
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TABLE 6 

Llogoori Verb Tenses: Summary of Morphological Features 

Segmental Tonal Segmental Tonal 

Tense SP Prefu Prefu Jloot Suffu Suffix 

INF .a- kU .a- Root a g' 

NFT SP ra Id" Root a J( 

PT SP Jd' .a- Root i/e* JK' 

FFT SP rika ..fJ' Root e .,f!f 

NPT SP aakU L Root a .,f!f 

IMP ,ff J1' L Root a/e**(sg) )f 
i 

PCT SP ~ .Id' Root aa 

MPT SP aa L Root i/e* 

IFT SP ri L Root a 

MFT SP na*** -8' Root e 

RPT SP aa H Root a 

* The /-e/ suffix occurs in the presence of the applied 
extension /-Ir/, and the suffix /-i/ elsewhere; 

(pl) 

H 

H 

H 

L 

L 

**/-a/occurs in the singular imperative forms without O.P., 
and /-e/ in the singular forms with O.P.; /-1/ occurs with 
all plural forms, regardless of the presence or absence of 
the O.P. 

***The MFT tense prefix /na-/ precedes the S,P. in the verb 
unit. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this thesis, I have provided detailed descriptions and analy

ses of eleven Llogoori verb tenses, along with a general introduction 

to the Llogoori morphology and phonology. Although this work encom

passes only a still relatively limited scope of data--given its never

theless preliminary nature--its findings are illuminating to the un

derstanding of both Llogoori itself and the African tone languages in 

general. 

As far as Llogoori is concerned, thig study has revealed the 

skeleton of the tonal phonology of Llogoori through examining its ver

bal system. Some of the major characteristics found are that: 

1. Llogoori has a three-way contrast between H, L, and toneless

ness underlyingly, but only H versus Lon the surface (due to 

association rules to be mentioned in point 4 below); 

2. the segmental and tonal components of any given morpheme are 

associated by Initial Tone Assignment Rules (ITAR 1s); 

3. !TAR' s in Llogoori are nu,nerous and they are predominant! y 

specific rules conditioned in morphological/grammatical terms; 

4. The mapping of toneless syllables and tones after initial tone 

assignment is predominantly governed by language-specific 

rules like Tone Spread (4-13) and Final L Insertion (4-10). 

5. Llogoori exhibits partial downstep by which any tone after a H 

tone begins a lowered register. Other surface pitch modifica-
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tion mechanisms like declination and phrase final lowering are 

also present. 

As a minor contribution, the study also provides a relatively 

comprehensive sketch of the Llogoori phonological/morphological sys

tem. The ample data and analyses provided should serve as a point of 

departure for any future research on the language. 

In the general context of other &!nt•J tonal systems, the charac

teristics of the Llogoori tonal system just outlined in point 1 to 5 

above are of great theoratical interest: They shed light on many is

sues concerning significant topics like initial tone assigment, the 

universality of Association Conventions, and the typology of downstep, 

to name just a few. 

As mentioned in point 3 above, Llogoori is characterized by its 

abun.1ance of !TAR• s which are specific rules conditioned in grammati

cal and morpholoekal terms. This is different than many other Bantu 

systems in which initial tone assignment is achieved by relatively few 

ITAR's the application of which is generally unrestricted by morpholo

gical/grammatical conditions. Furthermore, with the exception of one 

situation (i.e. imperatives with O.P.(c.f. section 4.6.2.)) in which 

tone assignment may be accounted for by an Association Convention, the 

mapping of morphological tones and tone bearing units are achieved by 

ITAR's and other language specific association mechanisms (like Final 

L Insertion (4-10) and Tone Spread (4-13)). The Association Conven

tions motivated by many other Bantu tone languages play al•nost no role 

in Lloogori. 
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The analysis of downstep in Llogoori presented in O!apter 3 pro

vides yet another case of downstep without a floating L tone. (Other 

languages found to exhibit downstep without a floating Lare Kisharnbaa 

(Odden 1982) and Igbo (Clark, in preparation).) Finally, the evi

dence--thought still preliminary in nature--for the interaction be

tween downstep and other surface tonal modification mechanisms like 

declination and phrase final lowering hints at the need for a model of 

pitch interpretation that addresses the effects of all pitch modifica

tion mechanism in a componential manner. 

In view of these observations, our first step towards understand

ing Llogoori can also be considered a step towards understanjing the 

ever-so-intricate systems of Bantu tone languages. 
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